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ABSTRACT 
Overcoming the Challenges of Twinning and Pseudo Symmetry in Solving the Structure 
of Flavodoxin from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans 29577 by X-ray Crystallography 
by 
Megan D'Reese Guelker 
In solving the structure of flavodoxin from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans 29577, 
crystallographic challenges of twinning and pseudo translational symmetry were 
encountered. The effects of both challenges were investigated to determine how they 
complicate structure solution and to develop insights into dealing with these factors for 
future studies. 
Flavodoxins are small, single domain flavoproteins that bind a single flavin 
mononucleotide (FMN) and participate in electron-transfer pathways at low redox 
potentials. The structure of oxidized flavodoxin from D. desulfuricans 29577 was solved 
in two crystal forms at 2.0 A and 2.5 A resolution, and that of the semiquinone form of 
flavodoxin was determined at 2.5 A resolution. The overall topology of this class of 
proteins, a five-stranded parallel beta sheet flanked by two alpha helices on each side, 
was conserved. The FMN is bound at the periphery and forms stacking interactions with 
Trp60 and Tyr98 and a number of hydrogen bonds with the protein which are conserved 
between the oxidized and semiquinone states. Two conformations for the Trp60-
containing loop were determined, straight and bent, indicating a high degree of flexibility 
of the loop that may be a starting point for elucidating the residues involved in protein 
partner recognition. 
Each of the crystal forms oxidized flavodoxin represented crystallographic 
challenges. One crystal exhibited almost perfect merohedral twinning, but early detection 
and application of the appropriate twin law allowed successful structure solution and 
refinement. The presence of pseudo translational symmetry and a high copy number in 
the second crystal prevented phasing by multiwavelength anomalous dispersion and 
complicated phasing by molecular replacement by essentially reducing the signal to noise 
ratio in both cases. Ultimately, the structure was solved using an alternative approach; the 
refined structure from the twinned crystal was used as a perfect search model to identify 
initial molecular replacement solutions, and the final copies were then placed using the 
pseudo translational symmetry operators. Although, this structure was not twinned, 
application of a twin law, -h, -k, 1, was essential for refining the model to reasonable R-
factor values. Twinning and pseudo symmetry complicated structure solution, but 
alternative approaches to phasing and refinement allowed successful structure 
determination. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Twinning and pseudo symmetry in crystallography 
Increasingly, the crystallographic community is focusing on more challenging 
macromolecular structures. In crystallography the word "challenging" can describe 
different circumstances. Solving some structures is challenging because of the size of the 
target as is the case for structures of viruses or large protein complexes such as the 
ribosome. Solving small protein structures can also be challenging due to properties of 
the crystal such as twinning and pseudo symmetry. In the past, many structures exhibiting 
these characteristics were simply avoided. This is no longer an option, and the need to 
identify and solve challenging structures has become more important. Significant 
improvements in twinning and pseudo symmetry detection and structure solution 
programs have led to an increase in the number of structures solved. 
More than 43,000 X-ray crystal structures of proteins and protein/nucleic acid 
complexes have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank. The number of structures 
deposited annually has grown steadily from 137 in 1990 to 8,283 in 2007. As the number 
of structures deposited has increased, so has the fraction that exhibits pseudo symmetry 
which now equals approximately 6% of the total structures. Although it is difficult to 
estimate how many structures have been affected by twinning, it is likely to have 
increased proportionately as well. 
Crystallographic challenges of twinning and pseudo translational symmetry were 
encountered in solving the structure of flavodoxin from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans 
29577. The effects of both properties were investigated to determine how they complicate 
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structure solution and to develop insights into dealing with these factors for future 
structural studies. 
1.2 Flavodoxins 
Flavodoxins are small, single domain flavoproteins that bind a single flavin 
mononucleotide and participate in electron-transfer pathways at low redox potentials. 
Flavodoxins have been isolated from a wide distribution of bacteria and a few species of 
algae and are divided into two groups based on size; long chain flavodoxins are 
approximately 23 kDa and short-chain flavodoxins are approximately 15 kDa. The 
sequences of the flavodoxins from various organisms even within the same group share 
little homology. An alignment of flavodoxins representing both classes is shown in 
Figure 1.1. The difference between the long and short chain flavodoxins can be mainly 
attributed to the presence of a 20-25-residue loop that interrupts the fifth |3 strand. 
Although flavodoxins are not found in eukaryotes, the descendants of the flavodoxin 
protein are conserved in multi-domain proteins such as the human cytochrome P450 
reductase (Zhao et al., 1999). 
The term flavodoxin was coined in the early 1960's because these proteins could 
functionally replace ferredoxins under low iron growth conditions in Clostridium 
pasteurianum (Knight and Hardy, 1966). Since then, flavodoxins have been shown to 
play unique roles in a number of processes including nitrate reduction (Gangeswaran and 
Eady, 1996), methionine synthesis (Gulati et al., 1997; Hoover et al., 1997), biotin 
synthesis (Lawson et al., 2004; Stok and De Voss, 2000), and pyruvate oxidation in 
Helicobacter pylori (Hughes et al., 1995; Hughes et al., 1998). The role of flavodoxin in 
2 
the oxidation of pyruvate in Helicobacter pylori is of particular interest, and flavodoxin is 
being investigated as a potential drug target (Cremades et al., 2005). 
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Figure 1.1 Alignment of flavodoxins. Anabaena (ANASO, A. vinelandii (AZOVI), H. 
pylori (HELPY), C. beijerinckii (CLOBE), D. vulgaris (DESVU) and D. desulfiiricans 
(DESDE). Alpha helices are represented in red and beta sheets in yellow as in the 
Anabaena structure (1FLV). Green represents the loop that differs between long and short 
chain flavodoxins. 
The functional flavodoxin requires the binding of a single flavin mononucleotide. 
Flavin mononucleotide exists in three oxidation states (Figure 1.2), oxidized, 
semiquinone and hydroquinone, and the protonation state can vary in both reduced forms. 
The spectroscopic properties of flavodoxin vary depending on the oxidation state of the 
bound flavin mononucleotide (Mayhew, 1971a). Oxidized flavodoxin is bright yellow in 
color and shows three absorption bands in the near UV and visible regions, one at 445-
467 nm, the second at 373 nm and the third at 272-275 nm. The semiquinone flavodoxin 
is dark purple in color and shows two broad absorbance bands in the region from 400-700 
nm. The hydroquinone flavodoxin is pale yellow in color and shows weak absorbance 
bands at 450 nm and 365 nm. In addition, fluorescence of the free oxidized flavin 
SKKIGLFYGTQTGKTESVAEIIRDEFGNDWT-LHDVSQAEVTD—LNDYQYLIIGCPTWNI 
-AKIGLFFGSNTGKTRKVAKSIKKRFDDETMSDALNVNRVSAED—FAQYQFLILGTPTLGE 
MGKIGIFFGTDSGNAEAIAEKISKAIG NAEWDVAKASKEQ—FNGFTKVILVAPTAGA 
MKIVYWSGTGNTEKMAELIAKGIIESGKDVNTINVSDVNID-ELLNEDILILGCSAMGD 
-AKALIVYGSTTGNTEYTAETIARELADAGYEVDSRDAASVEAGGLFEGFDLVLLGCSTWGD 
MSKVLIVFGSSTGNTESIAQKLEELIAAGGHEVTLLNAADASAENLADGYDAVLFGCSAWGM 
GELQ- SDWEGLYSELDDVDFNGKLVAYFGTGDQIGYADNFQDAIGILEEKISQRG 
GELPGLSSDAENESWEEFLPKIEGLDFSGKTVALFGLGDQVGYPENYLDALGELYSFFKDRG 
GDLQ TDWEDFLGTLEASDFANKTIGLVGLGDQDTYSETFAEGIFHIYEKA—KA 
EVLE ESEFEPFIEEIS-TKISGKKVALFGSYGWGD GKWMRDFEERMNGYG 
DSIELQ DDFIPLFDSLEETGAQGRKVACFGCGDSS—YEYFCGAVDAIEEKLKNLG 
EDLEMQ DDFLSLFEEFNRIGLAGRKVAAFASGDQE—YEHFCGAVPAIEERAKELG 
GKTVGYWSTDGYDFNDSKALRNGKFVGLALDEDNQSDLTDDRIKSWVAQLKSEFGL— 
AKIVGSWSTDGYEFESSEAVVDGKFVGLALDLDNQSGKTDERVAAWLAQIAPEFGLSL 
GKWGQTSTDGYHFAASKAVEGGKFVGLVIDEDNQDDLTDERIAKWVEQVRGSFA 
CVWETP LIVQNEPDEAEQDCIEFGKKIANI 
AEIVQDG LRIDGDPRAARDDIVGWAHDVRGAI 
ATIIAEG • LKMEGDASNDPEAVASFAEDVLKQL 
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mononucleotide and protein tryptophan fluorescence are quenched upon binding (Barman 
and Tollin, 1972; Edmondson and Tollin, 1971; Mayhew, 1971b). 
Figure 1.2 Structure of flavin mononucleotide in its three oxidation states. The oxidized state is 
highlighted in bright yellow, the semiquinone in purple and the hydroquinone in light yellow 
corresponding to the colors in solution. 
The spectroscopic properties of flavodoxins make them highly amenable to the 
study of the kinetics and thermodynamics of flavin binding. The characteristic flavodoxin 
fold makes them an excellent model for folding/unfolding studies. The small size and 
high stability of flavodoxins also make them promising targets for crystallographic 
studies. 
1.3 Structure of flavodoxin 
X-ray crystal structures have been solved for flavodoxins isolated from multiple 
organisms and in multiple oxidation states. Both long chain and short-chain flavodoxins 
are represented in the collection of structures; examples of long-chain flavodoxin 
structures are those from Azotobacter vinelandii (Alagaratnam et al., 2005) and 
Anabaena (Rao et al., 1992), and examples of short chain flavodoxins are those from 
Desulfovibrio vulgaris (Watt et al., 1991) and Clostridium beijerinckii (Ludwig et al., 
1969). Although the sequence homology between flavodoxins is low, the overall fold is 
highly conserved (Figure 1.3). 
Figure 1.3 Structures of long and short chain flavodoxins. A) Structure of a long chain 
flavodoxin from A. vinelandii (1YOB). B) Structure of a short chain flavodoxin from C. 
beijerinckii (5NLL). Alpha helices are colored red, beta sheets are yellow and loops are 
green. The overall fold is conserved with the central beta sheet flanked by the alpha 
helices. Flavin mononucleotide (sticks) is bound by loops at the periphery. 
The overall fold of flavodoxin is a central |3 sheet flanked by a helices on both 
sides. The flavin mononucleotide is bound on the periphery by a network of hydrogen 
bonds. Trp60 and Tyr98 coordinate the isoalloxazine ring. The phosphate group does not 
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interact with positively charged residues but instead with a number of hydroxyamino 
acids and backbone amino groups through ion-dipole interactions {Luecke, 1990 #64}. 
The differences observed between the oxidized and semiquinone flavodoxins are minor 
and lie primarily in the loops that coordinate the flavin mononucleotide. A 
conformational change occurs in the 60-loop to allow the formation of a new hydrogen 
bond with the N5 of the isoalloxazine ring. The structure is also conserved in the 
apoprotein structures except that the flexible loop closes to fill the gap left in the absence 
of the flavin mononucleotide. Flavodoxins have proven to be excellent crystallographic 
targets, however, in solving the structure of flavodoxin from D. desulfuricans 29577, 
crystallographic challenges of twinning and pseudo symmetry were encountered. 
1.4 Crystal twinning 
Twinning is a condition that results from crystal growth in which crystal domains 
are oriented by a symmetry operation where the molecular spacings match at the face 
where the domains meet. Two types of twinning exist, non-merohedral twinning, also 
known as epitaxial twinning, and merohedral twinning. 
Non-merohedral twinning is two separate crystals growing in contact with each 
other. Non-merohedral twinning can be detected by inspection of the crystals and the 
diffraction pattern. Twinned crystals may have a dark crevice where the two crystals 
meet, but it may be difficult to detect. Inspection of the diffraction pattern in the case of 
non-merohedral twinning is a better method of detection. The diffraction pattern will 
appear as superimposed lattices rather than a single lattice. If the program used to index 
the data can differentiate between the two lattices, it is possible to index and integrate the 
6 
data using a single crystal lattice and ignoring the reflections from the additional lattice. 
If the lattices cannot be separated it is necessary to collect data on a new, untwinned 
crystal. 
In merohedral twinning, the twin domains are superimposable in three-
dimensional space, so merohedral twinning cannot be detected by inspection of the 
diffraction pattern. Merohedral twinning causes each intensity to be the sum of two 
crystallographically distinct reflections weighted by the twin fraction, a. The twin 
fraction for perfect twinning is 0.5, where both twin domains contribute to half of the 
observed intensity. Partial twinning occurs for twin fractions between 0 and 0.5. An 
illustration of untwinned, perfect and partial twinning in the space group P4 is shown in 
Figure 1.4. With merohedral twinning, the symmetry of the lattice is higher than the 
rotational symmetry of the crystal. A distinct set of symmetry operations defines the class 
for a particular crystal lattice termed the point group; for example the space groups P3(l) 
and P3(2) both belong to the same point group P3, and all three space groups are defined 
by the same component symmetry. There are 32 unique crystallographic point groups. 
Symmetry operators that belong to the point group of the reciprocal lattice but not to the 
point group of the intensities are potential twin laws. Merohedral twinning is common for 
all point groups with rotational symmetry of 3, 32 (not including rhombohedral), 4, 6 and 
23. 
When detected, twinned data can often be handled appropriately to allow 
successful structure solution and refinement. How to manage twinned data relies on 
whether the data is perfectly or partially twinned. It is possible to treat perfect twinning or 
near perfect twinning as untwinned data. This is because the diffraction data for a 
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perfectly twinned crystal erroneously obey the symmetry of the twin operator, and, 
therefore, the intensities overlap perfectly giving rise to the observed reflections, p and q, 
that are related by the twinning operation. The relationship between the observed 
reflections, p and q, and the intensity contribution from each twin domain, Ii and h is 
defined by 
p = (l-a)Ii + a I2 
q = a Ii + (l-a)l2 
where a is the twin fraction (Yeates, 1997). In cases of perfect or near perfect twinning, 
measurement errors increase significantly making it impossible to separate the 
crystallographic intensities from the observed measurements and thus detwin the data 
(Yeates, 1997). However, processing of perfectly twinned data can be carried out as 
untwinned data by imposing the additional symmetry of the twin law. 
<0 & 
<0> *>> 
Figure 1.4 Illustration of merohedral twinning. Merohedral twinning is shown for an A) untwinned 
B) perfectly twinned and C) partially twinned crystal in the space group P4 as viewed down the four-
fold symmetry axis. The red line designates the boundary of the separate twin domains. 
There are two different ways to handle partially twinned data. If the twin fraction 
can be estimated accurately, the data can be detwinned. After successfully detwinning the 
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data, structure solution and refinement should be straightforward. However, it is often 
difficult to accurately determine the twin fraction, particularly if the data is not well 
measured as indicated by high Rmerge values. In these cases it is better to use twin specific 
applications for structure refinement to apply the specific twin law and allow the twin 
fraction to be refined as well. 
Molecular replacement is the phasing method that can most readily handle 
twinned data but can be complicated by twinning in several ways. First, the space group 
can be mis-assigned with too high symmetry, so care must be taken to distinguish 
between the apparent and true space groups and to process the data in the correct space 
group. Second, the contrast of the cross-rotation function decreases in proportion to the 
twin fraction making it difficult to select a correct solution. Similarly, the translation 
function is complicated. The cross-rotation search can be performed in the apparent space 
group, and the translation function then performed in the true space group to find a 
correct solution. Even with twinning, molecular replacement can still be successful given 
a high degree of homology between the search model and target. 
1.5 Detecting merohedral twinning 
Twinning can sometimes be detected by inspection of the crystal morphology. 
Untwinned crystals have sharp edges and convex faces, and twinned crystals have 
concave faces, however this is often difficult to detect (Yeates, 1997). Other signs of 
twinning surface during initial data characterization. Data may merge in several related 
space groups with only minor differences in Rmerge; the higher symmetry space group will 
have a slightly higher Rmerge than the true space group. Also, an impossible Matthew's 
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coefficient, Vm, may be calculated (Matthews, 1968). The Matthews coefficient is 
directly related to the solvent content in the unit cell. VM values indicating correct space 
group assignment usually fall in the range of 2-3 A /Da; a value less than 1 A /Da 
indicates that the space group is mis-assigned and as a consequence the protein cannot fit 
in the specified cell dimensions (Matthews, 1968). Twinning may go unnoticed until 
refinement, but during refinement R-factor values will converge at unexpectedly high 
values if twinning is present and not accounted for. 
Several programs exist for detecting twinning by analyzing the intensity statistics 
and determining the twin fraction prior to structure solution and refinement. Programs 
that perform twinning tests are discussed individually in the following paragraphs. 
Twinning can usually be detected from the Wilson ratio for intensities. This ratio 
is calculated from <I2>/<I>2 for the data; for untwinned data this ratio should be equal to 
2, and for twinned data this ratio equals 1.5. The second method is known as the H-test, 
or cumulative distribution function for intensities where 
<H> = < | I1-I2 | / | I1 + I2 | 
and II and 12 are the intensities of twin law related reflections. 
The programs TRUNCATE in the CCP4 suite (Collaborative Computational 
Project, 1994) and the Merohedral Crystal Twinning Server (Yeates, 1997) use the H-test 
to examine the cumulative distribution of intensities. The cumulative distribution 
function, N(Z), is plotted against the intensity relative to the mean, Z. The plot for 
twinned data is expected to be significantly lower than the plot for theoretical data. For 
these tests, the true space group must be correctly assigned. An example of the N(Z) plot 
is shown in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.5 N(Z) plot from the program TRUNCATE. The blue line represents 
theoretically untwinned acentric data and the red line represents theoretically untwinned 
centric data. If the plot for the observed data is below the lines, twinning is indicated. This 
plot was generated in Microsoft Excel using results from a data set collected on flavodoxin. 
The Merohedral Twinning Detector: Padilla Yeates Algorithim (Padilla and 
Yeates, 2003) uses the L statistic, which is a modification of the H-statistic, designed to 
be more robust in detecting twinning when anisotropy or pseudo-centring exist. The 
intensies are from two reflections related by very close Miller indices rather than a twin 
law and are defined as 
hi = h2 = (dhiih, dknk, dini) 
where dx are random assigned integers and nx are constants chosen on the basis of the 
location of off-origin Patterson peaks. The cumulative distribution function, N(L), is 
plotted against the absolute value of L. Deviations from theoretical values indicate 
twinning. An example plot of output is shown in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6 N(L) plot output from the Merohedral Crystal Twinning Server: Padilla Yeates 
Algorithm. A) The plot for untwinned data and B) for twinned data. The red lines represent 
theoretically untwinnd data and the blue lines represent observed data. The plots were generated 
using data for M. marinus adenylate kinase and D. desuljuricans flavodoxin (unpublished). 
Phenix.Xtriage (Adams et al., 2002) performs several twin law specific tests to 
estimate the twin fraction including the H-test, Britton alpha plot and a likelihood based 
test, RvsR. The RvsR test is very similar to the H-test in definition; in the equation above 
R replaces H, but a likelihood based calculation is used rather than a classic calculation. 
Phenix.Xtriage also performs the L-test as in the Padilla Yeates Algorithm, and assigns a 
multivariate Z score. Multivatiate Z scores > 3.5 indicate twinning. The twin fraction is 
estimated based on the results of each test, and a summary of the results is reported at the 
end of the output as shown in Figure 1.7. 
Other programs for detecting and detwinning data are GNS (Brunger et al., 1998) 
and DETWIN in the CCP4 suite (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994). Since the 
various programs use different algorithms for detecting twinning and estimating the twin 
fraction, multiple twinning tests should be performed to prevent false negative results. 
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The H-test and Britton alpha methods are most accurate in the estimation of the twin 
fraction, but the L-test can be extremely useful when non-crystallographic symmetry or 
anisotropy is present. It may be beneficial to carry out refinement with possible twinning 
in mind for space groups that have applicable twin laws. 
A B 
Twinning and intensity statistics summary (acentric 
data): 
Statistics independent of twin laws 
- <|A2>/<I>A2 : 2.094 
- <F>A2/<FA2> : 0.769 
-<|EA2-1|> : 0.769 
- <|L|>, <LA2>: 0.514, 0.349 
Multivariate Z score L-test: 2.413 
The multivariate Z score is a quality measure of 
the given spread in intensities. Good to reasonable 
data are expected to have a Z score lower than 3.5. 
Large values can indicate twinning, but small 
values do not necessarily exclude it. 
No (pseudo)merohedral twin laws were found. 
Patterson analyses 
- Largest peak height : 8.230 
(corresponding p value: 0.30992) 
Twinning and intensity statistics summary (acentric data): 
Statistics independent of twin laws 
- <IA2>/<I>A2 : 1.542 
- <F>A2/<FA2> : 0.896 
-<|EA2-1|> : 0.527 
- <|L|>, <LA2>: 0.258, 0.099 
Multivariate Z score L-test: 36.849 
The multivariate Z score is a quality measure of the 
given spread in intensities. Good to reasonable data is 
expected to have a Z score lower than 3.5. 
Large values can indicate twinning, but small values 
do not neccesarily exclude it. 
Statistics depending on twin laws 
| Operator | type | R obs. | Britton alpha | H alpha | ML 
alpha | 
|-h,-k,l | M | 0.258 | 0.253 | 0.236 | 0.139 | 
The largest off-origin peak in the Patterson function is 
8.23% of theheight of the origin peak. No significant 
pseudotranslation is detected. 
The results of the L-test indicate that the intensity 
statistics behave as expected. No twinning is 
suspected. 
Patterson analyses 
- Largest peak height : 36.961 
(correpsonding p value: 4.613e-04) 
The analyses of the Patterson function reveals a 
significant off-origin 
peak that is 36.96 % of the origin peak, indicating pseudo 
translational symmetry. 
The chance of finding a peak of this or larger height by 
random in a structure without pseudo translational 
symmetry is equal to the 4.6127e-04. 
See the relevant section of the logfile for more details. 
The results of the L-test indicate that the intensity 
statistics are significantly different then is expected from 
good to reasonable, untwinned data. 
As there are twin laws possible given the crystal 
symmetry, twinning could be the reason for the departure 
of the intensity statistics from normality. 
It might be worthwhile carrying out refinement with a twin 
specific target function. 
Figure 1.7 Example of Phenix.Xtriage output. A) Output for untwinned data with no translational 
pseudo symmetry and B) output for twinned data with translational pseudo symmetry. Results were 
generated from data for M. marinus adenylate kinase and D. desulfuricans flavodoxin (unpublished). 
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1.6 Translational pseudo symmetry 
Non-crystallographic symmetry relates one copy of a molecule to another within a 
crystal. When non-crystallographic symmetry operators are very close to true 
crystallographic symmetry operators, the situation is referred to as pseudo symmetry. In 
other words, if the root mean squared difference between the Ca atoms of the structure is 
< 3 A when compared to the structure if the non-crystallographic symmetry operators are 
idealized to crystallographic operators, the symmetry is considered pseudo symmetry. 
Both rotational and translational pseudo symmetry can exist. Rotational pseudo 
symmetry occurs when a non-crystallographic symmetry operator is parallel to a 
symmetry operator of the lattice but is not a symmetry operator of the crystal space 
group. This causes the point group symmetry of the lattice to be higher than the point 
group symmetry of the crystal. Rotational pseudo symmetry often results in the incorrect 
assignment of a space group with too high symmetry. Translational pseudo symmetry 
occurs when a non-crystallographic symmetry operator has a rotational part very close to 
a crystallographic symmetry. Simply put, translational pseudo symmetry occurs when 
two molecules are related by translational symmetry but have orientations that differ 
slightly. If the translational pseudo symmetry operator is very close to the lattice-centring 
operators, for example 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 a unit cell fraction, the effect is pseudo-centring. 
Pseudo-centring causes an increase in very high and low intensities at low resolution. In 
addition, normally systematic absent reflections tend to have low intensities in these 
cases. Data processing programs such as DENZO (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) and 
D*Trek (Pflugrath, 1999) may be able to index the data in a unit cell that is too small 
leading to incorrect space group assignment by ignoring the weak reflections. Care must 
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be taken to correctly assign the space group since mis-assignment can lead to further 
problems in structure solution and refinement. 
Pseudo symmetry can severely complicate structure solution. Molecular 
replacement may fail because search programs may only select strong reflections which 
are themselves the result of pseudo symmetry. The strong reflections represent only a 
portion of the unit cell. Molecular replacement is further complicated when multiple 
copies are present and the pseudo-translated molecules are almost in the same orientation. 
The correct orientation may appear at the top of the cross-rotation list, however, the 
translation function results in positioning the first copy incorrectly. Subsequent 
positioning of some additional copies may be possible, but will halt with a large number 
of clashes. Molecular replacement searches in Phaser (Collaborative Computational 
Project, 1994; McCoy, 2007), a program robust in handling large copy numbers, are 
complicated by translations and pseudo translations because the current likelihood targets 
do not account for the statistical effects of non-crystallographic symmetry. The location 
of heavy atom positions relies on accurate intensity measurements or structure factor 
magnitudes. The presence of pseudo symmetry limits differentiation of heavy atom sites 
by phasing programs because the data are very noisy due to the systematic weak and 
strong intensities. 
1.7 Detecting pseudo symmetry 
Pseudo symmetry can be detected by examining the self-rotation function 
(Rossmann and Blow, 1962), Native Patterson map (Patterson, 1934) and intensities. The 
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methods for detecting pseudo symmetry and commonly used programs for used for each 
method are discussed individually in this section. 
The self-rotation function is used to determine the orientation and angle of a non-
crystallographic symmetry axis, including those of pseudo-symmetries (Rossmann and 
Blow, 1962). The self-rotation function can be described as the rotation, [p], that brings 
two identical molecules into the same orientation, for example two copies of a molecule 
in a crystal. This rotation also causes the intramolecular vectors for the two molecules to 
overlap. It is important to note that the self-rotation function is the relationship between 
all molecules in the crystal not just in the asymmetric unit. The program GLRF (Tong 
and Rossmann, 1997) is commonly used for the calculation of the self-rotation function. 
The calculation is represented as a set of Eulerian or polar angles centered at the 
Patterson origin and integrated over a spherical volume with a radius set at the 
approximate size of the molecule to exclude intermolecular vectors. The search produces 
contour plots and a list of the angles that produce high [p] values. In GLRF, rotations that 
correspond to crystallographic symmetry operators produce [p] values scaled to 1000, 
and the other peaks are scaled accordingly. Use of the absolute scale allows different 
calculations to be more easily compared. The shape of the peaks can give additional 
information; peaks that are sharp and well defined correlate with a high degree of 
similarity between molecules. The rotation space through which the search is performed 
is defined by three angles, <|), ip and K. <|) and \\> specify the orientation of the screw 
symmetry axis, and K specifies the value of the rotation required to bring the symmetry-
related copies into coincidence. If molecules are expected to be related by a 2-fold 
rotation, K can be fixed at 180°, and the rotation search limited to (J> and ip. If molecules 
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are expected to be related by an improper rotation, a full three-dimensional search should 
be performed as shown in Figure 1.8. 
B 
K= 180.00 
Figure 1.8 Example of a self rotation function plot. A) Plot in Eulerian angles of 
K=180 showing multiple peaks representing two-fold symmetry. B) Ring with 
seven copies of a molecule that could generate the plot shown in A crystallized in 
the space group P2(l). The outside peaks represent the crystallographic two-fold 
symmetry generated by the space group symmetry operation, x,y+l/2,-z, and the 
additional peaks represent the non-crystalloraphic two-fold symmetry generated by 
the symmetry between the individual copies of the oligomeric ring. The plot was 
calculated for PA28alpha (Johnston et al., 1997). 
Native Patterson maps are useful in determining the symmetry operators for 
translations and pseudo translations. The set of translation vectors relating each atom in 
the molecules to each other are calculated. Large numbers of the same vectors lead to 
peaks when the vectors are plotted from the Patterson origin giving the position of the 
non-crystallographic symmetry axis. Commonly used programs are xfft from the 
XtalView suite (McRee, 1999) and FFT from CCP4 (Collaborative Computational 
Project, 1994). The only input requirements for calculation are the unit cell parameters, 
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space group and the scaled data. The output is a contoured map displayed in sections of x, 
y, z. Peaks that appear with equal heights to the origin peaks represent translations, and 
peaks that appear with decreased peak heights compared to the origin peaks represent 
pseudo translations. An illustration of the relationship between the intermolecular vectors 
and the peaks produced is shown in Figure 1.9. 
Figure 1.9 Illustration of the relationship between intermolecular vectors and peaks in a Native 
Patterson map. A) Copies of molecules (pink/yellow) are related by a crystallographic two-fold axis 
(light blue) in the space group P2(l) and a non-crystallographic axis (dark blue). B) Vectors between 
copies related by the crystallographic symmetry axis are shown in black and vectors between copies 
related by the non-crystallographic symmetry axis are shown in blue. Other intermolecular vectors are 
not shown for simplicity, but vary in length and direction. C) The large number of the same vectors give 
rise to peaks in the Native Patterson map. The black vectors give rise to the origin peaks plotted at the 
corners of the map. The vectors relating non-crystallographic symmetry related molecules are plotted 
from any origin peak to produce the off-origin peaks in the map (blue). In this case a pseudo 
translational symmetry is detected by the blue peak related to the origin by x+a, y-b, z. 
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The third way to detect pseudo symmetry involves examination of the intensities 
or structure factors. The ratio of the average magnitude of structure factors, Feven/Fodd, for 
data without the presence of pseudo translation should be close to 1.0 for all parity groups 
of reflections. When translational pseudo symmetry is present, the ratio of the average 
magnitude of structure factors is > 1.2 in certain parity groups. In addition," the affect of 
pseudo translation on the ratio of the average magnitude of the structure factors breaks 
down at high resolution within a parity group; at low resolution, the effect is much 
stronger, leading to higher values for the average magnitude of structure factors than at 
higher resolution. 
Another intensity statistic, <I2>/<I>2, can be used to detect differences in the data 
due to translational pseudo symmetry as it is for twinning. For good to reasonable data, 
this value should equal 2. For twinned data this value should be 1.5. Deviations can 
suggest the presence of translational symmetry that must then be identified by the 
additional methods described above. Phenix.Xtriage (Adams et al., 2002) is a program 
that can help identify translational pseudo symmetry by analyzing the intensity statistics. 
In addition, it detects and reports the positions of off-origin Patterson peaks their heights 
relative to the origin peak and the associated symmetry operator along with the 
probability of finding a corresponding peak without the presence of pseudo symmetry. 
The program also analyzes the chosen point group symmetry and reports whether the data 
are over or under-merged in the current space group. This helps eliminate the possibility 
of mis-assigning the point group symmetry in the presence of pseudo symmetry. A 
number of additional data analyses are performed by Phenix.Xtriage not described here. 
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This program can be a valuable tool in diagnosing potential problems with the data before 
attempting structure solution. 
1.8 Relationship between twinning and pseudo symmetry 
Either twinning or pseudo symmetry can complicate structure solution on its own 
as discussed in the previous sections. The combination of the two further compounds 
these problems in part because both impact the intensities of the data. The presence of 
translational pseudo symmetry can mask the effects of twinning on the intensity statistics 
making it more difficult to detect. Twinning usually decreases the number of very weak 
intensities; this effect is offset by translational pseudo symmetry which gives rise to 
systematically weak and strong intensities. Pseudo symmetry can also mimic twinning at 
low resolution in that crystallographically distinct reflections show similarity in intensity 
in both cases. 
It is possible to distinguish between twinning and non-crystallographic symmetry 
by analyzing the twin fraction at various resolutions. If the data are twinned, the 
estimated twin fraction will be equal regardless of resolution. However, if the departure 
in intensity statistics is due to non-crystallographic symmetry rather than twinning, the 
estimated twin fraction will be lower for high resolution than for low resolution data. The 
results of this test can be somewhat ambiguous if the data are not well measured, 
however. In cases where the presence of non-crystallographic symmetry may prevent the 
detection of twinning, it is best to perform refinement with an appropriate twin law 
defined. 
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Chapter 2: Preparation, crystallization and crystal characterization of 
oxidized D. desulfuricans flavodoxin 
2.1 Cell growth and protein expression 
The gene encoding D. desulfuricans (ATCC 29577) flavodoxin had previously 
been cloned into a pET-24(c) vector conferring kanamycin resistance and is hereafter 
referred to as pET-24(c)-Ddflavo. BL21 (DE3) expression cells transformed with pET-
24(c)-Ddflavo were obtained from the laboratory of Dr. Pernilla Wittung-Stafshede (Rice 
University) on an LB agar plate containing 30 ug/mL kanamycin as well as the protocols 
for optimal protein expression and purification adapted from (Apiyo and Wittung-
Stafshede, 2002). 
A starter culture of 100 mL of LB medium containing 30 ug/mL kanamycin in a 
200 mL flask was inoculated with a single colony of pET-24(c)-Ddflavo transformed 
BL21 (DE3) cells from a selection plate. The starter culture was grown at 37° C for 16 
hours with shaking of 250 rpm and then used to inoculate cultures for large-scale growth. 
Approximately 25 mL of the starter culture was added to each of four 2 L flasks 
containing 1 L LB medium and 30 jxg/mL kanamycin to reach an optical density of 
approximately 0.05 at 590 nm. The cultures were grown at 37° C with shaking of 250 
rpm for approximately four hours until they reached an optical density of 0.8 at 590 nm; 
at this time IPTG was added to reach a final concentration of 1.0 mM. After four hours of 
growth post-induction the cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000 rpm for ten 
minutes. The pellets appeared light purple due to the incorporation of the semiquinone 
form of flavin mononucleotide indicating the successful overexpression of the 
holoprotein. The pellets were stored in ~20 g aliquots at -80° C. 
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2.2 Purification 
In general, flavodoxins are strongly anionic and low molecular weight proteins; 
therefore, the use of ion exchange chromatography and size exclusion chromatography 
are common techniques utilized in published purification procedures (Sancho, 2006). The 
purification protocol obtained from the laboratory of Dr. Pernilla Wittung-Stafshede 
follows cell lysis with a cell disruptor with purification by anion exchange on HiTrap™ 
Q HP cartridges (Amersham Pharmacia) and gel filtration using a Superdex 75 column 
(Amersham Pharmacia). This protocol was followed with only minor changes. 
The frozen cell pellet (20 g) was thawed on ice and resuspended in 30 mL of 
chilled Buffer A (20 mM sodium citrate, pH 5.2). Cell lysis was performed by pulsed 
sonication for four minutes with a duty cycle of 50 and output control of 7 using an 
Ulrasonics Heat Systems sonicator model w-375. To pellet the insoluble material, the 
lysed cell mixture was centrifuged at 16,000 rpm for 25 minutes at 4° C. The supernatant 
was filtered through a 0.22 micron syringe filter (Millex). 
The first step in the purification is anion exchange chromatography. The filtered 
solution containing flavodoxin as indicated by the deep purple color was loaded onto two 
stacked 5 mL HiTrap™ Q HP cartridges (Amersham Pharmacia) equilibrated in Buffer 
A. The columns were washed with four column volumes of Buffer A at 0.5 mL/min. A 
gradient from 0-40% Buffer B (20 mM sodium citrate, pH 5.2; 2 M NaCl) was applied 
over 8 column volumes with a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min, and 1 mL fractions were 
collected. Fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE; flavodoxin appeared as the 
predominant band at 15.7 kDa (Figure 2.1). Fractions of the characteristic purple color 
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contain flavodoxin, while clear fractions eluted prior to the first purple fraction contain 
apoflavodoxin. All fractions containing flavodoxin, both apo and holo, were pooled 
together. 
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Figure 2.1 Purification of flavodoxin by ion exchange chromatography using two 5 mL 
HiTrap™ Q HP columns (Amersham Pharmacia). A) Chromatogram of the ion exchange 
purification showing UV absorbance (blue), % concentration of Buffer B (cyan), conductance 
(green) and fraction (red). B) SDS-PAGE analysis of selected fractions indicated by numbers 
across the top of the gel. Flavodoxin is the predominant band in fractions 13-20; these fractions 
were pooled for further purification. 
One issue of importance for crystallization is obtaining a homogeneous sample. 
Apoflavodoxin has a tendency to aggregate at high concentrations (PWS). Since both apo 
and flavodoxin were present in the pooled samples, a few micrograms of exogenous 
flavin mononucleotide were added to the pooled fractions. Apoflavodoxin non-covalently 
binds flavin mononucleotide in a 1:1 ratio; thus, after addition of exogenous flavin 
mononucleotide, the sample contained only flavodoxin. In addition, it is important that all 
of the bound flavin mononucleotide be in the same oxidation state. Therefore, two grains 
of FeCN were added to fully oxidize all of the flavin mononucleotide. At this point the 
flavodoxin underwent a color change from deep purple to vibrant yellow. The sample 
was then concentrated to approximately 2 mL using a 10,000 molecular weight cut off 
Vivaspin 20 mL centrifugal concentrator at 3,000 x g and 4° C. Prior to concentrating, 
the concentrator was rinsed with approximately 20 mL of Buffer A to remove any 
glycerol present on the filter. 
Following concentration, further purification by size exclusion was performed. 
The concentrated flavodoxin was loaded onto a Superose™ 12 10/300 GL column 
(Amersham Biosciences) equilibrated with gel filtration (GF) Buffer (20 mM Potassium 
phosphate, pH 7.0). After loading, an additional 4 mL of GF Buffer was flowed through 
the loading loop to ensure that all protein had been loaded onto the column. The column 
was then run with a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min for 1.5 column volumes, and 2 mL fractions 
were collected beginning when the yellow band neared the bottom of the column. These 
samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, and fractions containing flavodoxin were pooled 
(Figure 2.2). In addition to the bands on the gel, the fractions containing the desired 
protein could be identified by the characteristic yellow color. 
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Figure 2.2 Purification of flavodoxin by size exclusion chromatography using a 
Superose™ 12 10/300 GL column (Amersham Biosciences). A) Chromatogram showing 
UV absorbance (blue) and fractions (red). B) SDS-PAGE analysis of selected fractions 
indicated by numbers across the top of the gel. Flavodoxin is contained in fractions 13-23; 
these fractions were pooled for final concentration and crystallization. 
The sample was concentrated to -47 mg/mL, the same as that provided by Loren 
Stagg for the initial crystallization screens, as described above. Protein concentrations 
were calculated for various dilutions using the extinction coefficient for flavodoxin of 
10,300 M"1 cm"1 at 452 nm. A full range UV-Vis scan from 800-200 nm was taken on a 
Cary UV-Vis spectrophotometer for 1:50 and 1:30 dillutions and the concentrations 
calculated and averaged to obtain the concentration of the sample. In addition, 1:1 
binding of flavin mononucleotide to flavodoxin was confirmed using the ratio of the 
absorbance at 280 nm to the absorbance at 452 nm; 100% flavodoxin has a ratio of 3.7. 
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The ratios for the dilutions measured were between 3.7 and 3.8 indicating 1:1 binding. 
The purified protein was separated into 50 ul aliquots, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
stored at -80° C. One aliquot was not frozen, but kept on ice and used immediately for 
crystallization. 
2.3 Screening for initial crystallization conditions 
Screening for initial crystallization conditions employed a broad approach to 
identify "hits" that yield crystals of any quality for optimization (Cudney et al., 1994; 
Jancarik and Kim, 1991). The development of automated crystallization robots and 
commercially available screens has significantly decreased the amount of time required 
and the amount of protein necessary to perform such broad screens. Commercially 
available screens have been developed based on historically successful conditions as 
reported in the Protein Data Bank and literature for previously crystallized proteins 
(Hampton Research, Qiagen, Emerald Biosciences). Each screen contains 96 conditions 
grouped based on different variables such as the type of salt they contain, pH, the type of 
proteins previously crystallized in them and more. These screens are compatible with a 
number of robotic crystallization instruments including the Hydra II Plus One (Matrix 
Technnologies) that is available in our laboratory. Using these technologies, one tray can 
be set up in ten to fifteen minutes for screening 96 conditions using as little as 25-100 uL 
of protein sample depending on the drop size of choice. This allows hundreds of 
conditions to be easily screened in an afternoon. In addition, various trays are available 
that can facilitate multiple drops for each condition. This allows not only 96 conditions to 
be screened, but also different protein to precipitant ratios for each condition. Trays are 
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available that can accommodate 1, 2, 3 and 6 drops per well, however, there is a trade off 
between volume and number of drops. 
Flavodoxins from other organisms had been crystallized in high concentrations of 
ammonium sulfate (Romero et al., 1996). Therefore, the Qiagen AmS04 crystallization 
screen that is designed with various concentrations of ammonium sulfate and buffers was 
chosen. In addition, two sparse matrix screens were chosen to screen a broader range of 
variables, the Index HT and CrystalScreen HT screens from Hampton Research. Lastly, I 
chose the Anions screen from Qiagen to take advantage of other salts besides ammonium 
sulfate for potential crystallization. 
The Hydra II Plus One (Matrix Technologies) was used to set up conditions using 
the selected screens in 96-well round bottom plates (Corning) with the oxidized 
flavodoxin. These plates utilize the sitting drop vapor diffusion method for crystallization 
experiments. If the needles on the Hydra II Plus One are not perfectly aligned or if static 
is present on the plate, the protein drops may miss the screen solution and not mix. Proper 
mixing of the drop is essential for crystallization. In addition, the presence of dust 
particles or fibers in the wells can lead to irreproducibility if a "hit" is obtained. To 
minimize the impact of these two situations, each tray was dusted with an air can and 
treated with a Zerostat 3 anti-static device (MILTY). The well contained 100 JAL of 
screen solution, and the drop contained 0.5 ul of screen solution and 0.5 \il of protein. 
Two plates of each screen were set up for incubation at two different temperatures. 
Before storing, the plates were centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for ten minutes in a Beckman 
swinging bucket rotor model JS-5.3 with the appropriate tray adaptors to further ensure 
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that all drops were mixed and positioned in the center of the well. The plates were then 
stored at 20° C and 10° C and checked daily for "hits" after three days incubation. 
Out of the initial screens, five "hits" were obtained in the following conditions: 
1.) 0.1 M Citric Acid, pH 3.5; 3.0 M NaCl; 10° C, 20° C 
2.) 0.1 M Citric Acid, pH 3.5; 25% (w/v) PEG 3350; 10° C 
3.) 0.2 M Calcium chloride dihydrate; 40% (v/v) MPB; 10° C 
4.) 0.2 M Potassium thiocyanate; 2.2 M AmS04; 20° C 
5.) 3 M AmS04; 10% (v/v) glycerol; 20° C 
Figure 2.3 Crystallization'"hits" with flavodoxiim. Crystals grown in A) 0.1 M Citric Acid, 
pH 3.5; 3.0 M NaCl; 10° C; B) 0.1 M Citric Acid, pH 3.5; 25% (w/v) PEG 3350; 10° C; C) 
0.2 M Potassium thiocyanate, 2.2 M ammonium sulfate; 20° C and D) 3 M ammonium 
sulfate; 10% (v/v) glycerol; 20° C. Crystals are yellow in color due to the bound, oxidized 
flavin mononucleotide. 
Each of the "hits" was present after five days of incubation at the indicated 
temperature and was yellow in color (Figure 2.3), reducing the possibility of being false 
positives, salt crystals. Oxidized flavodoxin crystals had to be yellow due to the presence 
of the flavin mononucleotide bound to the protein. "Hits" in conditions 1, 2 and 5 all had 
a similar morphology; each had thin needle crystals either clustered or stacked together. 
Condition number 4 contained a single crystal that formed almost a hexagonal pyramid. 
Condition number 3 was significantly different from the other four; these crystals were 
the smallest and grew in clumps that made it difficult to distinguish the morphology. 
2.4 Crystal optimization 
Optimization of "hit" conditions and crystallization on a larger scale is typically 
necessary to produce crystals of sufficient size and quality. Crystals that grow in the 96-
well plate are often very small because of the small volumes used in the drop. Increasing 
the drop size can lead to larger crystals that in general diffract more strongly because 
there is a larger volume of protein present. It can also be difficult to harvest crystals from 
the 96 well plates. Often the "hit" condition produces crystals, but slight optimization of 
the conditions can significantly improve crystal quality. Optimization of all five initial 
"hits" was pursued. 
All crystallization optimization experiments were performed by the hanging drop 
vapor diffusion method using pre-greased 24-well VDX greased plates unless specified 
otherwise. 0.5 mL of screen solution was placed in the well and varying drop sizes were 
placed on the siliconized glass cover slip. The cover slips were inverted and used to 
create a seal with the vacuum grease. Before setting up the tray, a personal preference to 
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ease creating a seal is to use a PI 000 pipet tip to remove a small amount of the grease 
that completely encircles the well. Then to create the seal, the cover slide is twisted with 
pressure until the grease meets. 
The first goal for optimization was to reproduce the crystals obtained in the 
screens. Trays were set up using each condition as a starting point to design a narrow 
range concentration grid of the solution components. A narrow range in the concentration 
of each component was used to account for variation in the concentration of the solutions 
made by hand versus those in the commercial screen. The trays were stored at the 
temperature that yielded the initial "hit". In these initial optimization experiments, 
conditions 1, 2, and 4 were reproducible by hanging drop diffusion. Other than 
concentration differences, another difference in attempting to reproduce the "hits" was 
crystallization method. Since the original crystallization method was by sitting drop 
vapor diffusion, 24-well Cryschem sitting drop plates were set up for the two conditions 
that were not reproducible by the hanging drop method using the same grid conditions. 
Still these two conditions were not reproducible. Since three conditions were readily 
reproducible, the focus was directed at optimizing the reproducible conditions and 
revisiting the other two conditions not reproduced if necessary. 
The crystals grown in condition 4 (0.2 M potassium thiocyanate, 2.4 M 
ammonium sulfate) grew in ammonium sulfate concentrations of 2.2 M and higher. The 
drop size was 2 uL total with a 1:1 ratio of protein to well solution. Concentrations at 2.4 
M ammonium sulfate yielded hundreds of very small crystals in a single drop. Large 
crystals grew at 2.15-2.2 M ammonium sulfatewith only two or three crystals per drop. 
Medium and small crystals grew in between these concentrations. Drops with medium 
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crystals usually contained eight to ten crystals per drop, and those with small crystals 
contained approximately twenty crystals. All trays set up after this contained ammonium 
sulfate ranging from 2.1 to 2.3 M in .05 M increments across the grid. The concentration 
of potassium thiocyanate did not have a significant impact on crystal size or quality. 
The crystals in the other conditions, 1 (citric acid, pH 3.5; 3.0 M ammonium 
sulfate) and 2 (citric acid, pH 3.5; 25% PEG 3350), proved more difficult to optimize. 
Both of these crystals initially grew as thin needles in clusters or stacked together. Many 
variables were altered in trying to grow single crystals or at least crystals in a cluster 
large enough to be broken off at the nucleation site including buffer, salt, pH, drop size, 
drop ratios of protein to well solution, additives, and both hanging and sitting drop 
crystallization methods. The crystals in condition 1 always grew in clumps. Attempts 
with condition 2 were more successful and yielded a few thin individual needles in a drop 
with clusters in 0.1 M Citric acid, pH 3.5; 27% PEG 3350. Also clusters of larger needles 
that could possibly be broken off for data collection grew in this condition. 
2.5 Screening of crystal diffraction quality 
The optimized crystals were of two morphologies both with sharp edges and of 
sufficient size for data collection. However, appearance is not everything. It is possible 
for an outwardly beautiful crystal to diffract poorly or not at all. The true test of crystal 
quality can be assessed by the quality of diffraction it produces. Although there are many 
diffraction considerations for optimal X-ray data collection that will be discussed in the 
next chapter, these initial crystal screens by diffraction quality were based solely on 
resolution, intensity and reflection shape. Diffraction to a resolution of at least 3 A was 
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required for this study; because of the size of the protein and previously published 
structures it was expected that the crystals would diffract to much greater resolution. 
Intensity is just as important as resolution. If a crystal diffracts to high resolution, but the 
intensity over background is low, the reflections will be poorly measured and can 
negatively affect data processing and structure solution. In addition, the reflections 
should be round in shape; reflections spread in one direction or the other can indicate 
problems inherent to the crystal form. 
All crystal screening was performed on our home source using a Rigaku R-Axis 
IV++ detector, a 1.54 A wavelength RUH-3R rotating copper anode, and Osmic 
Mirrors™. Data were collected at 100 K using a nitrogen cryo-stream at two angles 0° 
and 90° for 5 minutes. Exposure times were then altered as necessary after viewing the 
initial diffraction images. 
The diffraction pattern from the crystals that grew as small individual 
needles/rods (condition 2) only had 3-4 diffraction reflections per image (Figure 2.4). 
Sometimes weak diffraction can be improved by increasing the exposure time. The 
exposure time was increased to 20 minutes, but there was no improvement in diffraction 
quality. Diffraction can also vary between crystals grown in the same condition. Six other 
crystals from this condition were screened, but none of them diffracted well. These 
crystals may be limited by size, and further optimization may have been able to produce 
better diffracting crystals. 
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Figure 2.4 Diffraction of small single rod crystals of oxidized flavodoxin. The image was taken 
with a 20 minute exposure. The crystals may not have enough volume to produce a diffraction pattern 
strong enough to index. 
In attempts to break off a larger needle from a cluster, many crystals were 
shattered. One fairly large one was obtained and screened. Although the crystal diffracted 
well to high resolution, the reflections could not be indexed (Figure 2.5). Two more test 
shots were collected at 45° and 135°, but using four images rather than two still did not 
allow indexing. It is possible that the crystal was damaged when it was broken off or that 
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multiple crystals were present even though it looked like an individual crystal since it had 
grown from a cluster and these crystals have a tendency to stack. Additional screens on 
crystals broken off from a cluster showed very weak or no diffraction. Unfortunately, 
most of these crystals were very thin, so crystal volume may have limited the diffraction. 
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Figure 2.5 Diffraction of a large rod broken off from a cluster. The image was collected with a 20 
minute exposure at a detector distance of 250 cm. The diffraction is strong, however, the spots are not 
well shaped and do not represent a single lattice. It was not possible to index this data. Optimization of 
the crystallization conditions may improve the diffraction. 
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Figure 2.6 Diffraction of hexagonal flavodoxin crystals. The image was taken with a five minute 
exposure. The spots are well shaped and index in the point group P3 with unit cell dimensions of 
a=b=94 A c=237 A and ct=p=90° Y=120°. The crystal was oriented with the long axis not parallel to the 
beam using the diffraction pattern shown here as a guide. 
Alternatively, the crystals grown in condition 4 diffracted strongly to 1.8 A with 
strong intensity over background and round reflections (Figure 2.6). For the initial 
screens the largest crystals were used since it seemed crystal size had inhibited previous 
diffraction. Medium and small crystals diffracted to the same resolution as the large 
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crystals. A tradeoff between size and intensity was observed as smaller crystals diffracted 
with less intensity; however, the intensity was still significantly higher than background. 
These crystals indexed in the point group P321 with D*Trek (Pflugrath, 1999) and cell 
dimensions of a=b=94 A c=238 A, a=|3=90 Y=120. Because this crystal form is the only 
one that produced sufficient diffraction, it was the one chosen for data collection. 
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Chapter 3: Data collection and processing of oxidized flavodoxin 
P3(l)21 crystals 
3.1 Cryocrystallography 
During the prolonged exposure to X-rays during data collection crystals can suffer 
from radiation damage and oxidation. Data collection at 100 K has proven to protect 
crystals against such damage (Henderson, 1990). However, the freezing process can also 
induce damage to the crystals that can negatively impact diffraction including cracking 
and the formation of ice that appears in the diffraction image as rings in the region of 3.5-
4 A. To prevent damage from the freezing process, cryoprotectants are employed. 
Glycerol, PEGS, alcohols and sugars are commonly used as cryoprotectants for protein 
crystals. Crystals are soaked or dipped in a solution of the cryoprotectant mixed with 
components of the well solution to stabilize the crystal prior to freezing in liquid nitrogen 
or a nitrogen stream. Both the concentration and soaking time must be optimized for each 
crystal so that the diffraction with and without cryoprotectant is of equal quality. 
As a first step towards identifying a suitable cryoprotectant and to conserve 
crystals, I began by testing the freeze quality of the cryoprotectant in an empty loop. The 
cryoprotectant solution should freeze clear; solutions that freeze with an opaque or milky 
appearance are ruled out as possible cryoprotectants. An empty loop was dipped into the 
cryoprotectant solution and flash-frozen in a nitrogen cryo-stream. All cryoprotectants 
were mixed with the crystallization condition components, 0.2 M potassium thiocyanate 
and 2.2 M ammonium sulfate. Cryoprotectants tested were: 20% (v/v) glycerol, 30% 
(v/v) glycerol, 40% (w/v) PEG 3350, 20% (v/v) ethylene glycol, 20% (v/v) dioxane, 30% 
(w/v) xylitol and 20% (v/v) ethanol. 20% (v/v) ethylene glycol did not freeze well, and 
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20% (v/v) ethanol caused precipitation in the solution prior to freezing. All other 
cryoprotectants were further screened using crystals harvested from the drop with a loop, 
transferred to cryoprotectant, flash cooled and exposed to X-rays. In many of the 
conditions, the crystals cracked severely or dissolved immediately upon transfer. Various 
soak times were tested as well as serial transfers to increasing concentrations of 
cryoprotectant until the desired concentration was reached. The procedure for 
cryoprotection was determined as a serial transfer to 20% (v/v) glycerol, 0.2 M potassium 
thiocyanate and 2.2 M ammonium sulfate then to 30% (v/v) glycerol with the same 
stabilizers. The crystal was not soaked but immediately transferred to each solution and 
then quickly frozen. As judged from the data quality and the lack of ice rings this method 
provided adequate cryoprotection. 
3.2 X-ray diffractometers and collection apparatus 
Data for this crystal were collected on our home source and at the Cornell High 
Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) on the Al and F2 beamlines. All data were 
collected at 100 K using a nitrogen cryo-stream. At our home source, data were collected 
on a R-axis IV++ detector using a RUH-3R rotating copper anode with a wavelength of 
1.54 A and Osmic Mirrors™. On the CHESS F2 beamline data were collected on a Dual 
ADSC Quantum 4 CCD at a wavelength of 0.9791 A. 
3.3 Data collection strategy 
Several factors came into play when determining an optimal data collection 
strategy. The final goal is to collect data with a high percentage of completeness and low 
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Rmerge, a measure of how well observed reflections agree with predicted reflections for a 
particular space group. Factors that can affect this outcome are mosaicity, reflection 
separation, and crystal variation. Resolution and intensity have been previously discussed 
in the context of screening crystals by diffraction quality. 
Crystal mosaicity is a measure of the intrinsic long-range order of a crystal. 
Lower mosaicity corresponds with a better ordered crystal, while higher values indicate 
variation in the lattice. The value given to mosaicity is an attempt to model the spread in 
the rocking angle due to the variation in the lattice, or in other words the degree to which 
one reflection is measured over multiple sequential frames. The data processing programs 
such as DENZO (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997), D*Trek (Pflugrath, 1999) and Mosflm 
(Leslie, 1992) use various models to estimate and account for the crystal mosaicity, but if 
the mosaicity is very high, completeness can be affected. In cases of high mosaicity, tail 
contributions of a strong reflection may be ignored. In addition, a number of reflections 
can be flagged as overlaps, which can decrease completeness and will be discussed 
further below. 
It is important that each individual reflection is well separated from the others. If 
two reflections are too close together or are actually touching, they are flagged as 
overlaps and usually rejected in data processing. A large unit cell dimension and/or high 
mosaicity can increase the possibility of observed overlaps. Increasing the crystal to 
detector distance can minimize overlaps in data collection; however, some high 
resolution data is sacrificed. Another possible solution is to orient the crystal in the beam 
so that the long cell axis is not parallel to the beam. If the overlapping reflections have 
strong intensity, some improvement can be made by decreasing the exposure time or 
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cutting in the slits to reduce the beam size. In data processing software, integration 
parameters can be altered to account for closely separated reflections that do not overlap. 
Crystal variation can affect the ability to obtain complete data. Not all crystals 
grown in the same condition will possess the same qualities. Mosaicity and diffraction 
quality can vary from crystal to crystal or between crystals of different sizes. Such 
variation may not be immediately obvious, and may require extensive screening of 
multiple crystals before data collection or the collection of multiple data sets. 
In general with the P3(l)21 crystals, it was found that the largest crystals 
exhibited the highest mosaicity, often greater than 1.0, while smaller crystals had a 
mosaicity value in the range of 0.6-0.7 as calculated by D*Trek (Pflugrath, 1999). The 
smallest crystals possible to loop and still diffract to high resolution were chosen for data 
collection. Severe overlaps at low resolution were present which led to low completeness 
of the first data set collected although the data were overcollected. After screening many 
crystals, a particular pattern seen in the diffraction image was correlated with a particular 
orientation of the crystal. In this particular orientation a minimum amount of data were 
predicted as necessary to achieve high completeness; this orientation was correlated with 
the long axis not parallel to the beam. The crystal to detector distance was also increased 
to 250 cm. Decreasing the exposure time did not seem to affect the overlaps in a 
productive manner. 
The final data collection strategy was to collect data on small crystals using a loop 
slightly smaller than the crystal and orienting the crystal in the beam with the long cell 
dimension not parallel to the beam. The crystal to detector distance was set at 250 cm. 
100° of data with 0.5° oscillations was collected using 6 minute exposures. 
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Approximately ten data sets were collected on our home source, but completeness >85% 
was not attained. Part of the problem was the strength of diffraction and the large cell 
dimensions causing the low resolution reflections to overlap which were subsequently 
rejected during processing regardless of attempts to minimize overlap during data 
collection and processing. 
Synchrotron sources can significantly improve resolution and data quality. 
Compared to the home source, the beam at a synchrotron is much stronger and less 
divergent. A more focused beam leads to smaller reflections with better shape. The 
improvement in the individual reflections increases the distance between each. Although, 
resolution was not an issue in this case, the improvement in reflection quality could 
significantly reduce the number of overlaps, the major problem with data from this 
crystal. Mosaicity is usually also improved by the use of a synchrotron source due to the 
decrease in beam divergence. The mosaicity models used by the processing programs, 
DENZO (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997), D*Trek (Pflugrath, 1999) and Mosflm (Leslie, 
1992), treat divergence as a component of mosaicity rather than an individual parameter. 
Decreased divergence therefore allows better modeling of mosaicity by the processing 
programs. Another benefit from the stronger beam is the ability to significantly reduce 
exposure times. Fourteen crystals were mounted in loops, frozen and shipped to the 
synchrotron in liquid nitrogen. 
Data sets were collected on multiple crystals on the CHESS Al and F2 beamlines. 
For each dataset, 10 frames were collected to assess the degree of overlapping reflections 
and the mosaicity. Since the exposure time was only a few seconds, the data were 
severely over-collected in each case to ensure completeness. Eight data sets were 
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collected on the A1 beamline and four data sets were collected on the F2 beamline. The 
best data set happened to be the last data set collected during the trip on the smallest 
crystal that was taken; 130° of data were collected on the F2 beamline with a crystal to 
detector distance of 200 cm, with 0.3° oscillation width and 30 second exposures. 
The mosaicity values were significantly lower, 0.4-0.7, for each of the crystals 
screened at the synchrotron as compared to 0.7-1.2 at home. The crystals diffracted to 1.6 
A at the synchrotron compared to 1.8 A at home. The greatest improvement, however, 
was the increased distance between reflections that were significantly overlapped at 
home. 
3.4 Indexing, scaling and merging 
The HKL2000 suite of programs was used for data processing (Otwinowski and 
Minor, 1997). All 130° of synchrotron data for the last data set was included in data 
processing. The data were indexed and integrated in DENZO. The data indexed in the 
primitive hexagonal space group P3. In order to optimally refine the cell dimensions, data 
to 5 A was used with the default options, then extended to the edge and again extended to 
the corner refining to convergence with each resolution range. The "fit all" option was 
then added for further refinement, followed by refinement including the fit mosaicity 
option. Data could be merged and scaled using SCALEPACK in space groups P321, 
P3(l)21 and P3(2)21 with very similar Rmerge values and in agreement with systematic 
absences. As it was impossible to determine which screw axis was correct at this stage, 
data were merged and scaled in the point group P321 to allow a change in the space 
group without reindexing at a later stage. The unit cell dimensions were determined to be 
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a=b=93.93 A c= 236.85 A, and a=p=90° Y=120°. The overall Rmeige calculated in 
SCALEPACK was 0.077, and the Chi2 was 0.97. The remaining data processing 
statistics can be found in Table 3.1 and are all within acceptable values for a quality data 
set. 
Table 3.1 Data processing statistics for oxidized flavodoxin. 
X-ray source 
Wavelength (A) 
Space group 
Unit cell (A) 
Resolution (A) 
Reflections 
Unique reflections 
Average redundancy 
Completeness (%) 
Rmerge 
l/Sigl 
CHESS F2 
0.9791 
P3(1)21 
a=93.98 b=93.98 c= 
CX=9(^=90Y=120 
15-3 
103,090 
22,093 
4.7 (4.4) 
88.4(86.5) 
0.056 (0.068) 
25.3 
=236.85 
home 
1.54 
P3(1)21 
a=94.9 b=94.9 c=237.64 
a=90p=90 v=120 
2 0 - 3 
117,300 
45,931 
2.6 (2.5) 
96.6 (97.9) 
0.120(0.185) 
20.4 
Numbers in parenthesis correspond to statistics for the highest resolution shell. 
3.5 Initial molecular replacement trials 
The processed data were converted from scalepack to mtz format by 
Scalepack2MTZ (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994) in order to use CCP4i 
(Potterton et al., 2003) for further analysis and structure solution. The program 
MatthewsCoeff (Kantardjieff and Rupp, 2003) was used to determine the number of 
copies per asymmetric unit as 6-8 based on a solvent content of 40-60%. The large 
number of estimated copies in the asymmetric unit presented a challenge for structure 
solution by molecular replacement because the individual percent contribution of a single 
copy is low. This in turn would expectedly lead to lower scores for a correct solution for 
a single copy. 
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A further complication for molecular replacement is the low homology between 
the search model and target proteins. The crystal structure for D. vulgaris flavodoxin 
(1AZL) with all waters and the flavin mononucleotide removed was chosen as a search 
model (Figure 3.1). However, D. desulfuricans flavodoxin is only 46% identical in 
sequence to the D. vulgaris protein (Figure 3.2). Structures of flavodoxins from other 
organisms are even less similar, so even with only 46% sequence identity, D. vulgaris 
flavodoxin was considered the best initial search model. 
DESDE MSKVLIVFGSSTGNTESIAQKLEELIAAGGHEVTLLNAADASAENLADGYDAVLFGCSAW 
DESVU AKALIVYGSTTGNTEyTAETIARELADAGYEVDSRDAASVEAGGLFEGFDLVLLGCSTW 
* *** ** ***** * * * ** ** * * * * ** *** * 
DESDE GMEDLEMQDDFLSLFEEFNRIGLAGRKVAAFASGDQEYEHFCGAVPAIEERAKELGATII 
DESVU GDDSIELQDDFIPLFDSLEETGAQGRKVACFGCGDSSYEYFCGAVDAIEEKLKNLGAEIV 
* * **** ** * ***** * ** ** **** **** * *** 
DESDE AEGLKMEGDASNDPEAVASFAEDVLKQL 
DESVU QDGLRIDGDPRAARDDIVGWAHDVRGAI 
** ** * ** 
Figure 3.1 Alignment of flavodoxins from D. desulfuricans (DESDE) and D. 
vulgaris (DESVU). The sequences show 46% identity. 
Improvements can be made to a low homology search model by changing all 
residues to alanines, by eliminating the side chains altogether, and by pruning the side 
chains (Schwarzenbacher et al., 2004). Although this eliminates contributions from the 
side chains, the most divergent elements in the structure, it maintains the conserved 
tertiary structure. Two alternate search models were generated using the program 
Chainsaw (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994); in one model differing side 
chains were pruned to the last common atom, and in the second side chains were pruned 
to the gamma atom. All of the waters and flavin mononucleotide were deleted from all 
three pdbs, and determination of a molecular replacement solution was attempted in both 
Phaser (McCoy, 2007) and CNS (Brunger, 2007; Brunger et al., 1998). 10% of the 
reflections were flagged for free R calculations in CNS. Searches were performed at two 
resolution ranges: 8-3 A and 15-4 A. A correct solution should be located in both 
resolution ranges. 
Figure 3.2 Ribbon diagram of D. vulgaris flavodoxim (1AZL). This 
structure was used as the search model for molecular replacement. 
In Phaser, the autosearch function was used for multiple searches while varying 
the asymmetric unit composition and the number of copies to find. The composition of 
the asymmetric unit was defined with 6 and 8 copies in the asymmetric unit with a 
molecular weight of 15,700 Da per molecule. Searches were performed with both 
asymmetric unit compositions for 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 (only with composition of 8 per asu) 
copies. All of the rotation function z scores (McCoy et al., 2007) were low (3-5) as well 
as the translation function z scores (typically < 8). In addition the maximum log-
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likelihood gains (LLG) were in the low 100's. For a correct molecular replacement 
solution, translation function z scores were expected to at least be >8. Sometimes rotation 
function z scores below 4 may be the correct when pulled out by the translation function. 
In addition the LLG was expected to be in the 1000's. Translation function z scores and 
increasing LLG are the best indicators for whether or not Phaser has correctly solved the 
structure. 
Manual searches where single copies were located in sequence were also 
attempted. Phaser was used to find 1 copy; the .sol file with the top ten solutions 
regardless of z scores and LLG was then input as a known rotation/translation solution, 
and another autosearch was performed for the second copy. The process was repeated to 
try to locate all copies in the asymmetric unit, but on the fourth search, could not locate a 
solution without a high number of clashes. Another approach involved making a .sol file 
containing combinations of four of the top ten solutions from an autosearch for a single 
copy as a single solution set. These four copies were input as known solution sets and 
another copy was searched for. The last approach in Phaser was to perform separate 
rotation and translation functions. This approach also failed to improve the scores. 
Attempts to locate molecular replacement solutions were also carried out in CNS. 
A cross-rotation function was carried out first followed by a translation function using the 
list of the top ten solutions from the cross-rotation function. The monitor values for all 
solutions were very low. The top ten solutions from each search respectively are shown 
in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. As in Phaser trials, sequential searches were performed 
holding the best solution constant regardless of monitor value and searching for an 
additional copy. 
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Although none of the solutions from either program invoked confidence to be 
correct based on the low scores, a rigidbody refinement was performed in both CNS and 
REFMAC (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994) for each possible solution with 
the same FreeR set. The R&ee values for all of the solutions was >55% indicating that the 
solutions were incorrect. A correct molecular replacement solution should generate Rfree 
values lower than 55%. 
Table 3.2 Initial cross 
Index 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
-rotation search list generated 
thetal 
227.877 
119.569 
111.024 
86.755 
112.035 
94.023 
106.105 
196.923 
114.699 
117.994 
theta2 
60.511 
80.919 
53.588 
63.836 
51.789 
41.809 
40.010 
79.120 
29.402 
80.919 
with CNS. 
theta3 
137.306 
10.543 
95.071 
85.136 
83.941 
61.928 
114.200 
96.173 
66.604 
112.416 
RF-function 
0.0103 
0.0102 
0.0096 
0.0087 
0.0085 
0.0083 
0.0083 
0.0082 
0.0075 
0.0073 
Table 3.3 Initial translation search list generated in CNS. 
Solution 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
thetal 
228.36 
118.41 
11.48 
85.03 
113.84 
101.25 
108.26 
196.54 
112.62 
115.86 
theta2 
59.36 
82.87 
50.41 
64.09 
52.97 
40.35 
41.12 
79.15 
25.98 
82.73 
theta3 
135.87 
10.95 
95.28 
88.08 
85.23 
55.66 
111.47 
96.54 
69.14 
111.08 
transX 
0.82 
31.89 
79.60 
-39.23 
26.09 
8.25 
-10.92 
6.76 
45.42 
-20.72 
transY 
18.22 
-7.72 
-26.64 
53.18 
25.69 
-23.22 
-19.20 
23.11 
28.07 
-18.73 
transZ 
105.52 
89.69 
100.06 
110.14 
92.34 
97.86 
97.92 
89.48 
95.14 
93.33 
monitor 
0.083 
0.105 
0.112 
0.093 
0.076 
0.112 
0.071 
0.095 
0.105 
0.110 
packing 
0.0596 
0.0613 
0.0640 
0.0727 
0.0544 
0.0587 
0.0522 
0.0591 
0.0562 
0.0576 
At this point it was presumed that the combination of the low homology model 
along with the large number of copies in the asymmetric unit complicated structure 
solution to the point that phasing by molecular replacement would not be successful. We, 
therefore, decided to pursue phasing by experimental methods discussed in the following 
chapters. 
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Chapter 4: Preparation and crystallization of Se-met flavodoxin 
Since phasing by molecular replacement was unsuccessful, phasing by 
multiwavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD) was turned to as an alternative. MAD 
phasing was chosen because it has several advantages over other phasing methods: 1) 
there is no dependence on an initial model; 2) isomorphism is perfect because all data can 
be collected from a single crystal; and 3) algebraically exact analysis is possible because 
the phases are determined experimentally from the positions of anomalously scattering 
atoms in the protein. To incorporate the anomalously scattering atoms required for the 
MAD experiment, selenomethionine labeled protein was expressed and crystallized. 
4.1 Cell growth and expression of Se-met flavodoxin 
Se-met labeled protein can be grown under modified conditions chosen to exclude 
methionine from the medium and include amino acids known to inhibit methionine 
biosynthesis are provided in ample amounts (Doublie, 1997; Van Duyne et al., 1993). 
A starter culture of 50 mL of LB medium containing 30 ng/mL kanamycin in a 
200 mL flask was inoculated with a single colony of pET-24c(+)-Ddflavo transformed 
BL21 (DE3) cells from a selection plate. The starter culture was grown at 37° C for 16 
hours with shaking of 250 rpm and then used to inoculate cultures for large-scale growth. 
10 mL of the starter culture was added to each of two 2 L flasks containing 1 L M9 
minimal media and 30 ug/mL kanamycin. The cultures were grown at 37° C with shaking 
of 250 rpm for approximately seven hours until they reached an optical density of 0.75 at 
590 nm. At this time the following was added to each culture: 50 mg/L isoleucine, 
leucine and valine; 100 mg/L lysine, phenylalanine and threonine; 50 mg/L 
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selenomethionine. In addition the door to the shaker was blacked out with foil since 
selenomethionine is photosensitive. After fifteen minutes of incubation, IPTG was added 
to reach a final concentration of 1.0 mM. The cells were pelleted by centrifugation after 
four hours of growth post-induction at 6,000 rpm for ten minutes. The pellets appeared 
light purple due to the incorporation of the semiquinone form of flavin mononucleotide 
indicating the successful overexpression of the holoprotein. The pelleted cells were stored 
at-80°C. 
4.2 Purification of Se-met flavodoxin 
The Se-met protein was purified by the same method as the native oxidized protein 
described in section 2.2 with one major change. Care was taken to maintain reduced 
conditions by adding p-mercaptoethanol at 5 mM to the resuspended cells before lysis 
and to all purification buffers. Current trends are to purify Se-met labeled proteins under 
reducing conditions because selenomethionine is less stable and more readily oxidizable 
than methionine (Smith and Thompson, 1998). Heterogeneity in the oxidation of the 
selenomethionines "smears out" the absorption profile and reduces the MAD signal. This 
makes it difficult to accurately determine the peak and inflection points and therefore 
diminishes the accuracy of data collection (Sharff et al., 2000). Purification profiles and 
SDS-PAGE analyses for ion exchange chromatography and size exclusion 
chromatography are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 
Std lys.'S ~-7--'9 11 13 ... 
flavodoxin 
Figure 4.1 Purification of Se-met flavodoxin by ion exchange chromatography 
on a 5 mL HiTrap™ Q HP column (Amersham Pharmacia). A) Chromatogram 
of ion exchange purification showing UV absorbance (blue), % concentration 
Buffer B (cyan), conductance (green) and fractions (red). B) SDS-PAGE analysis 
of selected fractions indicated by numbers across the top of the gel. Se-met 
flavodoxin is the predominant component in fractions 5-11. These fractions were 
pooled for further purification. 
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Figure 4.2 Purification of Se-met flavodoxin by size exclusion chromatography 
using a Superose™ 12 10/300 GL column (Amersham Pharmacia). A) 
Chromatogram showing UV absorbance (blue) and fractions (red). B) SDS-PAGE 
analysis of selected fractions indicated by numbers across the top of the gel. Se-met 
flavodoxin is contained in fractions 16-23; these fractions were pooled for final 
concentration and crystallization. 
4.3 Crystallization, characterization and freezing 
Se-methionine labeled protein crystals do not always grow under identical 
conditions as the native protein. For this reason, trays were set up using a fine grid around 
the condition that produced the native crystals, 0.2 M potassium thiocyanate and 2.2-2.4 
M ammonium sulfate, using the hanging drop diffusion method with a drop size of 1 \iL 
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and a 1:1 ratio of protein to well solution. Se-met flavodoxin crystals grew with the same 
morphology and characteristics as the native protein. The flavin mononucleotide auto-
oxidized during equilibration before crystallization as noted by the color change from 
purple to yellow. Therefore, all crystals that grew were with flavin mononucleotide in the 
oxidized state. 
Crystals were screened based on diffraction quality as previously described in 
section 2.5. It is common for Se-met labeled protein crystals to not diffract as strongly as 
the native protein crystals. In this case however, only a small difference in diffraction 
quality was observed. The Se-met labeled flavodoxin crystals were nearly equivalent to 
the native protein crystals. Strong diffraction extended very close to 1.8° A with strong 
intensity over background (Figure 4.3). Like the native flavodoxin crystals, the space 
group was again determined as P321 with cell dimensions of a=b=94 A c=238 A and 
cc=p=90° Y=120°. 
Nine crystals were harvested, flash frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen. The same 
method for cryoprotection as used for the native crystals was employed. The crystals 
were harvested using a loop with a magnetic base and quickly transferred to 20% (v/v) 
glycerol then 30% (v/v) glycerol both with crystallization components as stabilizers 
before freezing. Two large crystals were stored to be used for the fluorescence energy 
scan. Of the remaining seven crystals frozen three were of medium size and four were 
small since previous data collection had shown that the small crystals produce the highest 
quality data sets. 
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Figure 4.3 Diffraction of Se-met flavodoxin hexagonal crystals. The image was taken with a five 
minute exposure. The spots are well shaped and index in the point group P3 with unit cell dimensions 
of a=b=94 A c=237 A and a=p=90° Y=120° as did the native crystals. 
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Chapter 5: MAD data collection and processing 
5.1 Description of MAD phasing 
MAD phasing uses the differences in scattering from a particular anomalously 
scattering atom at different wavelengths including the wavelength at the absorption edge 
(inflection) of the atom to determine the phases of X-ray data (Hendrickson, 1991). The 
anomalous differences are relatively small, so the method depends on accurate and 
precise data collection to be effective. In addition, approximately 1 anomalous scatterer 
per 80 residues is usually necessary. The most common anomalous scatterer used is 
selenium, which can be incorporated in the protein by using selenomethionine rather than 
methionine in the growth medium. 
The first step in performing a Se-met MAD experiment is to express, purify and 
crystallize protein that has selenomethionine incorporated. Next, the wavelengths need to 
be chosen for data collection and the f and f' values assigned for each wavelength. A 
fluorescence energy scan of the protein/crystal is useful in determining the wavelengths. 
One data set should be collected at the absorption edge (inflection point). Another should 
be collected at the peak, and a third should be collected at wavelength far from the 
absorption edge (remote). Both Bijvoet differences, differences between Friedel pairs in a 
particular data set, and dispersive differences, the differences in intensity for a particular 
reflection recorded in separate data sets, are measured in a MAD experiment. The 
maximum Bijvoet differences, Af", are observed in the peak data set. The largest 
dispersive differences, f. are observed between the peak and inflection data sets. 
After the collected data has been processed, multiple programs such as Solve 
(Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999) and SHARP (La Fortelle and Bricogne, 1997) can be 
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used to locate and refine the sites of the heavy atom. Phases can be calculated from the 
determined sites, maps generated, and a model built. Structure solution by MAD phasing 
is quite useful in determining the structures of novel proteins and proteins where the 
model available for molecular replacement is poor. In this manner, structure solution is 
simplified to determining the positions of a few atoms initially then applying the phases 
to the 1000's of atoms in a single protein. One benefit of MAD over other experimental 
phasing methods is that all of the data is isomorphous since it is collected from a single 
crystal. 
5.2 MAD data collection 
Our lab has access to beamline 4.2.2 at the Advanced Light Source synchrotron 
for remote data collection and service crystallography as a member of the UT 
Consortium. The beamline is equipped with a NOIR-1 MBC detector built at the 
beamline and an automated system to mount and center the crystals as long as the crystals 
are harvested in loops with magnetic bases and a pin length of 18 mm (Hampton 
Research). This technology eased the screening process and virtually eliminated the risk 
of damaging a crystal during mounting and transfer. This allowed initial screening of all 
of the crystals sent and data to be collected only on the best crystals maximizing 
productivity when synchrotron time is in high demand. 
The Se-met labeled flavodoxin crystals were shipped in a cryo-cooled dewar to 
the synchrotron facility. Jay C. Nix performed the fluorescence scan, screened the 
crystals by collecting several frames of data for each and collected 3 wavelength MAD 
data sets on two separate crystals. From a very nice fluorescence scan (as described by 
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JCN) the energies for the inflection, peak, low energy remote and high energy remote 
were determined as 12661,1664, 12460 and 12860 respectively. The f and f ' values for 
each wavelength are shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Fluorescence energy 
Energy 12664 
Wavelength (A) 0.9790 
f -8.4 
f 5.5 
scan data. 
12661 
0.97923 
-10.4 
3.5 
12860 
0.9641 
-3.5 
3.8 
Data were collected taking into consideration the close separation of reflections at 
low resolution. When the crystals were harvested, care was taken to orient them in the 
loop so that upon mounting the long axis would not be parallel to the beam. In addition, 
when screening the crystals for data collection, the crystal to detector distance was varied 
to maximize reflection separation and resolution. No evidence of crystal damage was 
observed during data collection. 
5.3 Indexing, scaling and merging the Se-met flavodoxin MAD data 
Since the detector used at the ALS 4.2.2 is not supported by HKL2000, Mosflm 
(Leslie, 1992) was used to index and integrate the data. All 180° of data at each 
wavelength was included in processing. The data were indexed using the peak 
wavelength images 270-274 using the default parameters for spot selection and 
autoindexing using resolution cutoff of 4 A. The resolution cutoff was then extended to 
2.5 A and 1.8 A for unit cell refinement. The data indexed in space group P3 with refined 
unit cell parameters of a=b=94.72 A c=237.96 A and a=p=90° Y=120°, and mosaicity 
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was estimated as 0.6. The mosaicity was deemed too low after refinement and was 
manually reset to 0.6 using predicted reflections. After determining the mosaicity, it was 
fixed using the command postref fix mosaic. In addition, the unit cell dimensions were 
fixed, the gain of the detector, synchrotron polarization and divergence were set using the 
appropriate commands. The close spots were accounted for with the command separation 
0.1 0.1 close and the reflection profiles were not optimized with profile noopt, but the 
profile tolerance was set to 0.04. The data were scaled using Scala (Collaborative 
Computational Project, 1994) in CCP4i (Potterton et al., 2003) from 20-2.5 A with 
anomalous pairs separated. The anomalous data were 97.2% complete with an Rmerge of 
0.098. 
The inflection and high energy remote data sets were integrated using the same 
orientation matrix, unit cell parameters and mosaicity as were used for peak data 
processing. Since all data were collected on the same crystal, isomorphism is excellent, 
and these parameters do not change between data sets. It is important to assign the 
orientation matrix to be used during processing. The processing programs can randomly 
assign the orientation matrix, so there is a 50/50 chance of assigning the matrix 
differently. How the matrix is assigned is not of importance when working with a single 
data set. However, for MAD phasing it is extremely important; if the orientations are 
assigned differently between data sets, there will be disagreement between the datasets 
that will be obvious from low correlation coefficients between them. 
The inflection and high energy remote datasets were also scaled from 20-2.5 A 
and had reasonable statistics. The inflection data were 97.4 % anomalous complete with 
an Rmerge of 0.096. The high energy remote data were 98.1% anomalous complete with an 
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Rmerge of 0.119. The complete data processing statistics for all three wavelengths are 
shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Data processing statistics for MAD 
Data collection 
X-ray source 
Wavelength (A) 
Space group 
Unit cell (A) 
Resolution (A) 
Reflections 
Unique reflections 
Redundancy 
Anomalous redundancy 
Completeness (%) 
Anomalous completeness(%) 
Rmerge 
l/Sigl 
peak 
ALS 4.2.2 
0.9790 
P3(1)21 
a=94.71 b=94.71 
experiment. 
inflection 
0.97923 
c=237.96 
a=90.0p=90v=120 
20 - 2.5 
454,921 
43,662 
10.4(8.0) 
5.4 (4.1) 
99.8(100.0) 
99.9 (99.9) 
0.109(0.243) 
19.3 
458,338 
43,675 
10.5(8.2) 
5.4(4.1) 
99.8(100.0) 
99.9 (99.8) 
0.108(0.299) 
18.7 
remote 
0.9641 
463,440 
43,662 
10.6(9.1) 
5.5 (4.6) 
99.8(100.0) 
99.9(100.0) 
0.135(0.409) 
15.5 
Numbers in parenthesis correspond to statistics for the highest resolution shell. 
5.4 Initial attempts at phasing by MAD 
D. desulfuricans flavodoxin has 4 methionines, one at the N-terminus, one in a 
predicted loop, and two in core regions of the protein. At least two sites per copy in the 
asymmetric unit were expected to be located. Several programs were used to locate the 
Se sites using the MAD data including Solve (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999), 
Phenix.hyss (Adams et al., 2002) and AutoSHARP (Vonrhein et al., 2005). Solve and 
SHARP (La Fortelle and Bricogne, 1997) were each used to refine the sites. Several 
variables were altered in various runs of each program to locate the sites including the 
resolution range, space group (P321, P3(l)21 and P3(2)21), number of copies in the 
asymmetric unit and assigning either the peak or inflection data sets as the reference. For 
site refinement various resolution ranges were used. 
Each program produced a list of sites that did not match those located in the other 
programs. One Solve run using space group P3(l)21 produced a list of 17 sites (Table 
5.3), however, all of these sites were in negative density. Other Solve runs consistently 
located 3 sites. Phenix.hyss located 23 sites (Table 5.4). AutoSHARP produced a list of 
20 sites (Table 5.5). However, upon inputting any of these sites to the programs for 
refinement, the figures of merit were maximum 0.4. The maps produced were not 
interpretable; although they contained some regions of contiguous density, there were 
also many regions of ambiguity. 
Table 5.3 Initial Se sites from Solve. 
Site 
Longest list 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
X 
0.3504 
0.5080 
0.4504 
0.4984 
0.6121 
0.7066 
0.4466 
0.5622 
0.6006 
0.4727 
0.6144 
0.3772 
0.1960 
0.4717 
0.0335 
0.6712 
0.6904 
Consistently located 
1 
2 
3 
0.0486 
0.5487 
0.5432 
Y 
0.6120 
0.6189 
0.1171 
0.1205 
0.3048 
0.8876 
0.8026 
0.8072 
0.3014 
0.8859 
0.3118 
0.3204 
0.3123 
0.3190 
0.8123 
0.8738 
0.8729 
0.4315 
0.9320 
0.7420 
Z 
0.0061 
0.0041 
0.0030 
0.0052 
0.0104 
0.1618 
0.0096 
0.0095 
0.0097 
0.1643 
0.1487 
0.1586 
0.1591 
0.1504 
0.1599 
0.1377 
0.1365 
0.1615 
0.1617 
0.1574 
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Other attempts were made using the generated site lists as seeds for the programs. 
Either the full peak list or combinations of the strongest peaks from a single run were 
input back into the programs, and a second run was performed. In addition, each program 
was seeded with sites determined from another program. None of the attempts were 
successful at producing high figures of merit or quality maps. 
Another approach involved combining phases from the MAD experiment with 
phases from molecular replacement. When one method cannot provide sufficient phases, 
a combination of phasing methods can be used to improve the overall quality of the 
phases. Assuming that the located sites were correct but had weak phasing power, 
Hendrickson-Lattman coefficients were generated for several site lists and applied to the 
molecular replacement search. The opposite was also attempted, using a partial molecular 
replacement model to aid in locating sites although confidence in any of the molecular 
replacement solutions being correct was very low. Neither approach showed any 
improvement. 
Since the Se sites could not be located, the data were further analyzed for 
problems that may be arising from problems inherent in the data. The three data sets are 
analyzed at the beginning of each Solve run. The correlation coefficients for anomalous 
data between each pair was above 0.3 to -2.88 A. The remote wavelength data correlates 
least well with the other two, which is expected because it also had the highest Rmerge of 
the three data sets. The largest Bijvoet differences are observed in the peak wavelength 
data set as expected. One problem may be that the signal to noise ratios for both 
dispersive and anomalous differences were lower than expected. If there is a small error 
in determination of the position of the inflection point, much smaller dispersive 
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differences than expected will be observed (Hendrickson, 1991). Additional problems 
may be because some of the methionines are located in expected loop regions; a heavy 
atom in a region of disorder can be more difficult or impossible to locate, as is also the 
case for N-terminal methionines. However, there are two other methionines in the core of 
the protein, and those positions should be able to be determined. Since the data seemed of 
reasonable quality to determine at least half of the Se sites, it was thought that there may 
be something specific to this crystal form that prevented phasing by both methods 
attempted thus far. 
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Chapter 6: Non-crystallographic symmetry, twinning and translational 
pseudo symmetry 
6.1 Detection of non-crystallographic symmetry 
A self rotation function was performed using the program GLRF (Tong and 
Rossmann, 1997). Non-overlapping resolution ranges were used for the calculation to 
confirm the detected peaks: 9-4.5 A and 4.5-2.5 A. The radius was set at 25 A. The map 
was calculated for K=0-180° and contoured from 450 to 1000 in steps of 50. The strong 
peaks at the edge the K=180° plot indicate three two-fold crystallographic symmetry axes 
that correspond with the space group assignment in P3(l)21. The peak in the center of the 
K=120° plot corresponds to the crystallographic three-fold symmetry. No non-
crystallographic symmetry was detected by the self rotation function. 
B 
Figure 6.1 Self rotation function for data from the P3(l)21 crystal. The self rotation function was 
calculated for data from 9-4.5 A over a sphere of K=0-180°. A) Plot shown for K=180° and B) for 
K=120° . All peaks correspond to symmetry in the space group P3(l)21. No non-crystallographic 
symmetry is detected. Calculation was performed using GLRF (Tong and Rossmann, 1997). 
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A Native Patterson map was calculated using the program xfft of the XtalView 
suite (McRee, 1999) using the resolution range 20-4 A (Figure 6.2). Off-origin peaks 
were observed at three positions: 0.5, 0, 0; 0, 0.5, 0 and 0.5, 0.5,0. These peaks indicate 
the presence of non-crystallographic symmetry, and the peak heights of less than the 
origin peak indicate that the peaks represent pseudo translational symmetry. 
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Figure 6.2 Native Patterson map calculated with data from the P3(l)21 crystal. 
Off-origin peaks are located at 0, 0.5, 0; 0.5, 0, 0; and 0.5, 0.5, 0 indicating non-
crystallographic symmetry. The off-origin peak heights are lower than the height of the 
origin peak indcating that the symmetry is a pseudo translation. Map was calculated xfft 
(McRee, 1999) and a resolution range of 20-4 A. Map is contoured at 5 a. 
Phenix.Xtriage also indicated the presence of pseudo translational symmetry. A 
summary of the output from Phenix.Xtriage is shown in Figure 6.3. An off-origin peak of 
height 36.961% of the origin peak was detected at 0, 0.5, 0. The very low p-value 
indicates that the chance of this peak existing by random without pseudo translational 
symmetry is nearly impossible. The off-origin peak height less than the origin peak 
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indicates that the non-crystallographic symmetry is a pseudo translation rather than a 
translation and corresponds with the interpretation of the Native Patterson map. 
Twinning and intensity statistics summary (acentric data): 
Statistics independent of twin laws 
- <IA2>/<I>A2: 1.542 
- <F>A2/<FA2> : 0.896 
-<|EA2-1|> : 0.527 
-<|L|>, <LA2>: 0.258, 0.099 
Multivariate Z score L-test: 36.849 
The multivariate Z score is a quality measure of the given 
spread in intensities. Good to reasonable data is expected 
to have a Z score lower than 3.5. 
Large values can indicate twinning, but small values do not 
neccesarily exclude it. 
Statistics depending on twin laws 
| Operator | type | R obs. | Britton alpha | H alpha | ML alpha | 
|-h,-k,l | M | 0.258 | 0.253 | 0.236 | 0.139 | 
Patterson analyses 
- Largest peak height : 36.961 
(correpsonding p value: 4.613e-04) 
The analyses of the Patterson function reveals a significant off-origin 
peak that is 36.96 % of the origin peak, indicating pseudo translational symmetry. 
The chance of finding a peak of this or larger height by random in a 
structure without pseudo translational symmetry is equal to the 4.6127e-04. 
See the relevant section of the logfile for more details. 
The results of the L-test indicate that the intensity statistics 
are significantly different then is expected from good to reasonable, 
untwinned data. 
As there are twin laws possible given the crystal symmetry, twinning could 
be the reason for the departure of the intensity statistics from normality. 
It might be worthwhile carrying out refinement with a twin specific target function. 
Figure 6.3 Summary of Phenix.Xtriage analysis for P3(l)21 data. The intensity 
statistics deviate from what is expected for a good data set. A significant off-origin 
peak is detected indicating pseudo translational symmetry and may explain the 
deviations in the intensity statistics. Merhodral twinning may be an alternative 
explanation for the intensity deviations. 
6.2 Twinning test results 
Four different programs were used to test for twinning in the P3( 1)21 data 
including The Merohedral Twinning Server: Padilla Yeates Algorithm (Padilla and 
Yeates, 2003), TRUNCATE, Detwin (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994) and 
Phenix.Xtriage (Adams et al., 2002). The N(L) plot calculated using the Yeates twinning 
server overlays with the line calculated for theoretical untwinned data (red) (Figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4 Twinning test by the Merohedral Crystal Twinning Server: Padilia 
Yeates Algorithm. Theoretical plots are shown in red and the plot for the observed 
data is shown in blue. The plot for the observed data overlays with the plot for 
theoretical untwinned plot; twinning is not detected. (Padilia and Yeates, 2003) 
In TRUNCATE, the curve for the experimental data (red) is higher than the curve 
for theoretical untwinned data (blue) indicating untwinned data (Figure 6.5). The 
program Detwin estimates the twin fraction as equal to 0.03 and is considered untwinned. 
Only analysis by Phenix.Xtriage indicated possible twinning. The intensity statistics 
deviated from what is expected for good to reasonable data. The L test gave a 
multivariate z score of 36.849, much higher than the expected 3.5 or lower for good to 
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reasonable data, indicating possible twinning. One twin law is applicable for this space 
group, merohedral twin law -h, -k, 1, and the twin fraction was estimated as 
approximately 0.25. It is also possible that the deviation in intensity statistics is due to the 
presence of pseudo translational symmetry, and the data is actually not twinned. 
— A t h e o r j 
Ctheor j 
— Cobs 
Figure 6.5 N(Z) plot output from the program TRUNCATE. The plot for 
theoretical untwinned acentric data (blue), theoretical untwinned centric data 
(yellow), observed acentric data (red) and observed centric data (green) is shown. If 
twinning was detected the observed plots would be below die theoretical plots. 
(Collaborative Computational Project, 1994) 
6.3 Effects of pseudo translation and twinning on initial phasing attempts 
The results of the data analyses indicate that pseudo translational symmetry is 
definitely present and merohedral twinning by the twin law, -h, -k, 1, is possible. Pseudo 
translational symmetry can mimic twinning in the intensity statistics, but the two can also 
coexist. Combined with the large number of copies in the asymmetric unit, pseudo 
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translational symmetry and/or twinning may be an explanation for the failed attempts at 
phasing by both molecular replacement and multiwavelength anomalous dispersion. 
Although molecular replacement is the phasing method that can best handle the effects of 
twinning, it may not be possible to overcome the complication of pseudo translational 
symmetry with so many copies in the asymmetric unit. Translational and pseudo 
translational non-crystallographic symmetries are known to complicate molecular 
replacement searches using Phaser. Since all of the copies in the asymmetric unit are 
related to at least one other copy by pseudo translational symmetry, the search is 
complicated to the point that automated searches often cannot successfully locate 
multiple copies. Differences in the observed intensities caused by the pseudo translational 
symmetry can also explain the failed attempts to locate the positions of the selenium 
atoms for phasing by multiwavelength anomalous dispersion. 
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Chapter 7: Second crystal form of D. desulfuricans flavodoxin, P4(3) 
A second crystal form could provide a solution to the difficulties in phasing by 
molecular replacement. If molecular replacement in P3(l)21 was complicated by a 
property of the crystal such as the large number of copies in the asymmetric unit or 
pseudo translational symmetry a second crystal form might contain fewer copies and/or 
lack pseudo translational symmetry. It may be possible to use the D. vulgaris flavodoxin 
as a search model with these different crystal properties. If the solution by molecular 
replacement was further complicated due the low homology of the search model, 
structure solution of a second crystal form could provide a perfect search model for 
molecular replacement in the original space group. 
7.1 Crystallization 
Two approaches were taken to screen for anew crystallization condition: the use 
of additives and creating new crystallization conditions designed with ammonium sulfate. 
The additive screen (Hampton Research) was used with the condition that grew the 
clusters of needles. A high concentration of ammonium sulfate was one component of the 
successful crystallization condition for D. desulfuricans flavodoxin in my hands and for 
flavodoxins from other species (Ludwig et al., 1969; Romero et al., 1996). For this 
reason, 2.2 M ammonium sulfate was used as a starting point for screening for new 
crystallization conditions. 
All crystallization experiments were carried out using the vapor diffusion method 
in 24-well VDX greased plates using 500 \KL of well solution and the drop on a 
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siliconized glass cover slide. Experiments using the additive screen used a drop size of 3 
uL containing 1.5 \xL of protein, 1.2 uL of well solution and 0.3 i^L of additive solution. 
Experiments without the additive screen used a drop size of 2 [xL with a 1:1 ratio of 
protein to well solution. 
All crystallization experiments employing the additive screen started with the 
previously optimized condition that produced a few small single needles and the cluster 
of larger needles that could be broken off. The starting condition was 0.1 M citric acid, 
pH 3.5 and 27% (w/v) PEG 3350. Most of the conditions showed no improvement in 
crystallization. Several additives produced what appeared to be singular crystals of the 
same form including praseodymium(HI) acetate hydrate, sodium iodide and 
polyvinylpyrrolidone K15. All of these crystals were very small however. Other additives 
produced clusters of much larger needles than seen previously including cadmium 
chloride dihydrate, ammonium sulfate, glycine and xylitol. Since these were larger 
crystals, they may have proven more amenable to breaking off for data collection. Finer 
grids were set up using two additives, ammonium sulfate which produced the largest 
needles and sodium iodide that produced the largest single crystals, for further 
optimization. 
The search centered on ammonium sulfate as a crystallization component was 
initiated using a variety of salts and buffers other than potassium thiocyanate as in the 
original condition. Solutions chosen were: sodium citrate, pH 5.6 and 8.8; sodium 
acetate, pH 4.6; HEPES, pH 7.0 and 7.5; Tris pH 8.0; EPPS pH 8.5; and di-ammonium 
hydrogen phosphate, pH 6.5 and 7.5. Most conditions did not produce crystals, but 
crystals with a new morphology grew in 0.1 M sodium citrate and 2.4 M ammonium 
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sulfate. These crystals (Figure 7.1) formed as a prism with sharp edges and points at both 
ends. Finer grids around these conditions were then setup to produce more crystals for 
screening and data collection. 
Figure 7.1 Second crystal form for flavodoxin. The crystals were grown in 0.1 M 
sodium citrate and 2.4 M ammonium sulfate at 20° C. The yellow color is due to 
the bound, oxidized flavin mononucleotide. 
7.2 Screening of crystals by diffraction quality 
All crystal screening was performed on our home source using a Rigaku R-Axis 
IV++ detector, a 1.54 A wavelength RUH-3R rotating copper anode, and Varimax™ HF 
optics. Data were collected at 100 K using a nitrogen cryo-stream at two angles, 0° and 
90°, for 5 minutes. Exposure times were then altered as necessary after viewing the initial 
diffraction images. 
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Figure 7.2 Diffraction of P222 flavodoxin crystal. The crystal was grown in 0.1 M Citric acid, pH 
3.5 and 27% (w/v) PEG 3350 with ammonium sulfate as an additive. The diffraction may be 
improved by further optimization or collection at a synchrotron. 
The majority of the needle crystals screened did not diffract well, although, there 
was improvement from the previous crystals of this morphology screened. In total six 
crystals were screened each from different additives. The reflections were smudged and 
the mosaicity was >1.2. One crystal from ammonium sulfate as an additive diffracted to 
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almost 3 A and indexed in space group P222 with unit cell dimensions of a=37 A b=46 
c=70 A and a=p>=7=90° (Figure 7.2). Further optimization of this condition could lead to 
stronger diffraction. Diffraction may also be improved by data collection at a synchrotron 
source. 
On the other hand, the prism crystals diffracted strongly to at least 2.0 A (Figure 
7.3). The reflections were round in shape, and separation was not a concern. 20% (v/v) 
glycerol with the condition components as stabilizers was used as a cryoprotectant; the 
crystal was harvested in a loop smaller than the crystal, quickly dipped in the 
cryoprotectant and flash frozen in a nitrogen cryo-stream. These crystals indexed in the 
point group P4 and P4( 1)2(1)2 with Crystal Clear and D*Trek (Pflugrath, 1999) with cell 
dimensions of a=b=71 c=113, a=fJ=Y =90. Analysis by MatthewsCoeff (Collaborative 
Computational Project, 1994) predicted four copies in the asymmetric unit using the 
space group P4 and 2 copies using P4( 1)2(1)2. No difference was observed based on 
crystal size, although there was also not as much variation in size as was seen for the 
P3(l)21 crystal form. Since these crystals diffracted better than the best needle crystal 
and had a significantly lower number of copies in the asymmetric unit as compared to the 
P3(l)21 regardless of the true space group, data were collected. 
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Figure 7.3 Diffraction of the fiavodoxin P4(3) crystal. The reflections are well shaped and 
separated. The data indexed in the point group P4 with unit cell dimensions of a=b=71 A c= 113 A 
and a=P=Y=90°. The diffraction shown is for a crystal shown in Figure 7.1 at a detector distance of 
200 cm and a 5 minute exposure. 
7.3 Data collection 
Data for this crystal was collected on our home source described in the previous 
section. The crystal to detector distance was set at 200 cm. 150° of data with 0.5° 
oscillations was collected using 5 minute exposures with the slits fully open. 
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7.4 Indexing, scaling and merging of diffraction data for second crystal form 
All 150° of data were included in data processing. Data were indexed, scaled and 
merged using Crystal Clear and D*Trek (Pflugrath, 1999) in both point groups, P4 and 
P4(l)2(l)2. The data in P4(l)2(l)2 was later determined to be over-merged by analysis 
with Phenix.Xtriage (Adams et al., 2002). P4 was then chosen as the correct point group. 
Using systematic absences the correct space group was assigned as P4(3). The data were 
then rescaled in this space group from 20 to 2.5 A. By integrating in the point group, data 
can be rescaled in space groups within the point group without reindexing and 
reintegrating because the component symmetry is maintained. The unit cell parameters 
refined to a=b=71.06 A c=l 12.99 A and a=p=y=90°. The Rmerge overall was 0.090, and 
chi was 0.98. All data processing statistics can be found in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1 Data processing statistics 
for oxidized flavodoxir 
X-ray source 
Wavelength (A) 
Space group 
Unit cell (A) 
Resolution (A) 
Reflections 
Unique reflections 
Average redundancy 
Completeness (%) 
Rmerge 
l/Sigl 
in P4(3). 
home 
1.54 
P4(3) 
a=71.06b=71.06c=112.99 
<x=90 p=90 Y=90 
20 - 2.0 
117,212 
19,078 
6.14 (5.89) 
99.1 (98.6) 
0.090 (0.227) 
11.8 
Numbers in parenthesis correspond to statistics for the 
highest resolution shell. 
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Chapter 8: Structure solution and refinement of P4(3) crystal 
8.1 Native Patterson maps and self rotation function 
A self rotation function was calculated using the program GLRF (Tong and 
Rossmann, 1997). Non-overlapping resolution ranges were used for the calculation to 
confirm the detected peaks: 9-4.5 A and 4.5-2.5 A. The radius was set at 25 A. The map 
was calculated for K=0-180° and contoured from 450 to 1000 in steps of 50 (Figure 8.1). 
The peak in the middle of the K=120° plot represents the crystallographic two-fold 
symmetry. The peak in the center of the K=90° plot corresponds to the crystallographic 
four-fold symmetry. The strong peaks at the edge the K=180° plot indicate two-fold 
crystallographic symmetries that do not correspond with the space group assignment in 
P4(3), but rather to a space group in the point group P4(x)2( 1)2. The additional symmetry 
could be due to the twin operator applicable in this space group, h, -k, -1. 
Figure 8.1 Self rotation function for P4(3) data. A) Self rotation function plot for K=180° and B) 
for K=90°. The peaks in the center of the plots correspond to the crystallographic 2-fold and 4-fold 
symmetry respectively. The additional peaks in the k=180° plot correspond to non-crystallographic 
2-fold symmetry, possibly due to the twin law, h, -k, -1. The plots were calculated using data from 
9-4.5 A and the program GLRF (Tong and Rossmann, 1997). 
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A Native Patterson map was calculated using the program xfft of the XtalView 
suite (McRee, 1999) using the resolution range 20-4 A (Figure 8.2). Only origin peaks 
were observed implying that there is no translational non-crystallographic symmetry. 
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Figure 8.2 Native Patterson map for P4(3) flavodoxin crystal. Only the 
origin peaks are observed indicating that no non-crystallographic symmetry 
is present. The map was calculated using data from 20-4 A using xffi 
(McRee, 1999). 
Phenix.Xtriage analysis was performed, and the summary is shown in Figure 8.3. 
Pseudo translational symmetry was detected as an off-origin peak of height 57.73% of the 
origin peak was detected at 0, 0.5, 0. The very low p-value indicates that the chance of 
this peak existing by random without pseudo translational symmetry is nearly impossible. 
The off-origin peak height less than the origin peak indicates that the non-
crystallographic symmetry is a pseudo translation rather than a translation. This result 
contradicts the interpretation of the Native Patterson map; the high degree of twinning 
can mimic pseudo translational symmetry. 
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Twinning and intensity statistics summary (acentric data): 
Statistics independent of twin laws 
- <IA2>/<I>A2: 2.983 
- <F>A2/<FA2> : 0.734 
-<|EA2-1|> : 0.858 
-<|L|>, <LA2>: 0.413, 0.246 
Multivariate Z score L-test: 10.985 
The multivariate Z score is a quality measure of the given 
spread in intensities. Good to reasonable data are expected 
to have a Z score lower than 3.5. 
Large values can indicate twinning, but small values do not 
necessarily exclude it. 
Statistics depending on twin laws 
| Operator | type | R obs. | Britton alpha | H alpha | ML alpha | 
| h,-k,-l | M | 0.041 | 0.428 | 0.458 | 0.478 | 
Patterson analyses 
- Largest peak height : 57.735 
(corresponding p value: 2.267e-05) 
The analyses of the Patterson function reveals a significant off-origin 
peak that is 57.73 % of the origin peak, indicating pseudo translational symmetry. 
The chance of finding a peak of this or larger height by random in a 
structure without pseudo translational symmetry is equal to the 2.2666e-05. 
The detected tranlational NCS is most likely also responsible for the elevated intensity ratio. 
See the relevant section of the logfile for more details. 
The results of the L-test indicate that the intensity statistics 
are significantly different than is expected from good to reasonable, untwinned data. 
As there are twin laws possible given the crystal symmetry, twinning could 
be the reason for the departure of the intensity statistics from normality. 
It might be worthwhile carrying out refinement with a twin specific target function. 
Note that the symmetry of the intensities suggest that the assumed space group 
is too low. As twinning is however suspected, it is not immediuatly clear if thisis the case. 
Carefull reprocessing and (twin)refinement for all cases might resolve this question. 
Figure 8.3 Summary of Phenix.Xtriage analysis for P4(3) data. The intensity 
statistics deviate from what is expected for good data. Possible twinning and psudo 
translational are detected. The twin fraction is estimated at 0.45 for the merohdral 
twin law, h, -k, -1. 
8.2 Twinning tests and Phenix.Xtriage analysis 
A test for twinning was performed using the Merohedral Crystal Twinning 
Server: Padilla Yeates Algorithm (Padilla and Yeates, 2003). The N(L) plot calculated 
using the twinning server overlays with the line calculated for theoretical twinned data 
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(red) (Figure 8.4). Analysis by Phenix.Xtriage (Figure 8.3) also indicated possible 
twinning. The intensity statistics deviated from what is expected for good to reasonable 
data. The L test gave a multivariate z score of 10.985, higher than the expected 3.5 or 
lower for good to reasonable data, indicating possible twinning. One twin law is 
applicable for this space group;, merohedral twin law h, -k, -1 and the twin fraction was 
estimated as approximately 0.45. It is likely that the deviation in intensity statistics is due 
to the presence of twinning, although pseudo translational symmetry may also be present. 
0 
X=ILI 
Y =N(ILI) acentrics 
Figure 8.4 Twin test results from the Merohedral Crystal Twinning 
Server: Padiila Yeates Algorithm. The red line represents theoretical 
untwinned data and the red curve represents theoretical perfectly 
twinned data. The blue curve represents the observed data and indicates 
twinning because it overlays most closely with the plot for theoretical 
twinned data. (Padiila and Yeates, 2003) 
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8.3 Structure solution by molecular replacement 
An autosearch was performed in Phaser (McCoy, 2007) through CCP4i (Potterton 
et al., 2003) using the modified D. vulgaris flavodoxin (1AZL) as a search model. The 
flavin mononucleotide and waters were deleted and the side chains were pruned to the 
last common atom using Chainsaw in CCP4 (Collaborative Computational Project, 
1994). The composition was defined as containing 4 copies of the molecule in the 
asymmetric unit with a molecular weight of 15,700 Da each. The search ensemble was 
defined as 42% identical; in Phaser the percent identity is used to calculate the RMS of 
the ensemble. When the side chains are altered the model does not actually become more 
identical, but rather it is essentially the same as the template structure if not worse. 4 
copies were searched for allowing a maximum often clashes between molecules by 
changing the packing tolerance setting. The rotation selection cutoff was set at 65% of 
the top peak. The output was set to report the top ten solution sets. All other parameters 
were left unchanged from the defaults. 
Six solution sets were output and are shown in Figure 8.5. All solutions found had 
rotation function z scores above 5 and translation function z scores above 8; two solutions 
in each set had very high translation function z scores of greater than 40. Zero packing 
tolerance violations were observed for any of the solutions in the sets. All log-likelihood 
gains increased with the subsequent location of additional copies and were >1600; the top 
solution LLG was 1821. The top solution as scored by Phaser was used for refinement. 
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SOLU SET RFZ=5.9 TFZ=8.5 PAK=0 LLG=85 RFZ=5.2 TFZ=46.9 PAK=0 LLG=775 RFZ=5.8 TFZ=17.7 
PAK=0 LLG=1004 RFZ=5.0 TFZ=40.2 PAK=0 LLG=1751 LLG=1821 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 74.289 106.301 190.052 FRAC -0.26976 -0.01139 -0.00321 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemblel EULER 254.120 106.312 190.002 FRAC 0.76947 0.51183 -0.08734 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemblel EULER 105.904 73.692 10.003 FRAC 0.26950 -0.01166 0.04474 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 285.693 73.687 10.077 FRAC -0.76976 0.51158 -0.03950 
SOLU SET RFZ=5.9 TFZ=8.5 PAK=0 LLG=85 RFZ=5.2 TFZ=46.7 PAK=0 LLG=774 RFZ=5.9 TFZ=17.8 
PAK=0 LLG=1012 RFZ=5.0 TFZ=38.5 PAK=0 LLG=1751 LLG=1821 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 74.113 106.293 189.996 FRAC -0.26945 -0.01174 -0.00348 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 254.291 106.284 190.033 FRAC 0.76972 0.51147 0.08058 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 15.701 73.697 10.072 FRAC -0.01155 -0.26972 0.29457 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 195.875 73.695 10.024 FRAC 0.51187 0.76946 0.37868 
SOLU SET RFZ=5.9 TFZ=8.5 PAK=0 LLG=85 RFZ=5.2 TFZ=46.9 PAK=0 LLG=775 RFZ=5.8 TFZ=18.2 
PAK=0 LLG=1013 RFZ=5.2 TFZ=29.0 PAK=8 LLG=1556 LLG=1623 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 74.326 106.321 190.060 FRAC -0.27020 -0.01047 -0.00313 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 254.186 106.241 190.097 FRAC 0.77005 0.51037 -0.08709 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 195.800 73.721 10.104 FRAC 0.51047 0.77002 0.21055 
SOLU 6D1M ENSE ensemblel EULER 15.636 73.642 10.157 FRAC -0.01065 -0.27014 0.12624 
SOLU SET RFZ=5.9 TFZ-8.5 PAK=0 LLG=85 RFZ=5.2 TFZ=46.7 PAK=0 LLG=774 RFZ=5.9 TFZ=17.8 
PAK=0 LLG=1012 RFZ=5.0 TFZ=30.9 PAK=8 LLG=1557 LLG=1623 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemblel EULER 74.187 106.293 190.082 FRAC -0.27014 -0.01044 -0.00309 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemblel EULER 254.322 106.341 190.060 FRAC 0.77037 0.51037 0.08087 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 15.816 73.714 10.049 FRAC -0.01060 -0.27014 0.29460 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 195.652 73.654 10.048 FRAC 0.51076 0.77034 0.21056 
SOLU SET RFZ=5.9 TFZ=8.3 PAK=0 LLG=85 RFZ=5.3 TFZ=47.7 PAK=0 LLG=774 RFZ=5.8 TFZ=18.2 
PAK=0 LLG=1003 RFZ=5.5 TFZ=32.9 PAK=2 LLG=1541 LLG=1606 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 15.812 73.605 9.991 FRAC -0.01268 -0.26917 0.00735 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 195.957 73.652 9.923 FRAC 0.51270 0.76915 0.09171 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 344.101 106.381 189.974 FRAC -0.01204 0.26928 -0.04036 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemblel EULER 163.964 106.391 189.910 FRAC 0.51220 -0.76930 -0.12456 
SOLU SET RFZ=5.9 TFZ=8.3 PAK=0 LLG=85 RFZ=5.3 TFZ=47.4 PAK=0 LLG=774 RFZ=5.6 TFZ=17.9 
PAK=0 LLG=1004 RFZ=5.0 TFZ=31.5 PAK=2 LLG=1541 LLG=1606 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemblel EULER 15.973 73.629 9.935 FRAC -0.01260 -0.26916 0.00766 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 195.819 73.627 9.972 FRAC 0.51265 0.76916 -0.07641 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 164.120 106.379 189.987 FRAC 0.51214 0.23072 -0.12423 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemblel EULER 343.952 106.356 189.896 FRAC -0.01214 1.26925 -0.20866 
Figure 8.5 Molecular replacement solutions output from Phaser. The solutions were 
generated from an Autosearch for all four copies in the asymmetric unit. The top solution was 
used as the starting model for refinement. 
8.4 Refinement 
Refinement was first carried out in CNS (Brunger, 2007; Brunger et al., 1998) and 
then in Phenix.refine (Adams et al., 2002; Afonine et al., 2005). In CNS, 10% of the data 
was flagged for Free R calculations. All refinement was performed using a resolution 
range of 20-2.0 A. First, rigid body refinement was performed with each copy specified 
as a separate rigid group by segid; for this step Rfree=41.72 and R=39.16. Positional 
refinement was performed next using minimize.inp resulting in Rfree=40.29 and R=36.14. 
A 2Fo-Fc composite omit map was calculated at this point, followed by several rounds of 
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manual rebuilding. Density was present for the flavin mononucleotide molecules, and 
they were added at this point. Another positional refinement was performed which 
reduced the R-factors to Rfree=38.5 and R=34.12. Next, individual B-factors were refined 
further improving Rfree=37.35 and R=33.14. Simulated annealing was performed with 5 
trials and significantly reduced the R-factors to Rftee=35.79 and R=31.72. A new 2Fo-Fc 
composite omit map and a Fo-Fc map were calculated and several rounds of rebuilding 
followed concentrating on the loop containing residues 60-65. Each round of rebuilding 
was followed by positional refinement and then individual B-factor refinement. At this 
stage Rfree=34.38 and R=29.66. Simulated annealing was carried out and slightly reduced 
the R-factors, Rfree=34.34 and R=29.68. At this point the refinement converged in the low 
thirties using CNS, so various options were considered before proceeding with 
refinement. The resolution range of the data used for refinement was analyzed. There was 
no significant difference observed for the R values of specific bins. 
Phenix.refine was used to run a rigid body refinement with each molecule 
specified as a separate rigid group ending with Rfree=33.51 and R=28.35. non-
crystallographic symmetry groups were defined with Chain A as a reference. Rfree was 
reduced to 32.32 and R to 28.79. The non-crystallographic symmetry restraints were 
released, ordered solvent was set to true and individual sites were again refined. This 
script was run several times reducing Rfree to 29.50 and R to 24.68 with 343 waters 
picked. The refinement converged in the high twenties. For a structure at this resolution 
the R values were considered to be too high. Twinning can be one reason refinement 
converges at high Rvalues. Only one twin law is possible in this space group, h, -k, -1. At 
this point the twin law was specified and a rigid body refinement was performed. The 
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Rfree dropped over 3% to 26.19 and R to 22.87. The twin fraction was estimated as 0.467, 
very close to perfect twinning. Individual sites were refined with the twin law specified. 
The final Rfree=24.91 and final R=21.12. The twin fraction refined to 0.488. The final 
model with the relationships between molecules in the asymmetric unit is shown in 
Figure 8.6. 
Figure 8.6 Ribbon diagram of the final refined model for the P4(3) data. The positions of 
all four copies relative to each other are shown. Molecules in the same orientation but rotated 
are colored similarly. Flavin mononucleotide (yellow) and the stacking residues, Trp60 and 
Tyr98 (red), are shown as sticks. 
The rms deviations for Ccc atoms between each copy of the molecule within the 
asymmetric unit are shown in Table 8.1. All four copies are nearly identical with rms 
deviations of <0.2 A. 
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Table 8.1 Rms deviations (A) between Ca atoms of 
molecules in the oxidized P4(3) crystal. 
A 
B 
C 
D 
loop 
A 
0.00 
0.12 
0.11 
0.08 
straight 
B 
0.12 
0.00 
0.08 
0.11 
straight 
C 
0.11 
0.08 
0.00 
0.12 
straight 
D 
0.08 
0.11 
0.12 
0.00 
straight 
loop 
straight 
straight 
straight 
straight 
Density for the N-terminus and the flavin mononucleotide stacking residues, 
Trp60 and Tyr98, is shown in Figure 8.7. Density was not observed for the N-terminal 
methionine, so its coordinates were not included in the final pdb. 
Figure 8.7 Electron density for the N-terminus and flavin mononucleotide stacking residues. The 
density is shown for one copy in the asymmetric unit for A) the N-terminus and B) the flavin 
mononucleotide stacking residues. No density was present for the N-terminal methionine that was not 
included in the final model. Clear density was present for the flavin mononucleotide. 
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The final pdb was submitted to the MolProbity server (Davis et al., 2007) and run 
through Procheck (Vaguine et al., 1999) for structure verification. The statistics from 
both programs show that the structure falls within reasonable ranges for each criterion. 
All refinement statistics are shown in Table 8.2. 
Table 8.2 Refinement statistics for oxidized structure 
solved in P4(3). 
Resolution (A) 
Rwork 
Rfree 
Twin fraction 
Number of atoms 
protein 
solvent 
Average B factor 
protein 
solvent 
R.m.s. deviations 
bonds (A) 
angles (A) 
Ramachandran analysis 
favored 
allowed 
disallowed 
37.5-2.0 
21.12 
24.91 
0.475 
4496 
343 
30.58 
34.34 
0.005 
0.944 
91.5 
8.6 
0.0 
To verify that the twin law accounted for the additional symmetry determined 
from the self-rotation function, structure factors were generated from the final refined 
model using the program sfall (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994) and used to 
calculated the self rotation function (Figure 8.8). All of the peaks observed in the self-
rotation function for the observed data are accounted for proving that twinning was 
responsible for the additional symmetry observed. 
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Figure 8.8 Self rotation function from calculated structure factors. Structure factors calculated 
from the refined model were used to calculate the self rotation function. All peaks seen in the plots 
using the observed data are also seen in the plots for the calculated data indicating that the twin 
law, -h, -k, 1, did account for the additional peaks not realated to the space group P4(3). 
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Chapter 9: Structure solution and refinement of P3(l)21 crystal 
9.1 Structure solution 
The solved structure of D. desulfuricans flavodoxin in space group P4(3) 
provided a perfect model for Molecular replacement trials in the space group P3(l)21. 
Even with a perfect model, finding a molecular replacement solution for the oxidized 
flavodoxin was not trivial. Knowledge of the pseudo translational symmetry had to be 
applied to eventually generate an appropriate model. The molecular replacement searches 
were all carried out in Phaser (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994; McCoy, 
2007). For these molecular replacement searches the peak dataset from the MAD 
experiment was used; it was the most complete data set and would also allow a 
combination of phasing methods to be used if necessary without concern over non-
isomorphism. Two resolution ranges were used, 12-4 A and 8-3 A. The search was 
performed in space group P3(l)21 and the enantiomorph in case the space group had 
been misassigned. One copy of D. desulfuricans flavodoxin solved in space group P4(3) 
with all waters and the flavin mononucleotide removed was specified as the search 
ensemble. The percent identity was specified as 60% so that an RMS of 0.799 would be 
used in the search. The packing tolerance was set to 10. Output was set to include the top 
ten solution sets from any single run. 
Phaser was successful in locating multiple solution sets for each search performed 
except for the search for 8 copies. In the searches for eight copies, only one solution set 
was generated for each run, but the 8 copy solution sets compared between runs did not 
contain identical solutions. All of the solution sets were obtained in space group P3(l)21. 
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The LLG values were also very high, near 5000 for 4 copy solution sets and greater than 
10,000 for 6 and 8 copy solution sets. The translation z scores for all solution sets were 
very high; the lowest translation function z score was in the teens and the highest was in 
the 60's. A translation z score above 8 indicates a correct solution. 
These solution sets generated much more confidence than any previous molecular 
replacement solutions. However, rigid body refinement performed on each of the solution 
sets produced R-factors that were much higher than expected at -50 for 6 copy solutions 
and >55 for 8 copy solution sets indicating agreement with the data no better than a 
random model. Some solution sets produced R-factors >70 indicating disagreement with 
the data. It was then investigated how such high z scores indicating that a definite 
solution had been found could correlate with such high R-factors reporting a poor model. 
Knowledge of the pseudo translational symmetry was taken into account to more 
closely inspect the solution sets. The solution sets did not fully agree with the non-
crystallographic symmetry detected in the Native Patterson maps and Phenix.Xtriage as 
discussed in Chapter 6. It is a requirement that the following peak positions are satisfied 
by at least one solution in the set: x, y, z; x+1/2, y, z; x, y+1/2, z; x+1/2, y+1/2, z. The 
presence of translational and pseudo translational non-crystallographic symmetry can 
make it difficult to solve a structure using Phaser because the likelihood targets do not 
account for the statistical effects of non-crystallographic symmetry. Each solution set 
contained solutions that satisfied some of the non-crystallographic criteria, but not all. In 
addition, it was found that some copies within a single solution set were crystallographic 
symmetry mates. This may explain the discrepancy in scores from Phaser and rigid body 
refinement. 
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The correct starting model was generated by personally picking solutions from 
one 8 copy solution set and manually placing the other two copies based on the non-
crystallographic symmetry criteria. The 8 copy solution was obtained in Phaser using the 
autosearch mode with a resolution range of 12-4 A in the P3(l)21 space group. All other 
parameters were as specified previously in this section. The solution set with pseudo 
translation mates indicated is shown in Figure 9.1. Solutions A, B, D, E, F and H were 
chosen as correct. At this point a 2Fo-Fc composite omit map was generated in CNS. 
Clear density was present and was unoccupied by crystallographic symmetry mates 
indicating the presence of additional copies in the asymmetric unit. 
SOLU SET RFZ=7.4 TFZ=14.8 PAK=0 LLG=137 RFZ=7.0 TFZ=65.0 PAK=0 LLG=1484 RFZ=6.6 TFZ=12.0 PAK=0 
LLG=1527 RFZ=5.8 TFZ=41.1 PAK=0 LLG=2427 RFZ=5.9 TFZ=62.1 PAK=0 LLG=4223 RFZ=3.6 TFZ=43.7 
PAK=0 LLG=5264 RFZ=3.3 TFZ=35.9 PAK=0 LLG=7044 RFZ=3.5 TFZ=28.3 PAK=0 LLG=7584 LLG=10694 
SOLI" 6DIH ENSE ense rcb le l EtILEH 82.&S2 30 .670 16 .316 FRAC - 0 . 2 9 1 5 3 0.C5614 0 .38169 A 1 1 1 
SOLU 6D1H EUSE eribemblel EULER 157.162 149 .318 196.336 FRAC - 0 . 2 0 8 1 4 - 0 . 1 5 2 0 6 0 .25165 " " B " "; 
SOLU 6DIH ENSE ensemble l EULER 315 .229 33 .809 4 3 . 5 9 1 FRAC - 0 . 1 6 6 1 4 - 0 . 1 7 6 7 0 0 .25362 C 
SO..L' oPIH ENSE cnse lPble l EULER 82 .846 10.633 16.-.50 FRAC - 3 . 2 9 1 9 3 - C . 4 4 3 9 5 ' .TKISS B 1 j 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemble l EULER 157 .163 149 .311 196 .318 FRAC - 0 . 2 0 8 1 7 0 .34798 0 .25166 G 
Figure 9.1 Phaser solution set used to pick correct solutions for model. The solution set contains 
the positions for eight copies. Copies chosen for the starting model are highlighted and those related 
by a pseudo translation are highlighted in the same color. 
To analyze packing and position the remaining copies, the pdb was loaded in Coot 
(Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) because the x, y, and z axis are indicated on the screen. Since 
the non-crystallographic symmetry operators are known, this allowed easier 
determination of which molecule should be translated. Of course, it was a possibility that 
the additional copies could be new x, y, z coordinates and not related to any of the current 
copies in the model. Crystallographic symmetry mates were generated for a 1000 A 
sphere (Figure 9.2). Holes appeared in the sphere too large to be pores. These holes 
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corresponded to the regions of unoccupied density. The positions of the final two copies 
were manually determined using the generated crystallographic symmetry sphere along 
with the map. The two remaining copies needed to be pseudo translations of copies A and 
B with the operator x, y+1/2, z. The pseudo-translated copies were generated in Pdbset 
(Collaborative Computational Project, 1994), and one pdb containing all eight copies was 
compiled. 
Figure 9.2 Spheres of crystallographic symmetry related molecules used to analyze packing. 
The 100 A sphere of crystallographic symmetry mates generated with A) the six copies chosen 
from the Phaser solution set shown in Figure 9.1 and B) after manually placing the final two copies 
in the asymmetric unit. The copies in the model are shown in purple and symmetry mates are 
shown in cyan. 
A Phaser autosearch was performed with this 8 copy pdb as the search ensemble 
as a confirmation that the final copies were correctly placed. The solution was found 
immediately with the highest scores of any solution set and is shown in Figure 9.3. This 
pdb was chosen for refinement. 
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SOLU SET RFZ=37.5 TFZ=35.9 PAK=0 LLG=7070 LLG=10606 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 180.091 180.000 0.000 FRAC -0.50053 -0.50123 0.16659 
SOLU SET RFZ=37.5 TFZ=36.0 PAK=0 LLG=7068 LLG=10606 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 180.064 180.000 0.000 FRAC -1.00050 -0.00090 0.16662 
SOLU SET RFZ=37.5 TFZ=36.0 PAK=0 LLG=7066 LLG=10599 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 180.083 180.000 0.000 FRAC -1.00058 -0.50118 0.16651 
Figure 9.3 Phaser solution sets after placing the final two copies in the asymmetric unit. 
An autosearch was performed using the eight copy model as a search ensemble to confirm 
that the final two copies had been appropriately placed indicated by high z scores and LLG 
values. The top solution was chosen for refinement. 
Phaser runs were performed to locate the final two copies after choosing the six 
solutions, but again produced solutions that were crystallographic symmetry mates of 
other copies in the set. The manually placed copies had been found in other Phaser runs 
as part of other solution sets, however. One copy had been located in a search for 6, and 
the other was actually a part of the solution set from which the six copies were chosen. It 
had not been personally chosen because another solution already satisfied that particular 
translation operator and since the off-origin peaks were of equal height for it was thought 
that there should be an equal number of solutions for each operator. The correct model, 
however, is composed of 3 (x, y, z) copies, 1 (x+1/2, y, z) copy, 3 (x, y+1/2, z) copies, 1 
(x+1/2, y+1/2, z) copy. The Native patterson peak heights seem to be more a qualitative 
measure that a particular non-crystallographic operator exists rather than a quantitative 
measure of how many copies satisfy that operator. 
9.2 Refinement 
All refinement was carried out first using CNS (Brunger, 2007; Brunger et al., 
1998) and then Phenix.refine (Adams et al., 2002; Afonine et al., 2005) and data from 20-
2.5 A resolution. In CNS, 10% of reflections were flagged for Free R calculations. First, a 
rigid body refinement was carried out with each copy specified as a separate rigid group 
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by segid ending with Rfree=57.28 and R=58.47. It was a concern that the R values started 
so high and that R>Rfree, but further refinement was pursued because there was extreme 
confidence in the model. After positional refinement Rfree=54.61 and R=50.37. Group B-
factor refinement further improved Rfree=53.42 and R=49.89. Simulated annealing 
resulted in Rfree=51.44 and R=45.83. At this point a 2Fo-Fc composite omit map was 
calculated. Density for the flavin mononucleotide molecules was present, and all eight 
were added at this point reducing Rfree to 50.10 and R=45.22. 
Further refinement was performed using Phenix.refine. The one applicable 
merohedral twin law, -h, -k, 1, was applied from the beginning of refinement in Phenix. 
The twin fraction was initially estimated as 0.12. Rigid body refinement was performed 
maintaining the original CNS Rfree reflection set with each copy specified as a separate 
rigid body group and resulted in Rfree=36.82 and R=34.45. This was an improvement in 
R-factors of almost 15% in one step with just changing programs and applying the twin 
law. Sometimes small twin fractions can have a huge impact on the refinement statistics. 
Several rounds of positional refinement followed with non-crystallographic symmetry 
restraints on and copy A specified as the reference group. R-factors were reduced to 
Rfree=32.02 and R=29.65. The non-crystallographic symmetry restraints were released 
and individual sites and individual B-factors ere refined for two rounds ending with Rfree 
=31.21 and R=25.44. A new 2Fo-Fc map was calculated followed by minor manual 
rebuilding and several rounds of positional refinement and ordered solvent addition. This 
resulted in Rfree=29.39 and R=23.99 and the addition of 297 water molecules. These 
Rvalues seemed high, and the 2Fo-Fc map was used to look for regions that were not 
built well; the loop spanning residues 60-65 was rebuilt in four copies. These four copies 
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made up two sets of pseudo translated pairs. Individual sites were refined with three non-
crystallographic symmetry groups specified with the reference groups being one member 
of pseudo translation related copies and the resulting Rfree=28.56 and R=25.94. The non-
crystallographic symmetry restraints were released and individual sites were refined 
while adding ordered solvent resulting in the addition of 307 waters. The final 
Rfree=27.87 and R=21.98. The final model with the relationships between the molecules is 
shown in Figure 9.4. 
Figure 9.4 Ribbon diagram of the final model of oxidized flavodoxin using the P3(l)21 
data. The positions of all eight copies relative to each other are shown. Copies related by 
pseudo translational symmetry are shown in the same color. Flavin mononucleotide (yellow) is 
shown as sticks. 
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The rms deviations for the Ca atoms between all copies of the molecule in the 
asymmetric unit are shown in Table 9.1. The Trp60-containing loop had two 
conformations, straight and bent (discussed further in Chapter 11). Copies related by 
pseudo translational symmetry also happen to have the same Trp60-containing loop 
conformation and show the lowest rms deviations. 
Table 9.1 Rms deviations (A) between Ca atoms of molecules 
P3(1)21 crystal. 
A 
B 
D 
E 
F 
H 
I 
G 
loop 
A 
0.00 
0.15 
1.23 
0.23 
1.16 
1.17 
1.22 
0.20 
bent 
B D E F 
0.15 1.23 0.23 1.16 
0.00 1.25 0.20 1.18 
1.25 0.00 1.27 0.32 
0.20 1.27 0.00 1.20 
1.18 0.32 1.20 0.00 
1.19 0.31 1.20 0.14 
1.24 0.16 1.26 0.30 
0.21 1.25 0.17 1.18 
bent straight bent straight 
H 
1.17 
1.19 
0.31 
1.20 
0.14 
0.00 
0.30 
1.19 
straight 
in the oxidized 
I 
1.22 
1.24 
0.16 
1.26 
0.30 
0.30 
0.00 
1.24 
straight 
G 
0.20 
0.21 
1.25 
0.17 
1.18 
1.19 
;1.24 
0.00 
bent 
loop 
bent 
bent 
straight 
bent 
straight 
straight 
straight 
bent 
Density for the N-terminus and the flavin mononucleotide stacking residues, 
Trp60 and Tyr98, is shown in Figure 9.5. No density was present for the N-terminal 
methionine so its coordinates were excluded from the final pdb. 
Figure 9.5 Electron density for the N-terminus and flavin mononucleotide stacking residues. The 
density is shown for one copy in the asymmetric unit for A) the N-terminus and B) the flavin 
mononucleotide stacking residues. No density was present for the N-terminal methionine that was not 
included in the final model. Clear density was present for the flavin mononucleotide. 
The final pdb was submitted to the MolProbity server (Davis et al., 2007) and run 
through Procheck (Vaguine et al , 1999) for structure verification. The statistics from 
both programs show that the structure falls well within reasonable ranges for each 
criterion. All refinement statistics are shown in Table 9.2. 
Table 9.2 Refinement statistics for oxidized structure 
solved in P3(1)21. 
Resolution (A) 
Rwork 
Rfree 
Twin fraction 
Number of atoms 
protein 
solvent 
Average B factor 
protein 
solvent 
R.m.s. deviations 
bonds (A) 
angles (A) 
Ramachandran analysis 
favored 
allowed 
disallowed 
20 - 2.5 
21.98 
27.87 
0.047 
8992 
307 
65.65 
68.65 
0.006 
1.010 
88.6 
11.4 
0.0 
Chapter 10: Data collection, processing, structure solution and 
refinement of semiquinone 
10.1 Dithionite reduction 
A crystal previously grown from the native oxidized flavodoxin was harvested 
with a loop and transferred to 1 mL of well solution and then to a 2 mL drop of reducing 
solution containing 100 mM dithionite, 0.2 M potassium thiocyanate, and 2.2 M 
ammonium sulfate as stabilizers. A high concentration of dithionite was used to minimize 
the length of time of the reaction since previous handling had shown that these crystals 
crack in fairly short time periods after harvesting even when under stabilizing conditions. 
The reaction was considered complete when the crystal turned from yellow to dark purple 
indicating the semiquinone state had been reached. The reaction took approximately two 
minutes. After the reaction reached completion the crystal was looped, dipped in 30% 
(v/v) glycerol with stabilizers and flash frozen in a nitrogen cryo-stream for data 
collection. 
10.2 Data collection 
Data were collected on our home source using a Rigaku R-Axis IV++ detector, a 
1.54 A wavelength RUH-3R rotating copper anode and Varimax™ HF optics. Data were 
collected at 100 K using a nitrogen cryo-stream. The slits were closed two revolutions 
and exposure time was 5 minutes. The detector was set at 250 cm as was previously 
determined as the optimal distance for the oxidized crystals because of the close 
separation of reflections at low resolution. The crystal was again oriented so that the long 
axis was not parallel to the beam. 100° of data were collected with an oscillation range of 
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0.5°. There was no evidence of oxidation of the crystal during data collection. An image 
of the crystal diffraction is shown in Figure 10.1. 
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Figure 10.1 Diffraction of dithionite reduced crystal. The diffraction shows the characteristic 
pattern indicating that the crystal was oriented properly with the long axis not parallel to the beam. 
The reflections are well shaped and separated. The data indexed in the point group with the same 
dimensions as the oxidized P3(l)21 crystals. A full data set was collected. 
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10.3 Indexing, scaling and merging of semiquinone data 
All 100° of data were included for processing. Indexing, scaling and merging 
were carried out with the HKL200 suite (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). In DENZO the 
data indexed in space group P3 and was integrated in this space group. The data were 
scaled with SCALEPACK in space group P3(l)21 using reflections from 20-2.5 A. The 
unit cell parameters refined to a=b=94.89 A c=238.09 A and a=p=90° Y=120°. The 
overall Rmerge was 0.084, chi2 was 0.931 and mosaicity was 0.524. All data processing 
statistics can be found in Table 10.1. 
Table 10.1 Data processing statistics 
for semiquinone flavodoxin. 
X-ray source 
Wavelength (A) 
Space group 
Unit cell (A) 
Resolution (A) 
Reflections 
Unique reflections 
Average redundancy 
Completeness (%) 
Rmerge 
l/Sigl 
home 
1.54 
P3(1)21 
a=94.89 b=94.89 c=238.90 
a=90 0=90 Y=120 
20 - 2.5 
200,515 
40,326 
5.0 (2.7) 
91.8(61.7) 
0.084(0.194) 
10.7 
Numbers in parenthesis correspond to statistics for the 
highest resolution shell. 
10.4 Structure solution 
The structure was solved by molecular replacement in Phaser. The SCALEPACK 
file was converted to mtz format using Scalepack2MTZ (Collaborative Computational 
Project, 1994). An autosearch was performed using space group P3(l)21 and data from 8-
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3 A. The oxidized flavodoxin structure with all eight copies before final rebuilding of the 
loop containing residues 60-65 with all waters and flavin mononucleotides removed was 
used as the search ensemble. The composition was specified as containing 8 molecules of 
molecular weight 15,700 Da. The search for one copy of the ensemble produced three 
solutions. The solutions are shown in Figure 10.2. The top solution as scored by Phaser 
was chosen for refinement. 
SOLU SET RFZ=35.8 TFZ=67.7 PAK=0 LLG=8932 LLG=12295 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 318.559 179.869 318.494 FRAC -0.00216 -0.00028 0.16677 
SOLU SET RFZ=35.8 TFZ=66.3 PAK=0 LLG=8786 LLG=12080 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 315.429 179.834 315.382 FRAC 0.49787 0.49978 0.16680 
SOLU SET RFZ=35.8 TFZ=58.1 PAK=0 LLG=7581 LLG=10476 
SOLU 6DIM ENSE ensemblel EULER 304.399 179.804 304.374 FRAC -0.00187 0-49986 0.16671 
Figure 10.2 Phaser solutions using semiquinone data. An autosearch was performed using 
the refined oxidized structure with all eight copies in the asymmetric unit as a search model. 
The top solution was chosen as the initial model for refinement. 
10.5 Refinement 
Refinement was first performed in CNS(Brunger, 2007; Brunger et al., 1998), 
then in Phenix.refine (Adams et al., 2002; Afonine et al., 2005) using resolution from 20-
2.5 A. Rigid body refinement was carried out with each copy specified as a separated 
rigid group by segid and resulted in Rfree=34.22 and R=34.97. Positional refinement, 
group B-factor refinement and simulated annealing produced Rfree=35.91 and R=30.18. A 
2Fo-Fc composite omit map was calculated. Density was evident for the flavin 
mononucleotide molecules so all eight were added. Minor manual rebuilding was also 
performed. After positional refinement Rfree=34.43 and R=28.85. 
Refinement was continued using Phenix.refine. The applicable twin law was 
specified at the beginning and throughout refinement in Phenix.refine. The twin fraction 
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was estimated as only 0.04, however. This is negligible and is considered untwined. After 
rigid body refinement, again with each copy specified as a separate rigid group, 
Rfree=33.17 and R=27.64. Several rounds of individual positional refinement with non-
crystallographic symmetry groups specified, the non-crystallographic symmetry restraints 
were released and several rounds of positional refinement and individual B-factor 
refinement were performed resulting in Rfree=32.32 and R=26.57. A new 2Fo-Fc map was 
calculated, followed by several rounds of rebuilding. Specifically, four of the loops 
spanning residues 60-65 were rebuilt as in the oxidized structure. After rebuilding, 
positional refinement with three non-crystallographic symmetry groups specified was 
performed. The reference groups were one copy from each group of pseuo translation 
related copies. The Rfree was reduced to 28.80 and 26.98. The non-crystallographic 
restraints were released, and several rounds of positional refinement with ordered solvent 
addition were performed resulting in Rfree=29.37 and R=25.33. Continued addition of 
water molecules improved the Rfree to 28.92 and R to 25.39 in the final structure. The 
final structure with the relationships between the eight copies in the asymmetric unit is 
shown in Figure 10.3. 
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Figure 10.3 Ribbon diagram of the final model of semiquinone flavodoxin. The positions 
of all eight copies relative to each other are shown. Copies related by pseudo translational 
symmetry are shown in the same color. Flavin mononucleotide (yellow) is shown as sticks. 
The rms deviations for Ca atoms between all copies of the molecule in the 
asymmetric unit are shown in Table 10.2. As was the case for the oxidized P3(l)21 
model, copies related by pseudo translational symmetry also happen to have the same 
Trp60 containing loop conformation and show the lowest rms. 
Table 10.2 Rms deviations (A) between Ca atoms of molecules 
P3(1)21 crystal. 
A 
B 
D 
E 
F 
H 
I 
G 
loop 
A 
0.00 
0.13 
1.22 
0.17 
1.21 
1.21 
1.22 
0.15 
bent 
B D E F 
0.13 1.22 0.17 1.21 
0.00 1.22 0.17 1.21 
1.22 0.00 1.22 0.20 
0.17 1.22 0.00 1.21 
1.21 0.20 1.21 0.00 
1.21 0.20 1.21 0.08 
1.22 0.08 1.22 0.19 
0.15 1.22 0.13 1.21 
bent straight bent straight 
H 
1.21 
1.21 
0.20 
1.21 
0.08 
0.00 
0.19 
1.21 
straight 
in the semiquinone 
I 
1.22 
1.22 
0.08 
1.22 
0.19 
0.19 
0.00 
1.22 
straight 
G 
0.15 
0.15 
1.22 
0.13 
1.21 
1.21 
1.22 
0.00 
bent 
loop 
bent 
bent 
straight 
bent 
straight 
straight 
straight 
bent 
Density for the N-terminus and the flavin mononucleotide stacking residues, 
Trp60 and Tyr98, is shown in Figure 10.4. No density was present for the N-terminal 
methionine so its coordinates were not included in the final pdb. 
Figure 10.4 Electron density for the N-terminus and flavin mononucleotide stacking residues. The 
density is shown for one copy in the asymmetric unit for A) the N-terminus and B) the flavin 
mononucleotide stacking residues. No density was present for the N-terminal methionine that was not 
included in the final model. Clear density was present for the flavin mononucleotide. 
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The final pdb was submitted to the MolProbity server (Davis et al., 2007) and run 
through Procheck (Vaguine et al , 1999) for structure verification. The statistics from 
both programs show that the structure falls well within reasonable ranges for each 
criterion. All refinement statistics are shown in Table 10.3. 
Table 10.3 Refinement statistics for semiquinone 
structure. 
Resolution (A) 
Rwork 
Rfree 
Twin fraction 
Number of atoms 
protein 
solvent 
Average B factor 
protein 
solvent 
R.m.s. deviations 
bonds (A) 
angles (A) 
Ramachandran analysis 
favored 
allowed 
disallowed 
20 -2.5 
25.39 
28.85 
0.03 
8992 
241 
47.38 
50.40 
0.005 
0.863 
88.1 
11.9 
0 
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Chapter 11: Analysis of D. desulfuricans 29577 flavodoxin structures 
11.1 Overall description of structure 
The refined structures of D. desulfuricans 29577 flavodoxin show the conserved 
topology of this class of proteins, a five-stranded parallel beta sheet flanked by two alpha 
helices on each side (Figure 11.1). The flavin mononucleotide is bound at the periphery 
with the ribityl group pointing into the molecule. Stacking interactions are formed 
between the isoalloxazine ring and two residues, Trp60 and Tyr98. The tyrosine phenyl 
ring lies almost parallel to the isoalloxazine ring, and the Trp60 indole ring is positioned 
at an angle of approximately 45° relative to the isoalloxazine ring. 
Figure 11.1 Ribbon diagram of overall fold of/), desulfuricans 
flavodoxin. The structure of D. desulfuricans shows the conserved 
overall topology of this class of proteins. Alpha helices are colored 
red, beta sheets are yellow and loops are green. The flavin 
mononucleotide is shown as sticks. This particular molecule is from 
the final model refined with data from oxidized P3(l)21 crystal. 
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Two conformations of the 60-67 loop were isolated in the crystal structures of 
both oxidized and reduced flavodoxin in the P3(l)21 crystal forms, one with the loop 
straight and one with the loop bent at an approximate 90° angle. A ribbon diagram of the 
structures with straight and bent loops overlaid is shown in Figure 11.2. The two 
conformations for the loop that coordinates the flavin mononucleotide indicate a high 
degree of flexibility. Such flexibility was predicted by molecular dynamics simulations 
(Muralidhara et al., 2005). Flexibility in the binding loops has been reported in previously 
solved flavodoxin structures from Anabaena, C. beijerinckii and D. vulgaris (Langdon et 
al., 2001; Ludwig et al., 1997; Martinez-Julvez et al., 2007; Steensma and van Mierlo, 
1998). 
Figure 11.2 Superimposed structures with the two Trp60-'containing loop conformations. 
The structure with the straight loop conformation is shown in purple, and the bent loop 
conformation is shown in cyan. A) Structures with both loop conformations show the 
conserved fold. B) Rotated structures to highlight the relationship between the Trp60-
containing loop in both conformations. The angle between the two loop conformations is 
approximately 90°. Both conformations are represented by half of the copies in the asymmetric 
unit. All pseudo translational symmetry related molecules show the same loop conformation. 
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The structures with straight and bent loops superimpose with an rms deviation 
between Ca atoms of approximately 1.2 A. The rms deviations for Cot atoms of each 
molecule relative to the other copies in the asymmetric unit from a single crystal are 
shown in previous chapters (Table 8.2, Table 9.2 and Table 10.3). The rms deviations for 
each molecule in the asymmetric unit of one crystal compared to those in another crystal 
are shown in Tables 11.1 (oxidized P4(3) versus oxidized P3(l)21), 11.2 (oxidized P4(3) 
versus reduced P3( 1)21) and 11.3 (oxidized P(31)21 versus reduced P3( 1)21). As 
expected, structures with the same loop conformations show very low rms deviations for 
Ca atoms (0.08-0.32 A) from both the oxidized and reduced crystals. Structures with 
different loop conformations showed higher rms deviations for Ca atoms (1.12-1.26 A). 
Table 11.1 Rms deviations (A) between Ca atoms 
of molecules in the oxidized P4(3) and oxidized 
P3(1)21 crystals 
P3(1)21 
A 
B 
D 
E 
F 
H 
I 
G 
loop 
A 
1.24 
1.26 
0.55 
1.29 
0.61 
0.60 
0.57 
1.27 
straight 
P4(3) 
B C 
1.22 1.23 
1.24 1.25 
0.54 0.54 
1.27 1.28 
0.60 0.60 
0.59 0.59 
0.57 0.56 
1.25 1.26 
straight straight 
D 
1.24. 
1.26 
0.54 
1.29 
0.60 
0.59 
0.56 
1.26 
straight 
loop 
bent 
bent 
straight 
bent 
straight 
straight 
straight 
bent 
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Table 11.2 Rms deviations (A) between Ca atoms 
of molecules in the oxidized P4(3) and reduced 
P3(1)21 crystals. 
P3(1)21 
A 
B 
D 
E 
F 
H 
I 
G 
loop 
A 
1.26 
1.26 
0.55 
1.27 
0.61 
0.61 
0.56 
1.26 
straight 
P4(3) 
B C 
1.25 1.25 
1.24 1.25 
0.55 0.54 
1.25 1.26 
0.61 0.61 
0.60 0.60 
0.56 0.56 
1.25 1.25 
straight straight 
D 
1.26 
1.26 
0.54 
1.27 
0.60 
0.60 
0.55 
1.26 
straight 
loop 
bent 
bent 
straight 
bent 
straight 
straight 
straight 
bent 
Table 11 
P3(1)21 
oxidized 
A 
B 
D 
E 
F 
H 
I 
G 
loop 
.3 Rms deviations (A) between Ca atoms of molecules 
and reduced P3(1)21 crystals. 
reduced 
A B D E 
0.16 0.19 1.20 0.21 
0.18 0.16 1.22 0.21 
1.24 1.25 0.18 1.25 
0.23 0.22 1.24 0.17 
1.18 1.18 0.27 1.18 
1.18 1.18 0.26 1.18 
1.23 1.23 0.20 1.24 
0.23 0.23 1.22 0.21 
bent bent straight bent 
F 
1.19 
1.22 
0.26 
1.23 
0.17 
0.18 
0.25 
1.21 
straight 
>n' 
H 
1.19 
1.21 
0.26 
1.23 
0.18 
0.17 
0.24 
1.21 
straight 
> in the oxidized 
I 
1.20 
1.23 
0.19 
1.24 
0.26 
0.25 
0.18 
1.22 
straight 
G 
0.21 
0.21 
1.25 
0.19 
1.18 
1.18 
1.23 
0.17 
bent 
loop 
bent 
bent 
straight 
bent 
straight 
straight 
straight 
bent 
Another point of interest is that the rms deviation for Ca atoms between the 
oxidized structures solved in P4(3) and P3(l)21, both with straight Trp60 containing 
loops, is only 0.5 A. The P4(3) crystal structure refined to Rfree=24.91 and R=21.12, 
whereas the P3(l)21 refined to R= 21.98 and Rfree=27.87, a difference of 2.5%. A 
possible explanation may be the effect of the pseudo translational symmetry present in 
the P3(l)21 crystal and how it affects the calculation of R-factors. R-factors are 
calculated by 
R = ( 2 (I Fobs I-| Fcalc I ) / 2 I Fobs I ). 
Since the pseudo translational symmetry increases the number of very weak reflections, 
the value of the denominator, Fobs, is decreased and the calculated R-factor can be 
artificially high (Vajdos et al., 1997). 
The overall structure is very similar to the structure of D. vulgaris; the average 
rms deviation between Ca atoms for both conformations is 1.29 A. A ribbon diagram of 
the D. desulfuricans 29577 flavodoxin structures with both the bent and straight 
conformations of Trp60-containing loop superimposed with the D. vulgaris structure 
(PDB ID 1AZL) (O'Farrell et al., 1998; Watt et al, 1991) is shown in Figure 11.3. The 
rms deviations between the Ca atoms of the D. vulgaris flavodoxin and each molecule 
from all three crystals is shown in Table 12.4 (oxidized P4(3)), Table 12.5 (oxidized 
P3(l)21) and Table 12.6 (semiquinone P3(l)21). The major differences are in the loop 
regions that are close to the flavin mononucleotide, but the positions of the Trp60 and 
Tyr98 relative to the isoalloxazine ring are conserved. 
Figure 11.3 Ribbon diagram of flavodoxin structures from D. desulfuricans and D. vulgaris 
(1AZL). D. desulfuricans flavodoxin with the straight loop is shown in purple, bent loop in cyan 
and D. vulgaris is in green. The flavin mononucleotide and stacking residues are shown as sticks. 
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Table 11.4 Rms deviations (A) between Co atoms 
of 0. desulfuricans and D. vulgaris flavodoxins. 
oxidized 
A 
B 
D 
E 
F 
H 
I 
G 
vulgaris 
1.28 
1.28 
1.29 
1.30 
1.32 
1.31 
1.29 
1.29 
reduced 
A 
B 
D 
E . 
F 
H 
I 
G 
vulqaris 
1.29 
1.27 
1.29 
1.28 
1.31 
1.31 
1.30 
1.28 
P4(3) 
A 
B 
C 
D 
vulgaris 
1.24 
1.23 
1.23" 
1.24 
11.2 Interactions with flavin mononucleotide 
The flavin mononucleotide has three groups: the isoalloxazine ring, ribityl chain 
and phosphate group (Figure 11.4). A number of contacts are made between the protein 
and each group leading to very tight binding (Muralidhara et al., 2005; Muralidhara and 
Wittung-Stafshede, 2005). The hydrogen bonds and estimated distances between atoms 
calculated using the What If online server for interatomic contacts are listed in Table 11.5 
(Rodriguez etal., 1998). 
\ isoalloxazine ring 
phosphate group 
Figure 11.4 Structure of flavin mononucleotide. The 
isoalloxazine ring, ribityl chain and phosphate group of the 
molecule are labeled. 
I l l 
Table 11.5 Hydrogen bonds between the FMN and flavodoxir 
and Trp60-containing loop conformations. 
FMN 
atom 
N1 
N3 
02 
02 
02' 
04' 
04' 
0P1 
0P1 
0P1 
0P2 
0P2 
0P3 
0P3 
0P3 
Flavodoxin 
atom 
Asp95N 
HislOOO 
Asp95N 
Cys102N 
Ala590 
Ser930y 
Asn14N62 
Thr12N 
Thr120g 
Asn14N 
Ser11N 
Ser580y 
SeMOOy 
Thr15N 
Thr1507l 
oxidized 
straight 
3.19 
2.93 
not observed 
3.01 
2.63 
2.63 
3.26 
2.99 
2.55 
2.85 
2.77 
2.91 
2.8 
3.02 
2.78 
Distance 
oxidized 
bent 
2.92 
2.71 
not observed 
3.03 
2.47 
2.66 
3.68 
2.77 
2.61 
2.94 
2.81 
2.74 
2.69 
2.74 
2.87 
i in both oxidation states 
reduced 
straight 
3.25 
2.94 
3.15 
2.88 
2.75 
2.51 
3.16 
2.99 
2.7 
2.86 
2.77 
2.83 
2.6 
2.96 
2.91 
reduced 
bent 
3.19 
2.7 
not observed 
3.09 
2.51 
2.68 
2.84 
3.04 
2.56 
2.94 
2.8 
2.82 
2.61 
2.62 
2.92 
Bond distances calculated with the What If online server. 
The values shown are for a single copy in each oxidation state and loop conformation. 
In addition to the stacking interactions with Trp60 and Tyr98, hydrogen bonds are 
formed between the backbone atoms of Asp95, His 100 and Cysl02 and atoms of the 
isoalloxine ring and are shown in Figure 11.5. Asn95 forms two hydrogen bonds, one 
with the FMN-N1 atom and one with the FMN-02 atom. The Asn95/FMN-02 bond is 
not observed in all copies, and the distance to the FMN-N1 atom is too long to be 
considered a favorable interaction. This excessive distance is also the case in the D. 
desulfuricans 27774 flavodoxin structure. A water molecule coordinates an interaction 
between the FMN-04 atom and Met62 in this structure as well as the D. vulgaris and D. 
desulfuricans 27774flavodoxins. However, this interaction is not observed in all copies. 
Placing waters was difficult with automated programs, and the overall number of water 
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molecules placed is low for the resolution of the structure, so the water molecule may be 
present in the crystal and not observed in the density contoured down to 2.5a. 
Figure 11.5 Hydrogen bonds between flavodoxin and the flavin mononucleotide 
isoalloxazine ring. A) Hydrogen bonds are shown for the structure with the straight 
Trp60-containing loop and B) the bent Trp60-containing loop conformations. The 
hydrogen bond network is conserved between the oxidized and reduced structures. 
Interestingly, the hydrogen bond network between the protein and the 
isoalloxazine ring is conserved between the oxidized and semiquinone states but differs 
between the structures with straight and bent conformations of the Trp60-containing loop. 
An additional hydrogen bond is possible in the structure with the bent loop conformation 
between Gly61N and the FMN-N5 atom of the isoalloxazine ring. Previously published 
results on Clostridium beijerinckii, D. vulgaris andD. desulfuricans 27774 (structure not 
deposited in the PDB) flavodoxin structures have indicated that in the oxidized state there 
is no bond to the FMN-N5 atom, but in the semiquinone form a bond between the FMN-
N5 atom and the carbonyl of the residue corresponding with Gly61 is possible due to a 
conformational change of the loop that results in a peptide flip (Romero et al., 1996; 
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Smith et al., 1977; Watt et al., 1991). In the D. desulfuricans 29577 structure described 
here, the flip does not occur in bent loops, and it is not clear whether or not this peptide 
flip occurs in straight loops because the density for this region is weak (Figure 11.6). The 
structures of the semiquinone flavodoxins from other species were all solved at much 
higher resolution (<2 A) than the D. desulfuricans flavodoxin structure described here. 
Solving the structure at higher resolution in both the oxidized and semiquinone states 
may be necessary to fully determine whether the peptide flip occurs in this species. 
Figure 11.6 Electron density for the Trp60-containing loop in both conformations and oxidation 
states. The electron density for the straight loop in the A) oxidized and B) reduced oxidation states and 
for the bent loop in the C) oxidized and D) reduced oxidation states. Evidence for the peptide flip 
observed in other flavodoxin structures is not present. 
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Hydrogen bonds are also formed between the ribityl and phosphate groups of the 
flavin mononucleotide. No electrostatic contacts are made as might be expected with the 
phosphate group; the residues surrounding the phosphate group are negatively charged. 
Instead, a number of hydrogen bonds are made to free NH groups and hydroxy amino 
acid side chains. These hydrogen bonds are represented in Figure 11.7. 
Figure 11.7 Hydrogen bonds between flavodoxin and the flavin 
mononucleotide phosphate group. The hydrogen bond network is conserved 
between the oxidized and reduced structures. 
11.3 Biological implications 
The flexibility of the Trp60 containing loop in D. desulfuricans predicted by 
molecular dynamics simulations is confirmed by the structures described here 
(Muralidhara et al , 2005). Flexibility of the loops that coordinate the flavin 
mononucleotide has also been observed in the crystal structures of flavodoxins from a 
variety of organisms (Langdon et al., 2001; Ludwig et al., 1997; Martinez-Julvez et al., 
2007; Steensma and van Mierlo, 1998). The flexibility of the loops directly affects the 
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contacts that are made with the flavin mononucleotide and may contribute to the redox 
potential of the complex. This affect can occur in two ways: altering the protein-flavin 
mononucleotide contacts and thereby the energies for FMN binding and altering the 
stability of the protein itself. 
The easiest way to affect the redox potential is to stabilize the oxidized, 
semiqinone and hydroquinone forms of flavin mononucleotide by forming complexes of 
different affinities in each state. The structural features that control these potentials have 
not been fully elucidated. Redox potentials vary widely for flavodoxins across species 
(Mayhew and Ludwig, 1975; Mayhew and Tollin, 1992). The redox potentials for D. 
desulfuricans 29577 flavodoxin have not been reported, but are expected to be in the 
range of the redox potentials for D. desulfuricans 27774 and D. vulgaris, the two most 
similar flavodoxins by sequence comparison, 46% and 74% respectively. The redox 
potentials for these two flavodoxins are significantly higher than for other flavodoxins 
(Caldeira et al., 1994; Curley et al., 1991). The higher redox potentials in these species 
may be the result of fewer interactions between the protein and flavin mononucleotide. 
Apoflavodoxin has a high affinity for the flavin mononucleotide cofactor 
(Mayhew and Tollin, 1992). Cofactor binding generally stabilizes the protein. However, 
in the case of D. desulfuricans 29577, little or no stabilization upon flavin 
mononucleotide binding was observed (Apiyo et al., 2000). The opposite is the case for 
D. vulgaris, A. vinelandii and Anabaena flavodoxins; in these species the flavodoxin-
flavin mononucleotide complex was found to be far more stable than the apoprotein 
(Bollen et al., 2005; Campos and Sancho, 2006). The minor stabilization in the D. 
desulfuricans flavodoxin may be due to a lower affinity of flavin mononucleotide for that 
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flavodoxin or a more stable apoprotein and corresponds with the fewer interactions 
observed in the structure presented here as compared to flavodoxins from other species. 
Flavodoxin has been shown to play a role in a number of cellular processes 
(Gangeswaran and Eady, 1996; Gulati et al., 1997; Hoover et al., 1997; Hughes et al., 
1995; Lawson et al., 2004; Stok and De Voss, 2000). The structural details of the 
interactions between flavodoxin and its specific protein partners are just beginning to be 
uncovered. Since flavodoxin interacts with a variety of proteins, the residues that are 
involved in recognition are of extreme interest. Structural details of flavodoxin 
complexed with the flavodoxin reductase and cobalamin-dependent methionine synthase 
in E. colt have been described (Hall et al., 2001; Wan and Jarrett, 2002). It is proposed 
that E. coli flavodoxin uses the long loop for recognition in these two interactions (Hall et 
al., 2001). It is likely that the flexible loops near the flavin mononucleotide play a role in 
this process. The flexibility of the Trp60-containing loop observed in two conformations, 
bent and straight, in the structure described here may be a starting point for elucidating 
the residues involved in protein partner recognition in D. desulfuricans 29577. 
Further studies are needed to fully quantitate the effects of conformational 
changes in the structure of flavodoxin and individual interactions between the protein and 
the flavin mononucleotide on the redox potentials of the different states. Another area of 
interest is in further elucidating the residues that play a role in the recognition of protein 
partners within and across species. 
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Chapter 12: Analysis of previous phasing attempts 
Ultimately, it was possible to determine the structure of flavodoxin with data from 
the original crystal form, space group P3(l)21, even with the presence of translational 
pseudo symmetry. The successful structure solution begs an answer to the question, "why 
did the initial phasing attempts fail?" In cases of challenging crystallography such as the 
one described here, it is important to determine the role the complicating factors played 
in limiting the initial structure solution. Since the twinning fraction of the final structure 
refined to less than 0.05, twinning was not responsible for the complications and yet a 
twin law (-h, -k, 1) was essential to solving the structure. The primary complicating 
factors were: 1) the presence of pseudo centring translational pseudo symmetry (two pairs 
related by the operator x, y+1/2, z and one group of four related by the operators x+1/2, 
y, z; x, y+1/2, z; and x+1/2, y+1/2, z) and 2) a large number of copies in the asymmetric 
unit (eight). The previous phasing attempts by molecular replacement and 
multiwavelength anomalous dispersion were revisited to determine how these two 
complications impacted structure solution and to develop insights into dealing with these 
factors for future structural studies. 
12.1 Analysis of phasing by molecular replacement 
Phasing by molecular replacement is highly dependent on the quality of the search 
model; the higher the degree of homology between the search model and the target, the 
higher the success of locating a molecular replacement solution (Schwarzenbacher et al., 
2004). Low homology models reduce the signal-to-noise ratio in a manner generally 
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proportional to the agreement of the search model to the unknown. Since our initial 
search model, D. vulgaris flavodoxin (1AZL), was only 46% identical to the D. 
desulfuricans flavodoxin, the starting signal to noise ratio was expected to be somewhat 
low. Large numbers of molecules in the asymmetric unit also complicates molecular 
replacement (McCoy, 2007). The development of likelihood based molecular 
replacement programs such as Phaser has greatly improved the ability of automatic 
structure solution in such cases (Collaborative Computational Project, 1994; McCoy et 
al., 2007). Likelihood based programs are more robust at locating correct solutions when 
a large number of copies are present in the asymmetric unit than are classic methods 
(McCoy, 2007). However, Phaser has limitations when translational and pseudo 
translational non-crystallographic symmetry is present, and the program may be not be 
able to correctly place all copies within the asymmetric unit. One strategy is to use a 
combination of a few correct solutions in concert with the identified translation operator 
to increase the number of correctly positioned molecules (Kleywegt, 1996). Use of this 
strategy makes it unnecessary for the program to locate all copies of non-crystallographic 
symmetry related molecules. However, it is necessary for the initially placed molecules to 
be correct and for at least one copy of a related pair/set to be located for this approach to 
work. This strategy can be difficult since confidence in the initial molecular replacement 
solutions can be very low. 
Recognizing a solution as correct in Phaser involves the evaluation of two scores: 
the translation function z score (TFZ) and the log-likelihood gain (LLG). TFZ scores 
greater than 8 often indicate a correct solution, and higher scores are more likely to be 
correct. It is possible for a TFZ score from 6-8 to be a correct solution, but values less 
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than 6 indicate that the solution is not likely to be correct. LLG values should increase as 
additional copies are located. Decreases in LLG or negative LLG values indicate that the 
solutions in the set are incorrect. The LLG value is not an explicit gauge of the 
correctness of a solution, but for the final model it should be in the 1000's as a guide. As 
with the z scores, very high LLG values correspond to a more likely correct solution. In 
the initial phasing attempts only a couple of solutions were located in the automated 
searches for multiple copies and the z scores were very low. For these reasons, the 
solutions were considered incorrect. The various attempts at phasing were described in 
more detail earlier in Chapter 3. It is possible that the solutions were correct, but not 
recognized because of the very low scores. Without scores to indicate a possibly correct 
solution, it is impossible to sort through the thousands of possible solutions to find the 
correct ones. 
In this particular case, even the use of a perfect model required manual inspection 
of the molecular replacement solution to choose the correctly placed copies. The correct 
model was shown to have two pairs of pseudo translated molecules related by 0.5 units in 
the y direction and one set of four pseudo translated molecules related by 0.5 units in the 
x, y, and x and y directions (Figure 12.1). The model can also be considered as four pairs 
of pseudo translated molecules related by 0.5 units in the y direction as described 
previously in Chapter 9. Although six copies were located requiring only the placement 
of the final two copies, the location of only the four unpaired copies would have made it 
possible to manually place the additional four copies using the knowledge of the non-
crystallographic symmetry operators. 
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Figure 12.1 Ribbon diagram highlighting the positions of the molecules related 
by pseudo translational symmetry. The pseudo translational symmetry related 
copies are shown in the same color. Two pairs are related by the operator x, y+1/2, z 
(red and cyan), and one group of four is relatd by the operators x+1/2, y, z; x, y+1/2, 
z; x+1/2, y+1/2, z (purple). 
Another gauge for recognizing a correct model is the calculated R-factors 
showing the agreement of the model with the data. R values >55% are generally 
considered as agreeing with the data only as well as a random model. The increase in 
systematic strong and very weak reflections due to pseudo centring has a deleterious 
effect on the calculation of R-factors and refinement. First the weak reflections have 
larger associated errors. Secondly, these reflections lower the value of Fobs used as the 
denominator in the fraction used to calculate the R-factor, thus resulting in artificially 
high R-factors. In the initial phasing attempts, R values were calculated for various 
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solution sets and combinations chosen manually despite having low translation function z 
scores in Phaser or monitor values in CNS. These solutions were all considered incorrect 
and not pursued because the calculated R values ranged from 55-70%, however, this was 
before the detection of the pseudo translational non-crystallographic symmetry. Although 
those with R-factors close to 70% are probably wrong, it is possible that some of the 
solutions with R values in the high 50's and low 60's may have been partially correct. 
After all, the starting R-factors for the correct starting model used for refinement were 
high, above 55%. Solutions with high R values should not be immediately disregarded 
based on the starting R-factor if other criteria are met and provide confidence in the 
model. 
With this in mind, a number of trials were carried out in order to determine what 
is required of the model and Phaser variables in order to correctly locate and recognize a 
partial molecular replacement solution for at least four copies unrelated by the pseudo 
translational symmetry operator that can be used for complete structure solution. 
Molecular replacement searches were performed using the peak data set as was used for 
structure solution and refinement for the oxidized flavodoxin in the space group P3(l)21. 
The structure of D. vulgaris flavodoxin (1AZL), the D.vulgaris flavodoxin structure with 
side chains pruned to the last common atom referred to as "pruned" and the D. 
desulfuricans flavodoxin solved in the other crystal form were used as search models 
with different parameter settings in Phaser. In each case searches were performed to 
locate 4, 6, and 8 copies out of the 8 known to compose the asymmetric unit. 
First, searches were performed in Phaser with all of the default settings. The 
search with the perfect model returned correct solutions while searches with both the D. 
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vulgaris (Figure 12.2) and the pruned search models failed to locate more than two 
copies. 
Figure 12.2 Phaser search result for perfect model and default settings. The 
correct model is shown with color scheme maintained for the pseudo translational 
symmetry related molecules. The search result is shown in green. Four copies of the 
search result superimpose with solutions in the model. Three copies of the search 
result superimpose with symmetry mates of the model (yellow). These solutions could 
be used to place the final copy correctly using the pseudo translation operator. 
There are several ways to improve the success of searches in Phaser by altering 
the search parameters. One way is to decrease the cutoff for peaks in the rotation search 
to search more orientations. Searches were performed with both models with the peak 
cutoff set at 65% rather than the default 75% for the cross rotation search. No 
improvement was observed. The packing tolerance for clashes can also be increased to 
prevent possible correct solutions from being filtered out. The default is 0 and was 
increased to 10. This change had a significant improvement on the search results. 
Searches with both models returned solutions for four of the eight copies with translation 
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function z scores greater than 8. However, alignment with the refined model showed that 
all four solutions located with the D. vulgaris model were incorrect; two solutions were 
in the correct position but misoriented (Figure 12.3). 
Figure 12.3 Phaser search result using D. vulgaris flavodoxin as a search model 
with a packing tolerance of 10. The correct model is shown with color scheme 
maintained for the pseudo translational symmetry related molecules. The search result 
is shown in green. One copy of the search result superimposes with a solution in the 
model. The remaining copies are placed incorrectly. 
The solutions located with the pruned model and a packing tolerance of 10 was 
partially correct; two overlaid with copies from the refined model and one overlaid with a 
symmetry mate (Figure 12.4). 
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Figure 12.4 Phaser search result using the pruned model as a search model with 
a packing tolerance of 10. The correct model is shown with color scheme maintained 
for the pseudo translational symmetry related molecules. The search result is shown 
in green. Two copies of the search result superimpose with solutions in the model. 
The remaining copies are placed incorrectly. One copy superimposes with a 
symmetry mate. At least one more copy unrelated by pseudo translational symmetry 
needs to have been located in order to place the remaining copies using the symmetry 
operators. 
A third set of searches was performed combining the changes to both the rotation 
peak cutoff and the packing tolerance. The search with the D. vulgaris model located 
eight copies, and the search with the pruned model located a set of four copies but failed 
to locate additional copies. All solutions had translation function z scores higher than 
eight. However, caution must be taken because the solutions from the D. vulgaris model 
were located after the misplacement of early solutions. Solutions located with the pruned 
model represented one copy from all three groups and can be used to place additional 
copies (Figure 12.5). However, this analysis is biased by my knowledge of the "right" 
answer but is clearly of limited value if the answer is not known. 
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Figure 12.5 Phaser search result using the pruned model with a packing 
tolerance of ten and rotation search peak cutoff of 65%. The correct model is 
shown with color scheme maintained for the pseudo translational symmetry related 
molecules. The search result is shown in green. One copy of each group of pseudo 
translational symmetry related molecules was located, so this solution could be used 
to place the additional molecules in the asymmetric unit using the symmetry operator. 
In this case, the quality of the data as well as the quality of the model had 
profound effects on the quality of the solutions obtained. The initial trials were performed 
on data that was very complete (>96%) but with an Rmerge of 12% and on data slightly 
less complete (89%) but with an Rmerge of only 5%. The peak wavelength data used for 
the location of the correct molecular replacement solutions was 99.8% complete with an 
Rmerge of 10%. Therefore, the initial data were good, and though it could be better, should 
not have limited the solutions. 
Another option when pseudo centring is present is to reduce the size of the unit 
cell by the appropriate fraction in the direction of the pseudo translation. Of course, the 
relationships between the unit cell dimensions for the space group must be obeyed, so 
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this requires the reduction of other appropriate unit cell dimensions as well. This 
essentially decreases the number of copies to be located, and, therefore, improves the 
chances of locating correct solutions because pseudo translation related copies no longer 
compose the asymmetric unit. This approach has been used successfully in the structure 
solution of the protein Barstar from B. amyloliquefaciens (Navaza et al., 1998). However, 
this also discards a large portion of the data, so is not recommended as the best option. If 
solutions cannot be located by any other approach, it may be used as a final effort. 
12.2 Analysis of phasing by multiwavelength anomalous dispersion 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion is a method that locates the position of 
anomalously scattering atoms using very small differences in the observed data as 
described in Chapter 5. The maximal expected bijvoet differences can be calculated from 
the equation 
rms (AF±h) / rms (| F |) = q * f'max 
and the expected maximal dispersive differences can be calculated from 
rms (AFAJ / rms (| F |) = q * | foj) - fW) | 
where q = (NA/2NP)1/2/Zeff 
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and NA is the number of anomalously scattering atoms per molecule, Np is the number of 
atoms per molecule and Zeff is the effective normal scattering at a scattering angle of 
zero. NP can be estimated as 7.7 atoms per residue and Zefr is equal to 6.7 for proteins. 
For D. desulfuricans flavodoxin, assuming two selenium atoms per molecule since the 
other two are in flexible regions, the maximal expected bijvoet and dispersive differences 
calculated for flavodoxin with 3 selenium sites per molecule are only 3% (within the peak 
wavelength data set) and 3.7% (between the inflection and remote data sets) respectively. 
Other structures have been solved with maximal differences of 2.0-2.5%, so although the 
differences are small, it is possible. Since the differences in the measured data are so 
small, the success of the method depends heavily on the accuracy of the measured data. 
A number of factors can affect the accuracy of the measured data including the 
appropriate selection of wavelengths, collection strategy, crystal parameters and the 
precision of measurement. The correct selection of wavelengths is important for 
maximizing the signal, particularly in cases where the expected signal is weak. How the 
wavelengths are chosen has been described in Chapter 5. In addition, an appropriate 
amount of data to give redundancy must be collected so that random errors don't impact 
the data. The precision of measurements is optimized by controlling errors introduced 
due to absorption, radiation damage, crystal variability and detector variation. The data is 
often collected using inverse beam geometry to exploit centrosymmetry of the crystal. 
The measurements are made close together in time made possible by synchrotron sources 
where the exposure times can be very short and the wavelength can be changed 
frequently. It is important to confirm the reproducibility of wavelength changes by 
routinely calibrating the wavelength using a scan of metal foil. The use of CCD detectors 
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improves the precision of measurements, but alignment of the equipment should be 
ensured as well as the background correction, z correction, applied to the image. 
In the case of flavodoxin, data sets at each wavelength were collected on a single 
crystal eliminating error due to crystal variability. No signs of radiation damage or 
absorption were reported. Since the data were collected through the UT Consortium 
service agreement with the Advanced Light Source at Berkeley, it was assumed, perhaps 
incorrectly, that all data collection optimization was performed yielding accurate and 
precise data sets. 
Another area where error can be introduced is in processing of the data. The data 
is integrated and scaled using conventional merging routines such as HKL2000, D*Trek 
or Mosflm (Leslie, 1992; Otwinowski and Minor, 1997; Pflugrath, 1999). Then local 
scaling is applied to reduce systematic errors between bijvoet mates. A second local 
scaling is applied to reduce errors between wavelengths and to place the data on an 
absolute scale. At each step, outliers are rejected appropriately. The programs SHARP 
(La Fortelle and Bricogne, 1997) and Solve (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999) both take 
the premerged data from each wavelength and apply the local scaling as part of the script. 
Since the majority of scaling is applied as part of the automated program, error 
introduced from the data processing is decreased. A correlation coefficient is calculated 
between each wavelength and reported. The data used had a correlation coefficient above 
0.3 for all data sets to 2.5 A indicating that the data agrees well at all wavelengths. 
Therefore, error at this stage is unlikely. 
As a test of the phasing power of the data, additional searches were performed 
using the list of known selenium sites from the solved structure as input in SHARP and 
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Solve. The list of selenium sites determined from the final refined model is shown in 
Table 12.1. Many of the known sites were removed from the list by both programs 
because peaks were not detected correlating with their locations. Additional sites were 
added but are known to be incorrect since they do not correspond with the sites 
determined from the model. As expected the maps were not interpretable, and the figures 
of merit were low. The fact that the known sites were removed from the site list implies 
that there is definitely error in the data because the known sites should directly 
correspond with the detected peaks. 
Table 12.1 Selenium sites in final refined model. 
site x 
1 -0.09384 
2 -0.12096 
3 -0.30475 
4 -0.47219 
5 -0.54689 
6 -0.54278 
7 -0.83618 
8 -0.68418 
9 -0.87128 
10 -0.58149 
11 -0.60754 
12 -0.80058 
13 -0.22919 
14 -0.11212 
15 -0.31853 
16 -0.22822 
17 -0.11134 
18 -0.3156 
19 -0.8384 
20 -0.68762 
21 -0.87398 
22 0.03293 
23 -0.04591 
24 -0.04497 
V 
0.0248 
-0.05333 
-0.04353 
-0.08586 
-0.11038 
-0.2977 
-0.55257 
-0.42581 
-0.49028 
-0.46283 
-0.54034 
-0.54419 
-0.00438 
0.1068 
0.04069 
-0.50354 
-0.39353 
-0.45658 
-0.05257 
0.07241 
0.00868 
0.41021 
0.3806 
0.19298 
z 
-0.05413 
0.00476 
0.00991 
0.05473 
-0.00431 
-0.00909 
0.21854 
0.17467 
0.13739 
-0.05409 
0.00384 
0.00864 
0.22788 
0.17175 
0.14854 
0.22807 
0.17118 
0.1478 
0.22049 
0.17549 
0.13877 
0.05362 
-0.0052 
-0.00971 
chain/residue 
A62 
A67 
A120 
B62 
B67 
B120 
D62 
D67 
D120 
E62 
E67 
E120 
F62 
F67 
F120 
H62 
H67 
H120 
I62 
I67 
1120 
G62 
G67 
G120 
Positions are shown in fractional coordinates. 
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As a final test, the refined model was used to generate data sets for all three 
wavelengths using the GENERATE command in SOLVE (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 
1999). The selenium sites were defined as well as the f and f' values for each 
wavelength, and a three percent error was applied to generate the calculated hkl files. The 
calculated data were used as input into SOLVE to locate the sites. The script from the 
initial phasing attempts was used so that the same local scaling and search parameters 
were applied. No sites were defined as input. 23 of the 24 selenium sites were 
successfully located with a figure of merit of 0.72. The highest figure of merit obtained 
from the previous phasing attempts were only 0.41. Closer inspection of the log file 
shows that the correlation coefficients over all of the data are between all three 
wavelengths are 0.3 and the percent complete is >98%. Both values are relatively equal to 
those calculated for the observed data. However, the signal to noise ratio for anomalous 
differences are much higher for the calculated data, 0.94, 0.5 and 0.5 for the peak, 
inflection and remote wavelengths respectively compared to 0.37, 0.15 and 0.11 for the 
observed data. The signal to noise ratio for dispersive differences are also much higher 
between the peak and remote and inflection and remote data sets, 0.46 and 0.85 compared 
to 0.27 and 0.37 for the observed data. The successful location of selenium sites and the 
improved signal to noise ratio points to the lack of detected bijvoet and dispersive 
differences in the observed data as the cause for the failed phasing attempts using the 
observed data. 
The peak data set generated from the final model was submitted to Phenix.Xtriage 
for analysis (Figure 12.6). The off-origin peak was detected as expected, but twinning 
was not predicted as it was for all collected data. This indicates that the detection of 
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twinning in the observed data is not caused by the presence of pseudo translational 
symmetry alone. One explanation may be that there is increased error in the measured 
intensities. Measurement errors are highest for weak reflections, and since pseudo 
translational symmetry increases the number of weak reflections the overall measurement 
error is also increased. 
Twinning and intensity statistics summary (acentric data): 
Statistics independent of twin laws 
- <IA2>/<I>A2:3.305 
- <F>A2/<FA2> : 0.684 
-<|EA2-1|> : 0.927 
-<|L|>, <LA2>: 0.488, 0.319 
Multivariate Z score L-test: 0.373 
The multivariate Z score is a quality measure of the given 
spread in intensities. Good to reasonable data are expected 
to have a Z score lower than 3.5. 
Large values can indicate twinning, but small values do not 
necessarily exclude it. 
Statistics depending on twin laws 
| Operator | type | R obs. | Britton alpha | H alpha | ML alpha | 
|-h,-k,l | M | 0.477 |0.010 | 0.018 | 0.022 | 
Patterson analyses 
- Largest peak height : 56.300 
(corresponding p value : 2.792e-05) 
The analyses of the Patterson function reveals a significant off-origin 
peak that is 56.30 % of the origin peak, indicating pseudo translational 
symmetry. 
The chance of finding a peak of this or larger height by random in a 
structure without pseudo translational symmetry is equal to the 
2.7921e-05. 
The detected tranlational NCS is most likely also responsible for the 
elevated intensity ratio. 
See the relevant section of the logfile for more details. 
The results of the L-test indicate that the intensity statistics 
behave as expected. No twinning is suspected. 
Even though no twinning is suspected, it might be worthwhile carrying 
out a refinement using a dedicated twin target anyway, as twinned 
structures with low twin fractions are difficult to distinguish from non-
twinned structures. 
Figure 12.6 Phenix.Xtriage summary for peak data set calculated from the 
refined model. The pseudo translational symmetry is correctly detected, but 
twinning is not suspected as it was for the measured data. 
A similar case was described for the crystal structure of superoxide dismutase 
from Pyrobaculum aeorophilum (Lee et al., 2003). The protein crystallized in space 
group P3(2)12 with 12 copies in the asymmetric unit and pseudo translational non-
crystallographic symmetry. Initial attempts at phasing by molecular replacement and 
multiwavelength anomalous dispersion were unsuccessful. Ultimately, the structure was 
solved using molecular replacement and the peak wavelength data set. After model 
refinement, the correct selenium sites were located using calculated structure factors from 
the model. 
The successful location of the selenium sites using the calculated data and an 
identical method as was used in previous phasing attempts implies that the previous 
failures are due to errors in the intensities of the data and not to the method itself. 
Anomalous scattering directly impacts diffraction measurements, and the small 
differences in the observed intensities are used to locate the sites of the anomalously 
scattering atoms. In the absence of anomalous scattering the Friedel mates, h and -h, 
have equal intensities. When anomalously scattering atoms are present, the intensities of 
Friedel mates differ slightly known as the Bijvoet difference, and the intensities for a 
particular reflection, h, differ between wavelengths known as the dispersive difference. 
As discussed previously, translational pseudo symmetry also directly affects the 
diffraction measurements by increasing the number of very weak and very strong 
intensities observed. Essentially, this increase in the number of very weak and strong 
intensities due to pseudo translational symmetry increases the noise present in the data 
thus obscuring the very small differences necessary for the successful determination of 
the anomalously scattering atom positions. Such an increase in the noise can decrease the 
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signal to noise ratio to the point that site determination is extremely difficult or 
impossible. In the case described for flavodoxin, more than half of the molecules are 
pseudo translations of other copies. The high degree of pseudo translational symmetry 
affects the data so strongly that the signal to noise ratio for the selenium sites is reduced 
to the point that the sites cannot be located. 
12.3 Insights for future structural studies 
Twinning and pseudo translational symmetry are two factors that can severely 
limit structure solution in crystallography; however, when detected, approaches can be 
taken to allow successful structure solution. It is therefore extremely important to 
characterize the data prior to phasing attempts to avoid the potential pitfalls caused by 
twinning and pseudo symmetry. A variety of programs and methods exist for the 
detection of both twinning and pseudo symmetry including but not limited to 
Phenix.Xtriage (Adams et al., 2002), The Merohedral Crystal Twinning Servers (Padilla 
and Yeates, 2003; Yeates, 1997), the self rotation function (Rossmann and Blow, 1962) 
and Native Patterson maps (Patterson, 1934). Since different algorithms are used by 
different programs more than one test should be performed in each case to eliminate false 
results. While performing initial data characterization, it is also important to keep in mind 
that the presence of pseudo translational symmetry can mimic twinning, but it is possible 
to distinguish between the two properties by analyzing the twin fraction at various 
resolutions. It is possible for a crystal to have both properties, but a false positive result 
for twin tests can occur when pseudo translational symmetry is also a characteristic of the 
crystal. This was the case for the flavodoxin structure described here; Phenix.Xtriage 
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indicated possible twinning, but the twin fraction refined to less than 0.05. The pseudo 
translational symmetry present and the error in the measurement of the low intensity 
reflections are suspected to have caused the false positive result. The Merohedral Crystal 
Twinning Server: Padilla Yeates Algorithm was more accurate in determining that the 
crystal was not twinned than was Phenix.Xtriage. If either twinning or pseudo symmetry 
is detected, the assigned space group should be inspected carefully to ensure proper 
assignment since one effect of these complications is higher apparent symmetry than the 
actual symmetry of the crystal. 
All is not lost if a crystal does possess pseudo translational symmetry; a 
successful structure solution can still be obtained. Molecular replacement with intelligent 
intervention was successful in generating a correct model in the case of flavodoxin in the 
space group P3( 1 )21. The signal to noise ratio for the data is reduced by pseudo 
translational symmetry. The success of a molecular replacement search is therefore 
highly dependent on the quality of the search model since low homology models also 
reduce the signal present in a manner generally proportional to the agreement between 
the search model and target. Improvements can be made to a search model by modifying 
side chains and averaging multiple structures to use as the search ensemble 
(Schwarzenbacher et al., 2004). Searches can be additionally complicated by a large 
number of copies in the asymmetric unit particularly when they are related by pseudo 
translational symmetry (McCoy, 2007). If the pseudo translational symmetry operator is 
known, it can be used to identify correct molecular replacement solutions in a solution set 
or to place additional copies after initial solutions have been defined. The R-factors for a 
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solution may be higher than expected for a correct solution (Vajdos et al., 1997), so initial 
solutions should not be discarded based on this value alone. 
An essential step in refinement of the model with pseudo translational symmetry 
was the application of the twin law even though the data were not twinned. When first 
applied the twin fraction was estimated as 0.12 but refined to <0.05. Application of the 
twin law allowed the program to better process the data affected by the pseudo 
translational symmetry, maybe because twinning and pseudo translational symmetry both 
affect the intensities systematically. Therefore, if a twin law is possible, it may be 
worthwhile carrying out refinement with the twin law applied for a model with pseudo 
translational symmetry. Although the non-crystallographic symmetry is not perfect, the 
application of NCS restraints also significantly improved the R-factors. The best results 
are obtained by specifying each set of pseudo translational symmetry related molecules as 
separate NCS groups. The R-factors from refinement in Phenix.refine (Adams et al., 
2002) were generally about 3% lower than the R-factors calculated in CNS (Brunger, 
2007; Brunger et al., 1998). In this case, refinement was carried out in CNS until the R-
factors converged then continued with Phenix.refine. The choice of refinement program, 
application of the twin law and application of NCS restraints were necessary for refining 
the model to reasonable R-factor values. 
Even with the presence of pseudo translational symmetry, final structure solution 
was possible by using alternative approaches to phasing by molecular replacement and 
refinement of the model. These approaches may be generally applicable to dealing with 
pseudo translational symmetry in order to solve structures characterized by this factor. As 
more structures are solved that exhibit pseudo translational symmetry, inevitably the 
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methods and programs employed will improve as well. It is important to begin to develop 
insights about the complications on crystallography invoked by challenging factors such 
as pseudo translational symmetry. Overcoming the challenge of pseudo symmetry in 
solving the X-ray crystal structure of D. desulfuricans 29577 flavodoxin is an early step 
in that process. 
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Appendix: Structural and biophysical characterization of hRecQL4, a 
DNA helicase responsible for Rothmund-Thomson Syndrome 
Appendix A: RecQL4, helicases and replication restart 
Mutations in the human RECQL4 gene that inactivate the protein give rise to a 
rare genetic disorder, Rothmund-Thomson Syndrome (RTS) (Tuteja and Tuteja, 2004a). 
RTS is an autosomal recessive disorder characterized primarily by chromosomal 
instability and a predisposition to cancers; other characteristics include skeletal defects, 
premature aging and poikiloderma, a skin condition causing increased sensitivity to 
sunlight and a rash (Sangrithi et al, 2005). Other distinct mutations in RECQL4 lead to 
RAPADILINO (radial hypoplasia, patella hypoplasia and cleft or arched palate, diarrhea 
and dislocated joints, Httle size and Hmb malformation, nose slender and normal 
intelligence) Syndrome that is characterized by skeletal malformations but not a 
predisposition to cancer (Kitao et al., 1999). The type of syndrome and degree of severity 
vary greatly and are specific to the mutations present in the RECQL4. These mutations 
map throughout the helicase and C-terminal domains (Figure A. 1). 
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Figure A.l Map of mutations isolated from patients with RTS and RAPADALINO. The 
mutations map throughout the hRecQL4 gene. Circles represent insertions, X represents 
truncations, triangles represent deletions and squares represent insertions. Mutations shown in red 
are associated with a higher rate of cancer. Figure by Y. Shamoo. 
Many patients have multiple mutations and different allelic combinations of mutations 
making it difficult to discern the mechanism by which mutations to RECQL4 lead to the 
disease states. This study will be one of the first addressing the structure of RTS to 
elucidate the function. 
hRecQL4 is one of five human members of the RecQ family of DNA helicases. 
Mutations in two of the other human members of the RecQ family, BLM and WRN, lead 
to Bloom's and Werner's Syndromes respectively. Both of these syndromes are also 
characterized by chromosomal instability and cancer predisposition but differ in the type 
of chromosomal instability observed and additional disease symptoms(Braybrooke et al., 
2003; Choudhary et al., 2004; von Kobbe et al, 2003). While Bloom's and Werner's 
Syndromes lead to increased susceptibility to cancer and chromosomal abnormalities 
such as large deletions (WRN) (Khakhar et al., 2003) or increased DNA crossovers 
(BLM) (Braybrooke et al., 2003; Lindor et al, 2000; Wu and Hickson, 2003), RecQL4 
insufficiency leads to aneuploidy through chromosomal mis-segregation (Patel and Picha, 
2000). The differences in disease phenotypes and the poor correlation between genotype 
and phenotype suggest that the RecQ proteins have different functions. 
Alignment of the BLM, WRN and hRecQL4 proteins using the helicase domain 
allows some insight into the differences between the family members. As shown in 
Figure A.2, the terminal ends of hRecQL4 lack multiple domains that have been 
identified in BLM and WRN: the RNaseD C-terminal (HRDC) and RecQ C-terminal 
(RQC) nucleic acid binding motifs (Choudhary et al., 2004; von Kobbe et al., 2003). 
Although the other family members contain a nuclear localization signal sequence (NLS), 
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the sequence is present in the C-terminal region of the proteins other than hRecQIA 
Alternatively, the recently identified NLS in hRecQL4 is located within the helicase 
domain at residues 363-492 (Burks et al., 2006). In addition, the N-terminal 118 amino 
acids of hRecQL4 comprise a domain unique within the family called the Sld2 domain 
because it shows ~30% homology to Sld2 from S. pombe and DRC1 from S. cerevesiae 
which are essential for the establishment of DNA replication forks in yeast. To date, no 
known homologs to Sld2 in higher eukaryotes have been isolated (Cobb et al, 2003; 
Wang and Elledge, 1999). The potential functions of the remaining two thirds of 
hRecQL4 are unknown, and no clues are provided by sequence alignment or secondary 
structure prediction. The variance in identified domains combined with the variance in 
disease symptoms support the conclusion that each of these helicases may function in 
unique ways during replication, recombination and repair. 
ED HD R H NLS 
Figure A.2 Structural alignment of WRN, BLM and RecQL4. Al three proteins contain a helicase 
domain (HD, red) of approximately 380 aa. RecQL4 does not contain all of the terminal domains 
present in WRN and BLM: exonuclease domain (ED, cyan), RQC domain (R, green), HRDC domain 
(H, purple) but possesses an additional domain, the Sld2 domain (yellow). 
Recent work by our collaborator, Ashdk Venkitaraman (Cambridge University), 
suggests a novel role for hRecQL4 during replication initiation. Published results show 
that hRecQL4 is required for the initiation of replication and cellular proliferation in both 
Xenopus laevis egg extracts and mammalian cells (Sangrithi et al., 2005). Additionally, 
hRecQL4 complements the requirement for xRecQL4, however, a mutant hRecQL4 that 
has an inactive helicase catalytic domain due to mutation of the asparagine at position 
605 to an alanine (D605A) shows no complementation. 
A number of additional experiments were performed in order to identify when 
hRecQL4 associates with chromatin to show when it is active during replication. During 
origin licensing, the origin recognition complex (ORC) first binds to the origin of 
replication (Thommes and Hubscher, 1990). A number of replication factors are then 
recruited to the origin and associate with ORC forming the pre-initiation complex. As 
the cell cycle progresses from Gl to S phase cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) activity 
increases and replication factors, including Sld2 in yeast, are phosphorylated. This allows 
the recruitment of additional factors which license the origin and play a role in limiting 
replication to once per cell cycle. At this point the MCM is recruited and loaded onto the 
origin forming the pre-replication complex (pre-RC). The MCM is currently thought to 
then unwind the duplex DNA forming establishing the replication fork, the single-
stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) loads and the polymerases are recruited making the 
fork active. 
xRecQL4 was shown to be recruited after xMCM and xORC2 but overlaps with 
the recruitment of xRPA70, a SSB. Other assembly studies show that in xRecQL4-
depleted extracts, xRPA70, xPCNA and xPola cannot load onto chromatin, but xMCM 
loading is not affected. Supplementing xRecQL4-depleted extracts with xRecQL4 
restores the ability to support chromatin loading of these factors. Our working hypothesis 
is that hRecQL4 is a DNA pump akin to S V40 large T-antigen. In vivo, RecQL4 and the 
MCMs may generate ssDNA at the origin required for loading of RPA and the replicative 
polymerases. In the absence of hRecQL4, single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) 
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RPA may not be able to load not because it needs a loading factor (most SSBs bind 
tightly to all available single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)), but rather because hRecQL4 
activity is required for generation of ssDNA in the region where RPA and the replicative 
DNA polymerases are to be loaded (Figure A.3). It is also interesting that other than the 
N-terminal domain of hRecQL4, no upper eukaryotic homologs to the yeast Sld2 protein 
have been identified. RTS may therefore also play a role similar to Sld2 in controlling 
replication. 
MCM2-7 
Figure A.3 Models for the involvement of RecQL4 in DNA replication initiation. A model 
for a classic helicase is shown on the left, and our model where RecQL4 acts as a pump is shown 
on the right. Figure by Y. Shamoo. 
Up to this point helicases have been discussed only as members of the RecQ 
family of DNA helicases. However, helicases across families can also be divided by 
several means including structural groups based on whether or not they form an 
oligomeric ring corresponding to the two superfamilies, SF2 and SF1 respectively (Patel 
and Picha, 2000). Hexameric ring helicases involved in DNA replication can be found 
from bacteriophages to eukaryotic viruses and from prokaryotic to eukaryotic organisms 
(Patel and Picha, 2000; Tuteja and Tuteja, 2004b). Although, the individual monomer 
units vary in size, the outer diameter of the ring narrowly ranges between 12-14 nm and 
the diameter of the central channel is between 3-4 nm (Patel and Picha, 2000). The ring 
structure allows for DNA binding through the central channel and may increase 
processivity as is the case for proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (Patel and Picha, 
2000; Stano et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2002). BLM and WRN are helicases identified as 
forming a hexameric ring structure (Figure A.4) which is the considered the common 
assembly for helicases (Janscak et al., 2003; Patel and Picha, 2000). 
Figure A.4 BLM particle from averaged EM 
images. The BLM protein forms a hexameric 
ring. Figure from Patel and Picha, 2000. 
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Interestingly, the MCM helicase, a heterohexameric ring, has been shown to form 
an active double hexamer and has also been isolated as a heptameric ring (see Figure A. 5) 
(Fletcher et al., 2003). The isolation of the MCM in these forms introduces a new 
stereochemistry for the complex. The double hexamer conformation as well as single 
hexamers and heptamers are all isolated in a particular preparation of the protein even 
though the protein elutes as a single peak on gel filtration (Gomez-Llorente et al., 2005). 
All three classes are present at a variety of salt concentrations and incubation 
temperatures in different percentages of the total particles. When a nucleotide is added to 
the prep, an additional class is isolated in which the ring is open (Gomez-Llorente et al., 
2005). This type of polymorphism has also been observed for gene 40 product (G40P), a 
DNA helicase from Bacillus subtilis bacteriophage SPP1 (Nunez-Ramirez et al., 2006). 
At varying pH the protein is isolated as a hexamer and heptamer at varying percentages 
of the total population, and the hexamer shows three types of symmetry, c3, c6 and c3c6. 
Our focus is to identify the function of hRecQL4 by determining its structure 
using a variety of techniques. We are using X-ray crystallography to determine the high 
resolution structures of multiple hRecQL4 domains and EM to determine the low 
resolution structures and stoichiometry of the larger domains. 
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Figure A.5 Average EM images of the various populations of MCM particles. The number 
of particles and percentage of total particles is indicated below each averaged image. Figure 
from Fletcher et al.,2003. 
Appendix B: Construct design, cloning, expression and purification 
A structural genomics approach was taken to generate a number of protein 
constructs as the targets for the experiments throughout this study. The constructs 
designed are shown in Figure B.l and were cloned into pMal-c2x using the restriction 
sites for EcoRI and Xbal. Efforts to produce large quantities of recombinant hRecQL4 
constructs in E. coli have been successful. In order to achieve maximum expression of 
soluble protein and to allow affinity purification, the constructs were expressed as a 
fusion to maltose binding protein (MBP) in the Rosetta2 cell line (Novagen) which , 
supplies rare codons on a separate plasmid. After partial purification (-80%) using the 
Hi Flow Amylose Resin (New England Biolabs), the fusion is successfully cleaved by 
TEV protease. 
1 118 360 810 
360-810 
ij»»i.»i^,.'WA„-jJva.am«.ri^;,1i 8 1 0 - e n d 
1 - 1 1 5 WiAMSlMii* .J... ,M 
1-186 
210-810 
333-810 
333-end 
Figure B.l Schematic representation of designed protein constructs. The hRecQL4 sequence is 
represented in black with the helicase domain in red and Sld2 domain in yellow. The number labels 
represent the residues spanning individual constructs designed to include regions of predicted secondary 
structure and end in flexible loop regions. 
Further purification of the construct is achieved by ammonium sulfate 
precipitation at 50% and removes approximately 2/3 of the MBP present. Purification on 
a gel filtration column by FPLC results in pure target construct because the molecular 
weight of the oligomer is significantly higher than that of MBP and elutes at the void 
volume of the column (Figure B.2). It is noteworthy that the size exclusion correlates 
with the predicted molecular weight based on the EM work. This method of purification 
has been successful for yielding pure proteins that contain the helicase domain (residues 
360-810). 
hRecQL4(360-810) oligomer 
\ Calibration of the Superose12 Column 
4 4 .4 4.8 5.2 5.6 6 
B 
....,,....^.fi.,^,i,.._,,.,f,,.,, 
2,000 kDa 443 kDa 29kDa 
Std. 4 
Figure B.2 Purification of hRecQL4 by size exclusion chromatography using a 
Superose™ 12 column. An example of the A) chromatogram and B) SDS-PAGE 
analysis for purification of hRecQL4(360-810) containing constructs. The elution 
peak position corresponds with the size of the double heptamer observed by EM. Inset 
shows molecular weight standards. 
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The hRecQL4( 1-360) construct does not contain the helicase domain and 
therefore cannot be separated from MBP by gel filtration because the sizes of the proteins 
are too similar due to the lack of oligomerization. Rather, prior to purification on the 
amylose resin, the hRecQL4(l-360) construct is purified using DE52 and PI 1 resins. 
The fusion construct flows through these two resins removing the majority of 
contaminants. The flow through is then loaded onto an amylose resin and the eluted 
protein is cleaved by TEV with the same efficiency as the previous constructs. 
Ammonium sulfate precipitation to 50% removes approximately 2/3 of MBP. A final 
step to remove the residual MBP, which is the only major contaminant at this point is still 
necessary. 
In some preparations, uncleaved fusion eluted from gel filtration with the target 
construct. The uncleaved fusion can be removed by repeating the TEV cleavage reaction, 
ammonium sulfate precipitation and gel filtration on the partially purified sample. 
Simply adding fresh TEV to the original cleavage sample, increasing the incubation 
period and increasing the ratio of TEV:fusion had no effects on the efficiency of TEV 
cleavage. These results taken together imply that an inhibition mechanism is preventing 
complete TEV cleavage of the fusion construct. Since MBP retains the TEV recognition 
sequence after cleavage, perhaps the TEV is sequestered on the free MBP and therefore 
does not cleave all of the fusion in the sample. Improper folding that prevents TEV 
access to the cleavage site can be dismissed as an explanation since partially purified 
fusion can be cleaved, thus supporting the theory of product inhibition. 
The purified protein constructs are concentrated before crystallization trials. The 
hRecQL4 constructs containing the helicase domain (360-810, 1-810, 360-1208) are 
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concentrated by a second AmS04 precipitation after final purification and stored as a 
pellet at -80°C. SDS-PAGE confirms that the protein is not degraded using this storage 
method. This method creates an additional consideration for crystallization, the presence 
of ammonium sulfate in the pellet. It is likely that the concentration of the ammonium 
sulfate after resuspension varies slightly. Since conditions were screened with protein 
directly suspended out of the pellet, this poses a potential problem for finding 
crystallization conditions. However, the protein precipitates, even when on ice, after a 
limited amount of time, so dialysis is not a viable option to normalize the ammonium 
sulfate concentration. Light scattering experiments confirmed homogeneity of the 
purified protein samples. 
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Figure B.3 Purification of His-hRecQL4(l-118) by ion exchange chromatography (MonoQ). A) 
Chromatogram showing UV absorbance (blue) and % concentration Buffer B (green). B) SDS-PAGE 
analysis of fractions indicated with red arrows. hRecQL4(l-l 18) has a molecular weight of ~13 kDa. 
The sequence for the 1-118 construct to Blue Heron Biotechnology for expression 
optimization of the sequence. The algorithm used optimizes both for codon usage and 
RNA structures. The final product was designed to include a C-terminal 6X His- tag for 
purification and additional sites for restriction endonucleases to facilitate sub-cloning in 
the future. The synthetic gene was received in a pUC derivative, and was sub-cloned into 
pET28. hRecQL4(l-l 18His) is expressed in BL21(DE3) Star cells (Invitrogen) at 37°C 
for 4 hours post-induction with IPTG. 1-118His was purified on a His-bind resin 
followed by dialysis and ion exchange chromatography on a MonoQ column (Amersham 
Biosciences) (Figure B.3). 
Significant work has been done by our collaborator on the Xenopus homolog 
showing functional complementarity to the human protein, and the mouse is used as a 
model organism for the disease caused by hRecQL4 mutations. There are a few 
differences between the sequences suggesting that one of the two might crystallize better 
than the human version. Some differences are sequence length, pi and stability index 
calculated by ProtParam (Wilkins et al., 1999) (Table B.l). Another difference is the 
residue aligned with Thr93 of the human sequence. This is the site proposed as the 
necessary phosphorylation site to activate the protein that may also help to stabilize the 
domain. In mouse the aligned residue is a Met and is a Ser in Xenopus. Optimized 
sequences for both homologous proteins were ordered from Blue Heron Biotechnology, 
subcloned, sequenced, expressed and purified in a similar manner to the human protein. 
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Human MERLRDVRERLQAWERAFRRQRGRRPSQDDVEAAPEETRALYREYRTLKRT —TGQAGGGLRSSE 
House MERLATVRARLQEWERAFARLHGRRPAKGDVEAAPEETRALYREYRNLKQA VRQADDRHRVLE 
Xenopus MERYNEVKVLLKKWETAFLQEHKRKPNKTDVESASNETQELYKEFKSLKKEQLDISTDTVFTPKSGQVMETSP 
* * * * . * • * * * * 
.* . ***.* .**. **.*..**. 
Human SLPAAAEEAPEPRCWGPHLNRAATKSPQPTPGR-SRQGSVPDYGQRLKANLKGTLQ 
M o u s e Q—SLAEAAEEAQEPSCWGPHLSRAATQNTQSMPKQ-SLLSSVQDYGKRLKANLKNTTQ 
X e n o p u s KPTHRADAAGDSEGSASWGIHLNRASVTPKLTSKERDSLKASAQFYGMKLKANLGGALR 
** ***** * . * ** ;***** 
Figure B.4 Alignment of N-terminal Sld-2 domains from human, mouse and xenopus. The 
sequences are highly similar with minor differences including the residue corresponding to 
Thr93 in the human sequence, thought to require phosphorylation to activate the protein. 
Table B.1 Characteristics of 1 -118 sequences 
Length 
MW (kDa) 
PI 
Instability index 
Human Mouse 
118 119 
14.2 14.48 
10.75 9.72 
70.44 55.6 
unstable unstable 
Xenopus 
132 
15.65 
9.4 
23.63 
stable 
Appendix C: Crystallization attempts 
Nearly 300 conditions for the hRecQL4 constructs containing the helicase domain 
(360-810, 360-1208, 1-810, 331-810) were screened using the Hydrall and incubated at 
10° C and 20°C at several concentrations. For hRecQL4(360-810) there were 
approximately 10 hits that were each optimized and produced crystals large enough to 
mount, but the diffraction pattern indicated they were salt crystals rather than protein. 
Like the hRecQL4(360-810), the other helicase domain constructs did not yield protein 
crystals. The majority of the drops remained clear indicating that the protein 
concentration still was not high enough. Since MBP has helped to maintain the solubility 
of the hRecQL4 constructs, the MBP fusion proteins were purified and concentrated as 
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targets for crystallization. The same purification procedure was used as described for the 
other constructs without the TEV cleavage. The MBP fusion proteins were concentrated 
using centrifugal concentrators. Crystallization conditions for MBP-hRecQL4(l-810), 
MBP- hRecQL4(360-810) and MBP- hRecQL4(360-1208) were screened with the 
Hydrall and Topaz systems. With the Hydrall, -300 conditions were set up for each 
construct at 20° C and 10° C. None of the trays yielded hits. The majority of the positions 
(-90%) in the Topaz system screens showed phase separation (Figure C. 1). 
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Figure C.l Representative phase separation in crystallization conditions in Topaz chip. Example 
of the phase separation that occurred in the crystallization conditions over a twelve day period. 
Progression in time is from bottom to top. 
The addition of detergents or heavy metals did affect crystallization or prevent 
phase separation. Hg, Au and Pt derivatives and 11 detergents from the Hampton 
Detergent Screen and were incubated with the MBP-hRecQL4(360-810) construct for 30 
minutes prior to setting up the chips. Protein without an additive was used as a control. 
All 14 additive conditions yielded hits in 5 similar conditions, PEG 4000, 18% or 27%, 
potassium fluoride or potassium nitrate, 0.2M or 0.8M, and a variety of pHs. One was a 
hexameric crystal form, and the other four were all cubic. Hanging drop vapor diffusion 
and batch methods were used to reproduce the crystals, gridding around the original 
conditions, but IZIT staining and x-ray diffraction showed they were all salt crystals. 
The most crystallization success was observed with the hRecQL4(l-l 18) 
construct. 96-well plates were set up using the Hydrall Plus One and the following broad 
crystallization screens at 10°C and 20°C at 10 and 24 mg/mL: PEGS (Qiagen), Index and 
CrystalScreenHT (Hampton Research). Two conditions yielded quasi-crystals (Figure 
C.2): 
1.) 0.2 M di-Ammonium hydrogen phosphate; 20% (w/v) PEG 3350; 10°C 
2.) 0.2 M Potassium sulfate; 20% (w/v) PEG 3350; 10°C. 
Optimization of the conditions was attempted by varying the pH from 6.0 to 8.0 
and by incubating at both 10°C and 20°C, but no improvement was observed. X-ray 
diffraction was so weak that it was not very informative and it was not possible to 
determine if the crystals were protein or salt. 
Figure C.2 Quasi crystals of BtRecQL4(l-118). These quasi crystals 
may improve in quality with further optimization. 
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This construct was expected to crystal readily since it is so small, but the high 
degree of predicted flexible loop regions may have prevented successful crystallization. 
Appendix D: NMR studies 
Since crystallization success was limited, the hRecQL4(l-l 18) protein was 
analyzed by NMR to see if it was well ordered. Amy Richter, an undergraduate, was able 
to optimize initial attempts to express MBP-hRecQL4(l-l 18) in M9 minimal media. N15 
labeled His-hRecQL4(l-l 18) protein was expressed for 16 hours and purified on a His-
bind resin followed by dialysis. An NMR sample was prepared at pH 7.5. Sean Moran 
performed all HSQC experiments. Reducing the pH improved the separation of the peaks, 
and the intensity of the peaks was more uniform. The best spectrum is shown in Figure 
D. 1. The peaks are well dispersed and defined indicating that the protein does have an 
ordered structure. Approximately 100 of the expected peaks were counted. It may be 
feasible for the structure to be solved by NMR with some optimization. 
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Figure D.l HSQC of N15 labeled hRecQL4(l-118). The well defined and dispersed peaks indicate 
that the protein is well ordered. 
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Appendix E: EM 
Negative-stain EM images were taken of hRecQL4(360-810), (360-810) plus 
nucleotide, (360-810) plus DNA, and hRecQL4(l-810) in 20 mM EPPS, pH 8.5, at 200 
mM and 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM PMSF. Each sample was 
incubated on ice for thirty minutes prior to grid preparation. hRecQL4(360-810), which 
was previously imaged by Jack Xie, was used to find a staining procedure that would 
yield quality grids that were reproducible. Samples are prepared by applying 3 uL of 
sample solution to copper grids supporting a continuous thin carbon film, and stained 
with 0.75% uranyl formate, left for 1 min and washed twice with deionized water, 
blotted, and dried. 
The samples containing protein and protein plus nucleotide produced frames 
containing ring particles in two orientations, face up and on their sides (Figure E.l). Free 
class averaging of 750 center aligned particles showed hRecQL4(360-810) forms a 
heptameric ring when a DNA substrate is not present in the sample. This was further 
indicated by the images generated by specifying a given symmetry for the averaging. 
When a c7 symmetry was specified, the image has seven subunits. However, when c6 
symmetry is specified a blurred ring is produced indicating the wrong symmetry was 
used for averaging. Comparison of the free class average to the symmetry specified 
averages confirmed the 7-fold symmetry of hRecQL4(360-810). However, four subunits 
average more clearly than the other three, and this observation is consistent between 
preps and various averaging runs. Additionally, some face up particles show a bump in 
the middle of the ring, which may correspond to the particles being flipped 180°. The 
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side view also appears as its own class. The side view may represent the double ring 
form as is the case for MCM (Gomez-Llorente et al., 2005). 
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Figure E.l Negative stain EM images of hRecQL4(360-810). A) EM field showing 
homogeneous particles. Bar is 50 nm. B) Raw images of individual particles from the field 
shown in A. The bottom row shows particles in side views. C) Free class averages made from 
758 individual boxed particles. From left to right the average images were made from 203, 277 
and 278 boxed images respectively. No external symmetry operators were applied to the 
averages. D) C6 and C7 symmetry was imposed and class averages generated. Comparison to the 
free class averages shows that the heptamer is the correct symmetry. 
The samples containing DNA no longer showed the presence of rings under either 
condition with any of the substrates. This indicates that the DNA does have an affect on 
the rings. However, it is not clear if the DNA causes the ring to dissociate, or if it causes 
the protein to aggregate. Even the helicases that have been shown to undergo a structural 
change have not been shown to dissociate into smaller units. On the other hand, there is a 
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theory not generally accepted that the ring structure serves as a reservoir of the helicases, 
and in the presence of DNA the protein dissociates into monomers to perform its activity. 
To differentiate between aggregation and dissociation of the protein in the DNA 
containing samples, a gel filtration experiment was performed. The ratio of protein to 
DNA to y-S-ATP was maintained in the same buffer as above, incubated for 30 minutes 
on ice, syringe filtered through a 0.22 urn low protein-binding filter and loaded onto the 
Superosel2 size exclusion column used for separation of the protein states. If the protein 
was dissociating a peak eluting much later corresponding to a molecular weight of 
approximately 50 kDa was expected. If aggregation was occurring, no peak was expected 
because the aggregates would be filtered out of the sample before loading. The protein 
still eluted at the void volume indicating the oligomer still forms in the presence of the 
DNA, and no peak appeared at the volume where the monomer would be expected. 
There was an additional peak that eluted at a size larger than the monomer, but smaller 
than the oligomer. It is possible that this peak would correspond to a smaller oligomer 
such as a single ring, but absorbance at 280 nm and 260 nm indicated the fraction 
contained only DNA indicating that the DNA was not tightly bound to the hRecQL4(360-
810) if at all. The fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE to confirm the peaks, and the 
oligomeric peak sample produced a band at the size of the protein while the second peak 
did not produce a band. The results of the gel filtration experiment showed no disruption 
of the oligomer and do not agree with what is observed in the EM fields. This is an issue 
that needs to be resolved. 
The non-averaged negative-stain EM images of partially purified hRecQL4(l-
810) show the adoption of a ring structure, however, it has not been possible to determine 
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the stoichiometry of the ring so far. It may be that the view is obscured by the N-terminal 
residues which are predicted to be highly flexible by primary sequence analysis. 
However, it is promising that the ring is of the same diameter as the hRecQL4(360-810) 
ring. The MBP-360-810 fusion protein was also imaged and is shown in Figure E.2. 
From viewing the particles in the field, the particles are the appropriate size. You can 
imagine visualizing the individual subunits of the inner ring with the N-terminal MBP 
falling to make the outer ring. Some particles seem to be the side view (ovals). However, 
the resolution is not as high as the 360-810 construct without the MBP fusion. 
hRecQL4(360-810D605A), the mutant in the DEAH box that inactivates the helicase. As 
expected, this mutant still forms the double heptameric rings as shown in the field in 
Figure E.2. 
o 
Figure E.2 Examples of EM fields for MBP-hRecQL4(360-810) and 
hRecQL4(360-810) D605A. A) MBP-hRecQL4(360-810) and B) 
hRecQL4(360-810) D605A. Rings form in both cases. The D605A 
mutation is known to disrupt helicase activity. 
Through the National Center for Molecular Imaging at Baylor cryo-EM studies 
with were initiated with Donghua Chen in Wah Chiu's lab. The buffer conditions of a 
sample can affect the quality of freeze therefore data collection. Samples were prepared 
in the following buffer conditions for initial screening of freeze conditions for 
hRecQL4(360-810): 
20 mM EPPS pH 8.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1 raM EDTA 
20 mM EPPS pH 8.5, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA 
10 mM Tris pH 7.5,200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA 
10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA 
The salt concentrations have both previously been used in negative stain samples and 
allow the formation of the double heptamer. Along with altering the buffer conditions, 
the grid preparation procedure can be varied in order to produce good samples for 
imaging. 
Figure E.3 Representative cryo-EIM field of hRecQL4(360-
810). The concentration of particles in the field and freeze 
conditions were optimized for imaging. 
Since hRecQL4(360-810) cannot be concentrated after purification, the amount of 
protein isolated at the beginning of the prep had to be scaled up while maintaining 
volumes throughout the prep. Grids were successfully prepared for imaging (Figure E.3), 
and Donghua performed an initial 3D reconstruction to ~10A. Unfortunately, it seemed 
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there were two populations in the sample: one that looked like GroEL and one that was 
rounder more like a basketball in shape. The protein sample was submitted for N-terminal 
sequencing, and the results confirmed a mixture of the hRecQL4(360-810) and E. coli 
GroEL. One possibility is that hRecQL4 does not fold properly or has unfolded regions, 
and therefore is bound by GroEL that is then carried through the purification process. 
Appendix F: DNA binding assays, helicase assays, ATP hydrolysis assays 
hRecQL4(360-810), (1-810) and (360-1208) were assayed for helicase activity on a 
variety of DNA substrates shown in Figure F.l including the Ml 3 partial duplex 
(M13Pl*/M13mpl8), the synthetic DNA fork (M13P1*/M13T1) blunt-ended ds DNA, 
3'-tail DNA, forked DNA. These substrates had previously been used to assay the 
helicase activity of WRN (Janscak et al., 2003). The reaction buffer containing 20 mM 
EPPS, pH 8.5, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM MgC12, 100 uM DNA substrate and 
varying the conditions shown below: 
- protein concentration - 0-300 nM in 50 nM increments 
- p H - 7 . 5 and 8.5 
- length of incubation - 0, 1,5, 10, 15, 30 minutes 
- incubation temperature - 20° C and 37° C 
- Stop buffers - 150 mM EDTA, 2% SDS, 30% glycerol, 0.1 % bromophenol blue, 
the same buffer without SDS and plus excess cold ssDNA to prevent reannealing 
of the labeled strand 
- Excess cold ssDNA in reaction buffer (0-25X) - to prevent reannealing of the 
labeled strand throughout the reaction. 
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The samples were run on a 15% non-denaturing gel at 100V for 6 hours for 
separation of the ssDNA* and dsDNA bands. 
30 50 30 
5'. 
30 30 50 
5'*" 
3" 
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50 
Figure F.l DNA substrates used for helicase and DNA binding assays. From left to right 
the substrates shown are: 1) blunt end duplex, 2) 5' tail, 3) 3' tail and 4) forked DNA substrate. 
None of the three constructs showed active unwinding under any of these 
conditions. However, a positive control for the reaction is not available which is why 
cloning and expressing the full length construct is so important. A recent paper on 
hRecQL4 also reports the lack of helicase activity for the full-length protein (Macris et 
al., 2005). 
37° C 20° C 
[protein] 
mi 
[protein] 
dsDNA* 
ssDNA* 
* • - * * 
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Figure F.2 Electrophoretic mobility shift assay for helicase activity. No DNA unwinding 
is observed. The temperatures for the reactions are indicated as well as the positions for 
dsDNA and ssDNA. Protein concentrations increase from left to right. 
The constructs hRecQL4(360-810), (1 -810) and (360-1208) were used to test for 
DNA binding to the same substrates used in the helicase assay. For this experiment a 
positive control was available, RB69 DNA polymerase, which binds to DNA substrates 
with a 3'-tail (Sun et al., 2006). The reactions were incubated for 30 minutes at 37° C 
and 20° C for 30 minutes in the same buffer conditions as in the helicase assay. The 
following conditions were varied to see if there was an effect on DNA binding: 
- protein concentration - 0-200 nM in 50 nM increments 
- presence of y-S-ATP - 0, 1,2 mM 
- pH - 7.5 and 8.5 
- ss & ds substrates (1 nM) 
- presence of MgCb - 0, 1 mM 
None of the constructs showed DNA binding to any of the DNA substrates under any 
condition. It may be that the oligomer must be dissociated in order to load or requires 
additional protein loaders. 
In order to determine if DNA binding was occurring, but was transient, a UV 
crosslinking experiment was performed. The UV crosslinking experiment was carried out 
in the same buffer as the DNA binding assay with 1 nM DNA substrate and 100 nM 
protein (360-810 and 1-810) with a UV dose for 0, 1, 5, 10 and 15 minutes and separated 
on a native gel. Again, no band shift was observed. 
DNA annealing assays were also performed on the constructs, but did not show 
annealing activity. The concept is the opposite of the helicase assay; mix the reaction in 
the same buffer without ATP present and add labeled and cold ssDNA, incubate, and 
separate on a native gel looking for a band shift to where the dsDNA migrates Although 
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positive results were not expected with this assay, but it was worth trying in order to rule 
out the possibility that the protein was reannealing the DNA after unwinding. No 
annealing activity was observed for hRecQL4(360-810), the only construct assayed for 
annealing activity. Although, a control to see how long it would take the DNA to anneal 
in these conditions without the presence of the protein was not performed, WRN and 
BLM showed extensive annealing stimulation within this time frame (Cheok et al., 2005; 
Machwe et al., 2006). Therefore, the results I obtained are considered as showing a lack 
of annealing stimulation activity. 
[protein] Pol e' [protein] 
tail 
blunt 
ssDNA fe* 
Figure F.3 Electrophoretic mobility shift assay for DNA binding activity. A shift in the 
DNA band is observed for the positive control Pol e-. No DNA binding is observed for 
hRecQL4 constructs. Protein concentration increases from left to right. 
An ATPase assay was performed to see if the protein can hydrolyze ATP, a 
process necessary for translocation of helicases along a DNA strand. The ATPase assay 
was performed in 20 mM EPPS, pH 8.5, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KC1,2 mM DTT, 0.1 
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mg/mL BSA, 1 mM AMP as loading control, 1 raM ATP. The reaction is incubated at 
37° C for 45 minutes and then the nucleotides are separated by HPLC, and the decrease 
in area of the ATP peak as well as the increase in area of the ADP peak are monitored. 
By monitoring both peaks, there are two independent sets of data from which to calculate 
the degree of hydrolysis. Controls of the buffer with ATP alone, ADP alone and AMP 
alone were run to confirm the positions of the peaks. Other controls were the reaction 
buffer without the presence of protein to show that the reaction buffer alone does not 
allow ATP hydrolysis. As shown in Figure F.4, the presence of 75 nM protein 
hRecQL4(360-810) hydrolyzes ATP. Approximately 13 mol ATP/1 mol protein is 
hydrolyzed. Since the turnover is greater than 1 mol ATP/mol protein, enzyme activity is 
indicated. 
time (minutes) 
-©—360-810 
~B—360-810 
D605A 
Figure F.4 ATPase activity of hRecQL4(360-810) versus hRecQL4(360-810) D605A. HPLC using 
Zorbax XDB-C8 shows clear separation of ATP, ADP and AMP. A) No protein control and B) 
hRecQL4(360-810). C) Plot of ATPase activity for hRecQL4(360-810) versus the mutant 
hRecQL4(360-810) D605A that disrupts ATPase activity. 
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The assay was performed at pHs ranging from 7.0-8.5 and varying concentrations 
of KC1 (0, 50 mM) to optimize ATP hydrolysis, but there seemed to be no dependence on 
either. Multiple preps all showed comparable ATPase activity both when fresh and after 
freeze/thaw. The activity was also assayed in the presence of the dsDNA and ssDNA 
substrates. Again, these were the substrates used in the helicase and DNA binding assays, 
and the ssDNAs were annealed to make the dsDNA substrates No stimulation of ATP 
hydrolysis was observed, possibly because these DNA substrates are not bound by the 
construct as shown in previous experiments. 
Since ATPase activity from endogenous proteins is commonly found during 
protein purification, the measured ATPase activity was confirmed as the result of 
hRecQL4 by testing the helicase inactive mutant hRecQL4(360-810D605A) that was 
purified by the same process. Figure F.4 shows that hRecQL4(360-810D605A) has no 
detectable ATPase activity and confirms that hRecQL4 is able to hydrolyze ATP. The 
conditions were identical to those used previously to measure ATP activity, including the 
loading controls. hRecQL4(360-810) was used as a positive control. 
hRecQL4(360-810) hydrolysis of other NTPs was assayed under identical 
conditions as previously performed for ATP; no detectable GTP hydrolysis was observed. 
In order to facilitate loading of hRecQL4 onto DNA substrates, it may be 
necessary for either the rings to dissociate into single heptamers or for the entire complex 
to dissociate into monomers. To test this, a few experiments were performed by 
incubating 360-810 in 20 mM EPPS pH 8.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA with urea at 
varying concentrations followed by size exclusion on gel filtration. At the appropriate 
concentrations I should detect an elution peak at -700 kD for the double heptameric ring, 
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-350 kD for the single heptameric ring and at ~50 kD for the individual monomers. 
Various concentrations of denaturant should corresponding peaks at these positions. At 
0.8M and 1M urea, no dissociation was observed. 
A reason for the lack of function may be that other protein partners are necessary 
for the loading of hRecQL4 onto DNA or as partners for appropriate function. 
Identification of these partners is crucial to understanding how hRecQL4 functions. 
Simple pull down assays with cell nuclear extracts available commercially may identify 
interacting partners. Differences in partners between the various constructs may help to 
identify the function of the different regions of the full length protein as well as yield 
results that can be incorporated in order to adapt the activity assays for hRecQIA 
Our collaborator has shown that RecQL4 must be phosphorylated in order to 
function. This may be the reason function is not observed in many of the assays or ATP 
hydrolysis stimulation by the presence of DNA. However, it is not known which kinase 
is responsible for phosphorylation. In vitro phosphorylation methods may be useful in 
phosphorylating hRecQL4 for future assays. 
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